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Dedication
I dedicate this book to all those who in the face of persecution or even the threat of being
subjected to barbaric torture, or in the face of violent death have become truth seekers,
whistles blowers, light bearers, light workers, who had the courage to speak out, disclose
and make known to the rest of humanity what they have a right to know. Also for those
who may have been ostracised, banished and outcast by religious and cultural shunning,
disowned by their own families, due to making a stand to live by conscience rather than
cowing under and following the ruling authority that may try to oppress them, because they
valued true freedom, which is every individuals human right.
Knowledge and enlightenment is the free gift for all humanity, and no one has the right to
decide what another human can or should know, or cannot know. Many are killed and
murdered for revealing truth, but even in the face of this, still many others continue to
come forward to speak out and uncover information that to date may have been hidden,
kept secret or denied from humanity.
In this strange world, many go to great lengths at the risk of their lives to reveal truth,
and at the same time many risk their lives to suppress and hide the truth. One might say
there are heroes on both sides, but at the end of the day, truth, and only truth is the only
thing that will remain forever.
Truth cannot be imprisoned, it cannot be permanently hid, it cannot be burned with fire, it
cannot be buried, it cannot be destroyed, it is not lost in time, neither does it fade or wither
away, it will always come to the surface eventually, it will never remain silent, it will always
make itself known, for this is a universal law. No entity, lifeforms, spirit or human can stop
it. Truth will look for those searching for enlightenment, it will present itself to all those
desiring it. The universe is a living library, every single event, experience and happening is
recorded in this living library record of consciousness and DNA. Thus truth is a universal
consciousness that can be accessed by anyone at anytime, no matter how far back one
peers, it can be accessed and exposed for all the see and know.
Humanity has been sleeping for a long time as if in a coma, but now is the time for all
humanity to awaken to face these startling truths. It is knocking at the door of your heart,
will you open to let it in? Each and every individual at last, can be enlightened and answer
when asked, these four basic questions:
Who or what am I?
Where did I come from?
Why am I here? and
Where am I going?
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About Contents of Condensed edition & PDF e-Book “COMA”.
With 50 years of research and studies since I was 18 years of age, it was a challenge to
know how or where to place information in some sort of order to make sense of the
information and bring it all together. This Free PDF File Download is a condensed section
of the “Full Uncut Edition” context book “COMA” ISBN 978-1-5272-5997-3 which can be
purchased online. A hard copy of this “Condensed Edition” 154 pages e-book can also
be purchased online ISBN 978-1-83853-917-7
In the full context book, it covers my journey and true life story from 1951 to year 2000,
covering breaking free from mind control religious cults. There are also numerous other
chapters that are not included in the condensed edition. The original hard copy book
“Coma” has 278 pages and over 500 images and photos, it is in 4 parts and has 22
chapters and 42 sub-headings covering a wealth of information.
Full Context of Hard Copy book “Coma” Available online.
Part One -

Pages 13 - 112 Covers personal history from years 1951 to 2000 until I reached age 49 years.
Revealing, exposing and uncovering mind control used in religious cults.

Part Two -

Pages 118 - 179 Covers event’s from years 2000 onward, including all self-development and
other research.

Part Three - Pages 181 - 223 Covers new 2020 research reports from UFO & Remote Viewers, bringing
everything together about our earth being a prison planet, and the knowledge of how it is
possible for humanity to escape this entrapment.
Part Four - Pages 227 - 273 Miscellaneous research documents / examples of some of my creative work.
THIS FREE PDF FILE e-Book IS GIVEN SO THAT EVERYONE WISHING TO ANSWER THE 4
QUESTIONS EVERY HUMAN HAS ARIGHT TO KNOW CAN BE OBTAINED EVEN THOSE WITH LITTLE
OR NO MONEY CAN RECEIVE THE INFORMATION. MY DESIRE TO GIVE PEOPLE THIS ENLIGHTENED
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The Full Hard Copy book contains material protected under International and Federal Copyright Laws and Treaties. Any unauthorised
reprint or use of this material is prohibited. No part of this book may be reproduced or transmitted in any form or by any means,
electronic or mechanical, including photocopying, recording, or by any information storage and retrieval system without express written
permission from the author / publisher. Any person / individuals / company / organization found in breach of our copyright law will be
promptly prosecuted.

As regards this FREE e-book you may pass on to anyone who is willing to receive it.
All rights reserved 2020
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Richard Melvyn Phelan
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For Profiling And Behaviour. Researcher Into Mind Control Cults, UFO, Extraterrestrials,
Entities, The Sub-Conscious Mind, Self Development, Common Law, And Other Subjects,
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WARNING

This book contains information with facts that are both undeniable, irrefutable, and beyond
conjecture, or conspiracy theory that may be the most astonishing thing you have ever been told
in your entire life, whether you believe it or not, having done the research I believe it is true. It also
contains information that most of the public are completely unaware of, that every person over the
age of 7 years, is already registered dead in the UK, and possibly any other country under the
British flag.
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“Throughly unprepared we take the step into the afternoon of life,
worse still we take this step with false presupposition that our truths
and ideals will serve us hitherto. But we cannot live the afternoon
of life according to the program of life's morning, for what was
great in the morning, will be little in the evening, and what was in
the morning true, at the evening will become a lie.”
Dr Wayne Dyer
__________________________________________

TRUTH
Truth cannot be imprisoned, it cannot be permanently hid, it cannot be
burned with fire, it cannot be buried, it cannot be destroyed, it is not lost
in time, neither does it fade or wither away, it will always come to the
surface eventually, it will never remain silent, it will always make itself
known. No entity, lifeforms, spirit or human can stop it. Truth will look for
those searching for enlightenment, it will present itself to all those
desiring it….
…for this is a universal law.
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Forward
If you’re afraid to examine your thoughts, how can you expect others to accept them?
People that keep silent can never change anything, but an enlightened person knowing truth will
choose the path to speak out, even in the face of great opposition and personal loss.
From a young child of 5 years old, when my mother and father
joined a new religion, I was brought up in the controlled environment
of the Jehovah’s witness religion. Growing up as a child I knew
nothing of the outside world. Even at 18 years of age, I knew
nothing. Eventually as I got older my thirst for knowledge and
answers grew and I decided to walk and investigate and seek my
own path. When I parted from this religion, I was outcast, disowned
and shunned and now after 30 years my own two sons have never
introduced me to my grandchildren. I do not even know there
names, due to religious shunning .
Even on her deathbed my mother in 2019 days before she passed
away aged 87, who I had not seen for 46 years, due to her fanatical
dogmatic belief in her religion, as a Jehovah’s witness said two
words “Go Away” and threatened to call the police if I did not leave
the hospital. The nursing staff said, “She is one angry old woman”.
As I said, after all these years not seeing me, even on her deathbed
my mother disowned me, because of her religion! Why, because I
choose to walk alone by conscience making a stand for honesty and
truth. As I researched, I uncovered things I had no idea existed or were true. What I found and
uncovered I have included in these few pages.
In order to move forward in life, and to have any meaning or purpose, as I mentioned, we must be
able to answer four questions, these are:
Who or what am I?
Where do I come from?
Why am I here?
Where am I going?
This book contains information that will help you answer these 4 questions above. In a court of law
you are asked: “Do you swear to tell the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the truth”, ironically,
when it is presented, some cannot handle it or accept it, due to their preconditioned mindset. As
they say; be careful when digging deep, you may find things that later you wished were left buried,
but, when digging for truth, there is no other way but to dig deep, and then be prepared for
whatever you pull up to the surface, the findings can be truly wonderful, but they can also be
horrific and shocking, we must therefore prepare ourselves to accept what ever the findings are
and the possibility of what we will be confronted with.

Can you handle truth? Accept things you were convinced do not exist, but suddenly
find they do, and it shatters your belief system and mind set, completely upsetting
your world?
Can you handle this?
I invite you to read these pages and let you find out for yourself!

We are all fools at some time in life,
But he that knows and admits he is fool, is not such a great fool.
Chinese Proverb
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COMA
The Time For Awakening Is Now Here

Introduction

Coming To The Crossroads
When awakening and coming to a crossroads in
life, whatever the situation, facing life changing
decisions, you may decide to be honest, speak up
for truth, become a whistle blower, expose
deception and dishonesty, but why should you
lose everything including your family and your life
feels like the loneliest place on earth? The
decision I faced was this, to support knowing the
blatant dishonesty of a powerful overbearing
religious organisation, or stand alone for
conscience and for what I know as truth at the risk
of loosing everything I had, my lovely two sons,
family, friends, my good reputation and good
name. I have never met or seen 4 possibly 5 of my
grandchildren, I am not sure how many I have. I know I am
responsible for bringing at least 9 souls into this world from my
children and grandchildren, even possibly great grandchildren and yet
none have any respect or love for me due to control of their religion. It is a daily heartbreaking
burden to bare. I choose to walk alone by conscience making a stand for honesty and truth. If you
are now at a crossroads in your life, for what ever the reason, you are not alone. Rather than look
at the emptiness, look at the footprints by your feet, many have gone before you and many are
following behind you. Remember everyone on this road is a loyal honest trustworthy friend and
lover of truth or truth seeker, or they would not have reached this lonely place! Those who feel they
are walking alone, I trust this information will give you the inner strength to know many are walking
this very same path in life. At the end of the day we will all reap a reward for what we have
appeared to have temporarily suffered. When a person realises he has been lied to, he finally
awakens like coming out of Coma, even if he uncovers truth, others may refuse to accept it and will
continue mentally sleeping even for many years! Thus, walking a path seeking truth can often be
lonely, everyone says they want it, but very few are will to risk everything to obtain it.
Above: Richard around aged 56, preparing for this book (now 69 2020), and aged 6 years.
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I would like to thank all the people that have welcomed this information for the exposure off what
really is, so that we are longer being deceived by any authority or controlling power.
• If a man uncovers corruption in a government does that make him a wicked citizen?
• If a man finds dishonesty in his employment should he be fired and lose his job?
• If a man finds a religion clocked with deception, dishonesty and the occult and he
exposes it, is he to be shunned as evil, viewed as already dead, even by his own family?

Those That Use Cult Mind Control Methodology

There are many mind controlling cults, and authorities using mind control, but what happens when
you expose their dishonesty, hypocrisy or double standards? They will carry out a malicious
campaign of character assassination, slander, and lies; attempting to ruin your reputation to stop
people listening to you, they will do anything to silence you. I know, I can speak from personal
experience. It is this fear and the sentence of shunning that keeps people trapped inside these
cults. The full book “Coma” deals with mind control and the criteria how to identify mind control.
This e-book covers how to answer the 4 questions humans need to know.
Below: The entrapment of an endless maze of rules, guilt, manipulation and oppression found in
mind control cults, some find their way out but millions stay trapped in them and death will be the
only way out.

We Are Not Alone . . .

“A man dreamed of two sets of footprints in the
sand going through life, the man asked Lord
whose footprints are these? The Lord replied one
are yours and the other are mine, as I accompany
you through your life. The man asked, why was it
when in the most difficult parts of my life I saw only
One set of footprints, why did you always leave
me? The lord replied, did you not know that these
were the times when I was carrying you.”
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The Four Vital Questions You Need To Be Able To Answer
To answer these 4 questions that every human has a right to know we have to come to terms with
some real hard core facts, these being, that we are not alone in the universe, that a powerful interdimensional race has controlled the planet for thousands of years, and still does. They have been
controlling mankind and constantly interfering in human evolution and affairs for thousands of
years. Humans are from the divine and do not kill, but the bloodshed, wars, and terrible things that
humans do to another, is not human nature but possession by entities who have always sought to
destroy humanity. Once we understand these things, only then can we break free from possession
and succeed in obtaining peace.
To answer these 4 questions…
Who or what am I?
Where do I come from?
Why am I here?
Where am I going?
What I have come to realise, and will prove in this book, is that governments in all countries want
to keep people under total control and they do this by keeping humanity ignorant and in darkness
as to what is really going on. After the year 2000 a wealth of knowledge came flooding in all over
the earth which was called the “SECRET” and this was basically a revival of the ancient wisdom on
the universal “Law of Attraction”. Thousands of books, CDs DVDs and seminars were released and
presented all over the planet. It dealt with how the sub-conscious mind works, affirmations, and the
power of thought and emotion that affect the frequency we emit thus attracting things into our lives.
This apparent breakthrough in knowledge was a safely guarded secret by the elite running the
planet, and never taught openly to the public. Then suddenly we have a tidal wave of this
information whereby people were now becoming wealthy and prosperous understanding they could
attract great wealth into their lives, giving them the knowledge and power to do so.
So why… after so many centuries was this information allowed to be given to the public? Was
there an agenda to appear as if helping humanity, when in fact those in control were looking a long
way ahead to further enslaving us all, robbing us of everything, worse than even before?
I feel confident to say this is exactly the case. It is no coincidence that at a time when humanity is
going through a great spiritual awakening, that the powers that be, do not really want this and
reluctantly allowed it, as all part of the long term plan. Giving this information of the “SECRET” the
Law of Attraction, was embraced with huge excitement and enthusiasm by the public, who then
became so obsessed with chasing wealth abundance and fortune, that they became so
preoccupied, distracted and totally side-tracked, yes, they became so busy they did not stop to
look around as to there true position on this planet in our galaxy. This was the trap, and many have
fallen into it.
What I am now going to tell you will sound as if I am crazy, insane and off my head, but, all I ask, is
that you, the reader, to read these pages and then check everything out. You will see from the
evidence what I am presenting to you, it is in fact absolutely true. It will only be a matter time all
what I am telling you and asking you to consider, will become manifest and exposed for everyone
to see, then you will believe!
The whole planet has been controlled by an inter-dimensional race of evil entities for thousands of
years, with one thought to deceive, ensnare, trap, delude and manipulative humanity so as to
control them, but note this, with its one sole purpose to keep everyone ”REMAINING WHERE YOU
ARE, never being able to break free from their predicament, situation or prison humanity are
confined to. Yes, Humanity is on a prison planet literally being controlled which also engulfs this
end of the galaxy, that to date, no one has been able to escape from…. Until now!
This is what I am presenting to you, your true situation and how you can escape this fate! If you
doubt this is real, then keep reading and look at the evidence, then decide for yourself.
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What we will consider…
1. Firstly a look to establish whether higher dimensional entities exist, what evidence?
2. A brief look at the God of the Bible, “Jehovah or Yahweh”, divine being or evil sadistic
cruel entity? The reason for this is that millions believe the Bible is the word of God, the
question now is which one, and were we deceived by a vicious controlling powerful
entity? Why so many commands to sacrifice and shed blood?
3. The knowledge and illusion of the Secret, “The Law of Attraction” although many
succeeded, many more failed as did not fully understand how universal laws work, and
why was this safely guarded information now freely given to humanity, to help us or
entrap us still further and completely distract us?
4. Confronted with things you were convinced do not exist, can you accept it?
5. What about evidence that is not considered scientific, we will look at three sources with
amazing findings and accuracy, that all come to the same conclusion.
6. Evidence of earth literally being a prison planet, and the horrifying reality of the death
trap recycling system, and can humanity escape it?
7. Why the agenda to kill billions?
8. The enlightened knowledge now flooding across the planet freeing people with hope to
finally escape the prison re-cycling system fate.

Further Information people should know
9. Why is everyone already registered dead at the age of 7years, (UK and USA) and we
were never told? And the abuse of Common Law!
10. Missing children, 8 million a year go missing, WHY?
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Chapter 1

The Traumatic Experience Of Confronting Entities

!
The enemy we fear most is the one we do not know or cannot see.
Author unknown
Discovering or having a confrontation with an entity realising they exist can be a very terrifying and
traumatic experience. What I went through in my teens, help me to understand in later life the UFO
phenomenon, that such life forms are in fact very real. There is a huge variety of life forms in our
universe, in fact the universe is swarming with life, something that governments the world over lie
and cover up continually, Why? Because it would eventually reveal: Who we really are, where we
came from, and would uncover our true long history. Everything on these matters and subject, that
we have been told, be it in the media, TV, Books, magazine, films, the education system,
documentaries, is a repeated ongoing lie, and they lie about everything. Do I believe intelligent
entities exist? Absolutely. Do I believe that an Inter-dimensional race has controlled the planet for
thousands of years, and still does; that these forces and their methods of human control reveal a
fantastic web of global manipulation? I have no doubt whatsoever this is exactly the case. More on
this later, but, first about my own personal experience that established my belief.
We see it in films, cartoons, and books, and yet we fear nothing, but when it happens it can be one
of the most horrifying experiences that will haunt you for the rest of your life. Yes, the realm of the
supernatural and higher entities. I have known men that have been totally fearless and would stand
up to anyone, and yet go to absolute pulp and like a jelly through fear of the unknown, having gone
through some untoward experience they can't explain. I have even known huge giants of men on
building sites come scrambling out of a basement building, or rooms overcome by some icy cold
presence they could not explain and refuse to go back in the building, when there is no apparent
reason for the incident or an explanation for it. Yet afterward wonder what all the commotion was!
In our home, many a time I would awake from a deep sleep to be fully conscious of all my senses
for no apparent reason, and could not get back to sleep. Looking across the room the bedroom
door would be wide open after I had shut it, with nothing but pitch black in the door opening. All I
knew was that I was not alone, and whatever was present was hiding in the doorway watching me.
Often as I was awoken, I would see dark shadows as if moving across the wall, when there was no
moving light outside, or suddenly being awoken by the sensation and feeling as if something just
sat with thump on the end of the bed, and then feel the weight lift off. Or the shadow of a figure
hiding in the corner which would really freak me out. The room would be icy cold like a fridge, and
then suddenly, after a short time, return to normal, even in the summer time.
My father, years after I grew up, told me how our bookcase used to shake, and things would move
around on their own, and items would be moved. On one occasion my father came home before
my mother and I, only to find my brother also sitting outside by the grass, shaking and trembling
with fear that something was in the apartment and was watching him. He was so petrified he was
in a state of shock for weeks, and never wanted to be left alone.
When I was about 18 years old (Photo above), I began to feel very uneasy; I felt threatened, for no
apparent reason. I knew that my mother would often come into the room when we were children
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and just stand at the end of the bed and say nothing in pitch black darkness. We would awake with
a real shock and jump out of bed, with panic to see someone watching over us. She would say
absolutely nothing and just stare and walk out of the room. My brother was terrified of her when
she did this to him. But there was a difference in the atmosphere when the feeling of being
watched was icy cold and silent when she was not there, this was another thing altogether.
As the weeks went by I began to feel that I was being drawn toward a confrontation, I could not
explain what it was or how, but all I knew was that the presence was getting bolder and bolder to
confront me. Then one night, I awoke and was wide awake, freezing cold and sweating, looking
into that same black doorway; I just knew something was standing there watching me, I just knew
it. I did not know what it was or who, all I knew was it was there. Then the next night it happened
again and I called out to my mother and father, but they just never answered. They were in the next
rooms, sound asleep. I wanted to put the light on, but I could not reach for the light switch as this
was right by the doorframe, and if I reached out to touch it I was terrified that something would grab
my hand. I was so frightened I sat up, for the whole of the night, with the window open even though
very cold, to scream out of the window if it returned.
On the third night I went to bed same as before, and I remember that every time these things took
place it was around two o'clock in the morning. I remember being sharply woken and the room
filling with a terrible icy feeling and fear. I looked at the door and knew I was safe in the room if I
stayed where I was, but no... I started to feel it come toward me, it was coming from the hallway
around the dark corner drifting silently along the hall toward my door opening, I knew it was now
here, I trembled with petrifying fear, and attempted to scream for my father. As I did, nothing would
come out, I was suffocating and gasping for breath. I could make no sound at all, it was as if I was
totally dumb, then I felt the presence come forward and all of sudden, leapt toward me grabbing my
feet, AaahhhhhhhhhHHH, WIDE AWAKE I screamed inside, I screamed and screamed, and
screamed, but nothing came out the presence was slowly pulling me out from under the bed
clothing and right up in the air, and I was thrown out of the bed and right across the room.
Fighting for my life, I knocked over furniture; articles went flying, but not a sound was heard by
anyone. Who could I tell? They will think I am crazy,’ I threw myself at the light switch and ran out
of the bedroom and turned all the lights on in our home, but it was gone! I knocked on the doors to
wake my mother and father, but they just would not wake up, no matter what I did they just would
not wake up. The room was in a real chaotic mess with things thrown everywhere, upside down.
I sat on the bed looked at the room; was this real? Was it a nightmare? Why was my bedding all
around the room, why was everything in a mess? How could this be a nightmare when I was
already wide awake and sitting up in bed? All these questions were running through my mind. One
thing I knew, I had to get out of that house and as soon as I could. From that time onward while I
stayed in that home I slept with a ceiling light and a bedside lamp on every single night until the
day I left, ...never ever to return.
From that day until this I have only ever had that type of feeling of fear a few times when I have
gone into places that I am very sensitive to, and felt the uneasy feeling of some unexplained
presence. Certain houses and some people give me that creepy awareness feeling.
The fear of the unseen is very real and can get out of control if you let it. I found that to conquer it I
made up my mind to ignore it, and be fearless no matter what, not that I would tempt fate, but I set
my mind that fear of the dark, and unknown, would not rule my life. But how weak we are, as other
fears can just as easily take over your life as the Watchtower organisation had done, when looking
back I did not know or realise how deep it did so.
When dealing with intruders or entities that try to enter your space, Contactee Alex Collier gave
very firm instructions on this, he said, if confronted, which some people are, to say with a
determined voice: “It is the manner and custom when entering our space to ask permission,
you have not asked permission, and permission is denied, leave… RIGHT NOW, and do not
return or enter my space ever again ”. It appears this is an accepted right of humans that ETs
and entities have to acknowledge, but will prey on the ignorance and weakness of humans if they
are not aware of it.
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Missing Time
I have no explanation whatsoever from the following incident and never been able to find any
reasonable answer of why this happened to me. Around this time in my teens about 17 or 18 years
old in the mid 1960s, I must have gone out for some reason, and found myself standing in a nearby
road to where I lived, I suddenly became aware of being in this location, looking around, I was
standing, not walking but just standing in the middle of the road, and had absolutely no idea how I
got there. I did not know what day it was, the time, if it was morning, early evening, or afternoon. I
had no idea where I came from, or where I was supposed to be going. I could remember nothing,
even to figure out who I was, I was stunned bewildered confused and could remember absolutely
nothing, not even my own name. My father was working, my mother was also out. I returned home
eventually and had no recollection of my even going out. My mind was a complete blank. Later that
day everything came back to me, my name etc. But to this day I have never been able to explain
this incident what happened to me, and being in my teens knew nothing of the information I now
know today. Its just a complete mystery and blank, I cannot explain it, all I know is, it happened.
As the months and years went by, I could not tell anyone, and it faded into the background.
Occasionally the thought surfaces, and I am still left wondering.
Some may ask, was this incident an alien abduction to account for missing time? Well, I could not
establish that, I have no idea. All I know is that tens of thousands of people around the world have
experienced similar things of missing time. Further to this Alien abduction is very real, and
happens. (See page 94 “UFOs And Human Mutilations”). But here is the issue, most
psychologists think abductions are lucid dreams or hallucinations, triggered by an awareness of
other people's similar experiences. The some researchers say they have conducted "the first
experiment to ever prove that close encounters with UFOs and extraterrestrials are a product of
the human mind.” I think this is total rubbish and nonsense, as these people ignore the facts and
are people even if they had overwhelming evidence would suppress it or deny it. They do not want
people to know about entities or ETs. As you will see later in this book we have huge amount of
evidence that will be thrown under the carpet, because those in authority already decided it does
not exist. It is therefore down to you, the reader, to decide what the evidence reveals; whether you
go along with mainstream thinking, or acknowledge what is presented. As far as I am concerned I
would never trust the TV our media here in the UK or the media in the USA as in my opinion, these
play down everything, and are just not honest and constantly present mis-information.
As an example and a case in point is the abduction case of Dr Abigail Emily
Tyler a Psychologist who lived in Alaska, (Seen Left) whose little daughter
Ashley (Seen lower left), in Oct 2000 was taken by a beam of light from a
craft over the house in Alaska, where 20 other cases were also reported and
9 individuals were never ever seen again. Also in the neighbouring area
Anchorage numerous other cases were also reported. Ashley is still missing
much to the traumatic stress of Dr Tyler. The FBI made some 2000 visits to
date to Dr Tyler over the years investigating the case, and 353 visits to
Anchorage for its reported abduction incidents. Evidence from hypnosis
victims was quite startling even revealing entities speaking in ancient
Sumerian language where experts were called to interpret the recordings
that picked up the message, evidence that was difficult to explain or dismiss.
While initially charged with suspicion of murdering and disposing of her
daughters body, as Ashley was never found, the hypnoses evidence
completely contradicted this. What ever test Dr Tyler had, the results proved
she was not lying, but 100 percent truthful.
It was not until a patrol officer was parked outside of theTyler’s family home,
that the deputy patrolman leapt out of the car hysterically shouting to get
back up and his own video footage although became full of static due to the
energy field caused by a craft, he began shouting on the radio, that a craft
was over the Tylers residence and people were being taken. HIs footage
taken from his own patrol car, clearly showed a disc craft above the house.
Many involved in this case now refused to comment, and also refused any further participation in
making the documentary on this case, they declined further involvement, some even rejecting any
involvement in the incident in the first place. Why is that? What made the back off?
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Dr Abigail Tyler was eventually cleared of all allegations against her, including the disappearance
of the her daughter. Little Ashley is still missing till this very day. Dr Tyler continues to assert that
Ashley was taken by Non-Human Intelligences.
This is just one of thousands of cases, that are suppressed and covered up, denied it really
happened, whereby any witnesses that do come forward are quickly silenced, or killed.

In the (above top left) photo taken from the
patrol police car we can see the house clearly.
Above right: As the craft appears, it causes a
huge amount of static interference displayed on
the video screen inside the patrol police car.
Left: After a few seconds clip of this video, it
shows the circular craft above the house behind
the digital writing on the patrol police car video
screen, indicating the time of 3.33.37, three
hours and thirty three minutes, point 37 of a
second AM. It is difficult to see on this page but on the real footage is very clear with the police
officer obviously acting extremely distressed as he jumped out of the car calling for back-up.
Although it is only a few seconds such evidence could not be ignored seeing it was picked by a
patrolman or police deputy on his own vehicle. Even then despite this evidence, many will try to
debunk this. They simply cannot come to terms with things that happen, when they have been
convinced, they do not exist!
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If you doubt entities exist compare this report in the, “SUN Newspaper” UK, under the heading:
A pair of teenagers are attacked by a ghostly figure in a stairwell in chilling CCTV footage.
The SUN Newspaper - By ALISON MALONEY, 29th April 2016, 8:13 am

To quote:
“The two lads were strolling casually down the stairs and minding their own business when a ghost
appears to a launch a vicious attack on the one in front. Although only a shadow is visible on the
camera, one boy drops to the floor as he is pummelled by a seemingly invisible presence. The
faceless figure raises its arm as if using a weapon and continues to beat the kid as his friend looks
on in horror. Finally, the second boy steps in and drags his pal away and the shadow seems to go
in the opposite direction before vanishing into thin air. The terrified duo then make their escape
back up the stairs, to safety.” End of quote.

CCTV footage (Above Left) of shadow entity attacking a boy knocking him to the ground. (Right)
the boys fighting back and the entity turns to go back down the stairs. Below: Close up of the
CCTV footage. The shadowy figure can be clearly seen moving both up and also going back down
the stairwell. Bottom two images right, from CCTV shows two men sleeping side by side, when one
is dragged out of bed, and suddenly awakening fighting for his life to break free. This was exactly
my experience. If he had not awoken he may have been taken completely out of the room and
abducted. This is exactly what people
have reported experiencing being
abducted and some go missing.
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In recent years in 2014 I obtained the work of researcher named Rosemary Ellen Guiley sadly
she passed away on July 22nd 2019 aged 69, but she wrote around 50 books and was a
researcher into the paranormal and supernatural. Her two books on the Djinn's plasma spirit
entities. Rosemary presents information going back centuries with all the supporting references
that whether poltergeist, apparitions, shadow people etc etc etc, always involves the Djinns.
Rosemary did a 40 year study on these entities and her work is pretty impressive. After studying
through these books I am convinced the entity in our old apartment was diffidently a Djinn. She
covers a huge amount of material. Incidentally the Muslim’s are very well informed on this
information, and know exactly how to deal with them’, and have a massive amount of information
on them going back to ancient king Solomon. They are colour coded Rosemary explains, and the
ones involved in possession and hosting property are usually known as the green Djinns.
To protect yourself against these entities the Arabic words used is “Bismillah” the common
translation being "In the name of God, most Gracious, most Compassionate”. One has to read
these two books thoroughly to get proper understanding what you’re dealing with, but as I said it is
impressive material, and I found these a really big help; they answered a whole lot of questions.

1. The Djinn Connection
2. The Vengeful Djinn

Above right: Iron Magnetite - Magnetite is a very common iron oxide mineral that is found in
igneous, metamorphic, and sedimentary rocks. It is the most commonly mined ore of iron. It is also
the mineral with the highest iron content (72.4%). This material weakens the Djinns, and was used
by Ancient king Solomon who is said to have captured the Djinns. Most have heard of how the
material Krypton weakened Superman, I wonder where they got that idea from? Wearing or having
items in a home or hanging in a window made from iron is said to give some protection, Rosemary
covers this in her books and how king Solomon used it.

The Djinns Or Jinns Entities
There are many life forms in our universe, and as time progresses you will be seeing more
information on this, especially on ETs and Aliens, due to the “Disclosure Project” and press Club
Conferences in the USA, where information was put before governments to take to Congress to
force them to now acknowledge this, so as to use alien technology for solving many of mankind
problems relating to the energy crisis. But what we are concerned with here are 3 basic creations:
1. In the early chapters of the Bible, we read information about Man being created, from the
materials of the ground. But before man came onto the scene we read of other life forms.
2. We read about Angels even before man, being made of spirit, which incidentally, are still made
from energy, as man is also energy, but of different density.
“He makes his angels spirits, and his servants flames of fire."
Psalm 104:4 New Living Translation
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So, we have flesh and blood humans, and we have spirit entities. But there is a third. Notice in the
reference above it mentions this term, "Servants flames of Fire”. Apart from this, we have little
information about entities being made from Fire. However if we go to the Koran we find a whole lot
of information on entities made from fire, or smokeless fire. These were called the Djinn or Jinn.
Djinn and angels are both supernatural creatures; no one knows where or who originally created
these beings, apart from what we read in both the Bible and the Koran, who are said to be the
creation of Allah. We are looking at written texts, put down in simple terms and language, for
people of that period to comprehend or understand. Unlike humans, Djinn are invisible beings, and
humans have no such powers to see them, as they are invisible to naked human eye. They live in
another dimension, not in the 3rd dimension world as we do in physicality.
So here are some quotes from the Koran about the DJinns or Jinns creation:
The making and existence of jinn entities is mentioned in the Koran in the following verses,
“And the jinn we created before from scorching fire”.
Surah AI Hijr verse 27
“And he created the jinn from a smokeless flame of fire”.
Surah Ar Rahman, verse 15
The literal meaning of jinn or Djinn is to hide and conceal, and the word jinn comes from the word
janna, which means to hide in Arabic. These entities do in fact hide and conceal their identity,
which then gives them absolute free-reign and freedom to do what they want, making people
believe that such entities do not exist. To convince people you do not exist; it’s the perfect cover!
From these texts, we are told they were made from “smokeless fire”, so what exactly is
smokeless fire? Remember that we are dealing with people, when these texts were written, back
thousands of years ago, who were very ignorant of today’s technology and understanding. The
Sun is made of Smokeless fire; it just burns with no smoke, and we are led to believe the Sun is
Plasma energy, so it is believed these entities could be a type of Plasma energy. Lightning is also
said to be a form of plasma energy. In the film “War of the Worlds” with Tom Cruise, entities were
seen sliding down the lightning bolt to reach Earth, possibly both being of plasma substance.
So, we have 3 specific types of creations or life forms recorded in these scripture texts, all of which
appear to have had much influence on or over our planet earth’
1.
Man being flesh,
2.
Angels or beings being invisible Spirits,
3.
The Djinns, possibly a plasma type entity.
One thing we know for certain is the Djinn hate humans, as there appears to have been some
major incident that led to them losing their positions, and being outcast and man being put above
them, this is spoken of in Sureh AI Hijr verses 27 -35
Djinn or Jinn are shape-shifting spirits entities, able to take the shape of humans and animals alike.
This is why they say they are amorphous entities, meaning shapeless, like a grey mass or black
shadows or faceless. As shape shifters, they can pose as ETs or any apparitions they choose.
When we look back at world history it is one long slaughter of humans killing humans; who or what
is behind such slaughter? Humans are born with a compassionate heart and Buddha nature, so
when so much killing and barbaric treatment is dealt out to another human, we are led to one
conclusion, POSSESSION! If man is open to possession he will be led to do anything.
When people are not focused, they leave themselves open to manipulation and possession. The
Djinns themselves even tell us this via mediums. They love empty desolate spaces, deserts and
wilderness areas, caves and forests, anywhere that appears to be isolated. When in such an area,
you should be careful, as these are higher dimensional entities; you cannot see them but you could
injure them, so think before throwing objects or shooting, and if you do decide to do any of these
things, we are told to protect ourselves by saying: “Bismillah" an Arabic noun used as a collective
name for the whole of the recurring Islamic phrase b-ismi-llāh r-raḥmān r-raḥīm. It is sometimes
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translated as "In the name of God, the Most Gracious, the Most Merciful" It is said as a way of
showing due respect; failure to do so, would be an indication of lack of respect, infuriating the entity
if you invade his space for which it will retaliate swiftly. They can travel faster than the speed of
light.
Right: Styles of Arabic writing of Bismillah

Djinn captured on CCTV (Left to Right)
Screen shots of a video of a Djinn throwing a man to the ground and
dragging him along a hallway. He breaks free, running for his life,
terrified from the ordeal. The Djinn is seen as a shadowy dark mass,
this is a typical sighting as they appear, and are called shadow
people. They are extremely powerful and can be very aggressive,
They can also overturn cars, trucks and throw them off the road, and
cause serious accidents. Mediums communicating with Djinns confirm they do this when people
have no respect, and they deliberately cause the accidents. This was investigated after numerous
accidents and deaths occurred on a specific location or stretch of road for no apparent reason.
Djinn’s look for easy targets to take possession of, emotionally weak, drug addicts, alcoholics, and
permissive people, particularly woman dressing sexily or provocatively will invite possession.
Both male and females are prone to possession by Djinns, as they are male and female, and are
very jealous; if attached will ruin all your relationships, one after the other, and you will have no
idea why! Women who have possession will smell of strong urine no matter how much they keep
washing. Respect, remembering to say, “Bismillah” if using public toilets where they seek refuge
and hide to prey on victims is vital. In buildings they may sit on the doorframe, waiting for the weak,
vulnerable person to walk under, to drop into the top of the head via the chakra point. It was a Djinn
who told the secret in exchange for its freedom, as it was captured by Mohammad that if women
wear the Hijab, promised they will not possess them if they dress modestly, but they could still be if
they were not focused and respectful. This is where the muslim costume and attire comes from,
and why muslim woman cover themselves up from head to foot, even their faces.
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The God of The Bible?
The following information is presented as millions claim to serve “God” the almighty as
described in the Bible, but one has to question and ask who our what is this God of the old
testament bible, is he a divine being or evil controlling deceptive entity?
Looking at some of the thousands of bible texts we begin to get a picture of just who this
being really is. When reading these verses or texts, ask yourself, does this really sound
like a divine being?

Lets consider a few of the disturbing bible texts and verses…
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Chapter 2

Disturbing Bible Texts And Verses
God Of The Old Testament - Divine Being Or Sadistic Cruel Evil Entity?
CONDONES AND PROMOTES SLAVERY.

“Your male and female slaves are to come from the nations around you; from them you may buy slaves.
You may also buy some of the temporary residents living among you, and members of their clans
born in your country, and they will become your property.”
Leviticus 25: 44-45

For a jewish nation delivered from slavery out of bondage in Egypt for over 400 years, which is
what the Jewish passover is all about celebrating yearly (Jewish calendar) on the date of Nisan
14th, and being set free, it is ironic and complete hypocrisy to believe while claiming the gross
injustice of the Egyptians, that God then gives full consent to allow the Jewish nation to take slaves
for themselves and …sell them, especially being partial to female or young girl virgin slaves!.
UNJUST PUNISHMENT - DEATH SENTENCE FOR MINOR OFFENCE.

“While the Israelites were in the wilderness, a man was found gathering wood on the Sabbath day. Those
who found him gathering wood brought him to Moses and Aaron and the whole assembly, and they kept him
in custody, because it was not clear what should be done to him. Then the Lord said to Moses, “The man
must die. The whole assembly must stone him outside the camp”, So the assembly took him outside
the camp and stoned him to death, as the Lord commanded Moses.”
Numbers 15: 32-36

It is beyond all balanced reasoning that a man picking up a few sticks of wood is given the death
sentence and stoned to death, while at the same time issuing a law principle, an eye for an eye
and tooth for a tooth, meaning the punishment must fit the crime, stoning a man for picking up a
few sticks is hardly a punishment that fits the crime. as stated in Exodus 21:24-25 “eye for eye,
tooth for tooth, hand for hand, foot for foot, burn for burn, wound for wound, bruise for bruise”.
DISCRIMINATION AGAINST WOMAN.

“The LORD said to Moses, "Say to the Israelites: 'A woman who becomes pregnant and gives birth to a son
will be ceremonially unclean for seven days, just as she is unclean during her monthly period. On the eighth
day the boy is to be circumcised. Then the woman must wait thirty-three days to be purified from her
bleeding. …If she gives birth to a daughter, for two weeks the woman will be unclean, as during her period.
Then she must wait sixty-six days to be purified from her bleeding.”
Leviticus 12: 1-5

If all humans are equal then how is it God discriminates that a female child is unclean twice as long
as a male child. The principle of the law was to allow for healing and recovery, also hygiene as in
the case of menstruation, 7 days etc. But this text clearly shows females are viewed and
considered more unclean than a male. I see no logical or medical reason for this statement! Even
male circumcision is a barbaric sexual assault on a defenceless baby.
UNJUST PUNISHMENT ON FAMILY - A JEALOUS GOD.

“You shall not make for yourself an image in the form of anything in heaven above or on the earth beneath,
or in the waters below. You shall not bow down to them or worship them; for I, the LORD your God, am a
jealous God, punishing the children for the sin of the parents to the third and fourth generation of
those who hate me, but showing love to a thousand generations of those who love me and keep my
commandments.”
Exodus 20: 4-6

If the police turned up at your door and arrested you fo something your grandfather did, I think we
would feel pretty shocked and traumatised at the thought of going to prison for something we did
not do or was not even aware of, being 2 or 3 generations ago! Yet we are expected to accept this
as divine justice as seen stated alongside the texts of the 2nd commandment in giving of the ten
commandments to Moses. Furthers more, what’s all this about “Jealousy” by a divine God?
PROMOTES GENOCIDE AND ABUSE OF WOMAN.

“Moses, Eleazar the priest and all the leaders of the community went to meet them outside the camp. Moses
was angry with the officers of the army, the commanders of thousands and commanders of hundreds who
returned from the battle. "Have you allowed all the women to live?" he asked them. "They were the ones who
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followed Balaam's advice and enticed the Israelites to be unfaithful to the LORD in the Peor incident, so that
a plague struck the LORD's people. “Now, kill all the boys. And kill every woman who has slept with a
man, but save for yourselves every girl who has never slept with a man”.
Numbers 31: 13-18

This is one portion of text that is truly shocking as it promotes genocide and complete abuse of
women, as almost sounds like sex trafficking of virgin girls, while killing all other lives off.
MALEVOLENT BEHAVIOUR - ANGER AND UNJUST PUNISHMENT.

“They came to the threshing floor of Nakon, Uzzah reached out and took hold of the ark of God, because the
oxen stumbled. The Lord ’s anger burned against Uzzah because of his irreverent act; therefore God
struck him down, and he died there beside the ark of God.”
2 Samuel 6:”6-7

If someone thrust out his hand to save something from falling as an instinctive reaction, is that a
crime deserving of death? It would be like thrusting your hands out to protect the president or a
queen from falling if they had tripped; would you expect to be severely punished for attempting to
save them, if you laid hands on them? I might also ask again, what’s with this "BURNING ANGER”
from a benevolent loving God? Uzzah was accused of an insubordinate and disrespectful act, yet
if the ark of the covenant had hit the floor, smashing into the earth, and he failed to respond, would
he be accused of falling to protect the Ark, and killed for gross incompetence or neglect?
UNJUST FAVOUR and PUNISHMENT INFLICTING DEATH ON A INNOCENT CHILD.

“Then David said to Nathan, "I have sinned against the LORD." Nathan replied, "The LORD has taken away
your sin. You are not going to die. But because by doing this you have shown utter contempt for the
LORD, the son born to you will die." After Nathan had gone home, the LORD struck the child that
Uriah's wife had borne to David, and he became ill. David pleaded with God for the child. He fasted and
spent the nights lying in sackcloth on the ground. The elders of his household stood beside him to get him up
from the ground, but he refused, and he would not eat any food with them. On the seventh day the child
died…..”
2 Samuel 12:13-18

In this passage of text, King David had taken another man’s wife and got her pregnant, and also
had her husband killed, putting him in the front line of the battle. He committed the sins of, murder
and adultery, yet this text states clearly that God took away his sin and sentenced the baby to
death. How could a child, innocent and having no control over the event, be guilty of a crime
worthy of death, when the cunning, scheming murderer, King David gets off free?
VIOLENT PUNISHMENT ON CHILDREN.

“…there Elisha went up to Bethel. As he was walking along the road, some boys came out of the town and
jeered at him. "Get out of here, Baldy!" they said. "Get out of here, Baldy!" He turned around, looked at them
and called down a curse on them in the name of the LORD. Then, two bears came out of the woods
and mauled and ripped them to pieces, forty-two of the boys.”
2 Kings 2:23-34

What sort of man was Elisha, who should have shown tolerance and compassion to children, to
bring down such a violent curse? And what sort of God instigates carrying out the curse, by ripping
apart 42 children and killing all of them by two wild vicious she bears?
SADISTIC KILLING OF INFANTS.

“Daughter Babylon, doomed to destruction, happy is the one who repays you according to what you have
done to us. Happy is the one who seizes your infants and dashes them against the rocks.”
Psalm 137:8-9

Here again we see the sadistic barbaric treatment of children being slaughtered, with no concern of
compassion, but as something to gloat about or take pleasure in.
GENOCIDE OF BOTH HUMANS AND ANIMALS.

“Now go, attack the Amalekites and totally destroy all that belongs to them. Do not spare them; put to
death men and women, infants and nursing child, cattle and sheep, camels and donkeys.”
1 Samuel 15:3

Genocide runs through the old testament again and again, with commands to kill both humans and
animals and well as babies, old men and women, with no exception for mercy.
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GENOCIDE AND BARBARIC MURDER.

“..people of Samaria must bear their guilt, because they have rebelled against their God. They will fall by
the sword; their little ones will be dashed to the ground, their pregnant women ripped open.”
Hosea 13:16

If killing of children and infants, being babies, was not enough, we now have the command to go
and rip open the stomachs of pregnant woman, killing both mother and unborn child. One wonders
how such barbaric cruel sadistic orders could come from a benevolent God.

DISCRIMINATION AGAINST WOMAN.

“A woman should learn in silence and full submission. I do not permit a woman to teach or to assume
authority over a man; she must be in silence.”
1 Timothy 2:11-12

This text reflects the male-dominant society that the writer promotes or endorses, taking away any
voice of women in society, and is very discriminative against a woman’s view or opinion.
Looking at the headings again of these bible passages of texts below we see a common thread
going through these writings; jealousy, violent nature, encouraging and ordering genocide of
humans and animals, with unrealistic punishments and extreme cruelty, barbaric treatment of
children and women, a being with a sadistic temperament and disposition of enjoying the savage
inhuman vicious killing of humans and children….. We condemn terrorists, but who started it?
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

CONDONES AND PROMOTES SLAVERY
UNJUST PUNISHMENT
DISCRIMINATION AGAINST WOMAN
UNJUST PUNISHMENT ON FAMILY - JEALOUS GOD
PROMOTES GENOCIDE AND ABUSE OF WOMAN
MALEVOLENT BEHAVIOUR - ANGER AND UNJUST PUNISHMENT
UNJUST PUNISHMENT INFLICTING DEATH ON A INNOCENT CHILD.
VIOLENT PUNISHMENT ON CHILDREN
SADISTIC KILLING OF INFANTS
GENOCIDE OF BOTH HUMANS AND ANIMALS
GENOCIDE AND BARBARIC MURDER
DISCRIMINATION AGAINST WOMAN

In chapter one, I made mention of the work of a researcher named Rosemary Ellen Guiley, who
spent some 40 years investigating the Djinn entities, who are spoken of many times in the Koran.
These entities are enemies of humankind; they feed off the fear and terror they themselves created
against humans, are extreme in violence against humans, and particularly women and children.
When you investigate this into some depth, it is as if you are reading about a Djinn entity, not a
divine being as the God of the old Testament.
My personal view, the being calling himself Yahweh of Jehovah in the old testament at PSA 83:18
as found in most Bibles as the most high, could possibly be an entity called the Djinn. Nothing in
the old testament that I have read, reflects a divine being of love, compassion and kindness. Only
in the new testament do we read of Christ speaking as a divine being as love forgiving, and
compassionate etc; yet Jesus never ever addressed the being Yahweh or Jehovah in any speech,
or prayer; there is no such mention of him. Knowing that these entities can manipulate events,
prophecy and situations to occur as if coming from the divine, one has to step back and ask
yourself, if a person was known to have carried out killing children and ripping open a pregnant
woman, would you want to be friends and work with them, or feel safe having them as a close
neighbour? The more I read the old testament, I am convinced this being is far from what I would
call “Divine”; I would say in fact he is quite the opposite…

…A Sadistic Cruel Evil Entity
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Bible References To “Yahweh” A Sadistic Entity
Have a quick glide over these references and biblical texts where you can read about the
attitude and temperament of the being called ‘Yahweh’ or ‘Jehovah’, the God of the old
testament. I raised the point on the previous page, asking “Just who is this being,
demanding constant blood sacrifices and promoting genocide of both humans and
animals, and more than happy to slaughter both baby, and old person?” As you will see
later in this book, we have to ask, why would you need a blood sacrifice to save
beings that are “Immortal” which we call “IS-BE” ? Don’t worry about this now, as all
will be explained later in this book, but keep this in mind. I have only hand picked a few
texts to support the reference, but there are hundreds of texts that can be found quite
readily.
In chapter 1, page 20/22 we briefly mentioned the Djinn or Jinn, and the researcher
named Rosemary Ellen Guiley, and her two books dealing with the Djinn’s. When you
read all this information, and you browse through this list, you will soon see, without any
reasonable doubt, that you maybe, dealing with the very same entity, I can’t say for sure,
but this is possible. So, check the list below, and then the next page heading of “One and
the Same”. What benevolent being would demand such action to be administered toward
another human? It is Horrific, inhumane and barbaric!

God of the Old Testament Yahweh or Jehovah
Compassionate Divine Being Or Evil Sadistic Entity?
Condones and promotes slavery.
Unjust punishment of individuals.
Exodus 20:5
Discrimination against all women
2 Timothy 2:11
Unjust punishment for family heirs.
A very jealous God.
Promotes genocide and abuse of women / virgin girls.
Malevolent behaviour.
Anger and unjust punishment.
Isaiah 34:2
Violent punishment of babies.
Psalms 137:8-9,
Sadistic killing of infants.
Psalms 137:8-9,
Genocide of both humans and animals.
Genocide of animals.
Barbaric murder of pregnant women.
Savagely treat old people.
Discrimination against a women’s freedom
Genesis 19:6-8
Quick to fly into burning rage.
Merciless.
Ezekiel 9:6
No compassion.
Ezekiel 9:6
God of war.
Hosea 13:16
Rules by fear.
Rules by threats.
Demands constant blood sacrifices.
Leviticus 17:3-6
Slaughters thousands of animals.
Leviticus 6:30
Love to shed blood.
Leviticus 17:3-6
Commands Kings to be sadistic.
Promotes stoning as punishment.
Promotes beating with rods.
Promotes hatred to enemies.
Exodus 34:11
27

Leviticus 25:44
Deuteronomy 5:9
Leviticus 12:1-5
Exodus 20:4-6
Deuteronomy 5:8-10
Numbers 31:13-18
Numbers 15:32-36
Numbers 31:13-18
2 Samuel 12:13-18
2 Kings 2:23-24
1 Samuel 15:3
1 Samuel 15:3
Hosea 13:16
Ezekiel 9:6
Numbers 31:13-18
2 Samuel 6:6-7
2 Samuel 6:7
Numbers 31:13-18
Isaiah 34:2
Deuteronomy 6:13
Exodus 20:5
Deuteronomy 12:27
Deuteronomy 12:27
Hebrews 9:22
1 Samuel 15:3
Numbers 15:32-36
Proverbs 23:14
Deuteronomy 9:3-5

Yahweh And The Djinn - One And The Same?
Read and research the God of the old testament, and the Djinns; they are identical in every way,
They are not benevolent, but instigate war, bloodshed, barbaric atrocities, genocide against
humans as well as extreme cruelty and butchery to animals, by way of sacrifices which serve no
purposes whatsoever. It is only eating blood to feed off their energy, that such atrocities are carried
out. Jehovah demanded animal sacrifices at the temple in Jerusalem and genocide. The Djinns
demanded human sacrifices at temples, and via war. That’s not divine, as killing creates Karma
Both demanded constant shedding of blood!
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Bible Writers - Many Were Murderers
So now we know about Jehovah or Yehwah, the God of the old testament, what about the bible
writers?
Take for example 3 writers of biblical texts,
1.

Moses who gave us the ten commandments.

2.

Kind David who slew Goliath who was king of ancient Jerusalem in Israel.

The Apostle Paul who wrote 14 books in the New Testament.

What do these all have in common?
They were murderers
Exodus chapter 2: verses 11-12 Moses kills and Egyptian man and flees. Later to lead the Israelite
to commit mass genocide against surrounding nations.
2nd book of Samuel chapters 11 & 12. King David kills man, “Uriah” to steal his beautiful wife. He
also committed mass killing and slaughter of surrounding nations.
Book of Acts Chapter 7: verse 58, Chapter 8: verses 1-3. The apostle Paul instigated the murder
and killing of Stephen by stoning and persecution of christians.

They all committed or instigated murder, some on a huge scale!
Now start looking at other bible characters, all the kings of ancient Israel slaughtered and killed,
men such as Samson, even the prophets instigated killing such as the prophet Samuel…
“Now go, attack the Amalekites and totally destroy all that belongs to them. Do not spare them; put
to death men and women, infants and nursing child, cattle and sheep, camels and donkeys.”
Yes, and even kill all the innocent harmless animals?
Bible book: 1 Samuel 15:3

…and this is the word of God and the Divine?
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The time I started to investigate and research a number of subjects and personal development
covering years from around 2004 to 2012. I had already graduated with certification in California
USA and also Hawaii as a Personologist in 2004 from both schools,
plus certification for HTML computer language and DOS systems at Slough University.
SOME SUBJECTS RESEARCHED BUT NOT ALL INCLUDED IN THIS BOOK WERE
Cult Mind Control
Law of Attraction
The Sub-Conscious Mind
Consciousness and The Discovery of The Universal Field
The Swan Technique - Communicating with the Sub-Conscious Mind
The Human Blue Print and How To Change it
Vision Boards
The Power of Affirmations
The Power of Intentions
The Healing Power of Water
The Frequency and Power of Words on the Body
Pyramid Technology - Used For Growing Food
The Liver Cleanse - Removing 2,600 Stones From The Body - Without Surgery!
Common Law vs Maritime Law - Our Rights Under UUC 1.308
The Bill of Rights 1688
The Djinns - Plasma Entities
UFO Phenomenon
Antartica
Alien Abduction Files
Extraterrestrials and Area 51
The Disclosure Project - 57 Alien Life Forms Catalogued.
The NASA Files Apollo Mission Photo’s 5 & 3 Mile Long Mother Ships
The Hollow Moon and Hollow Earth
Remote Viewing - Farsight Institute USA - Military and Civilian
The Earth - A Prison Planet Soul Recycling System
Cities and Civilisations in Space and Other Dimensions
Forbidden History Cover Up
Archaeology Data
Giants - Thousands of Tombs Discovered Globally
Megalithic Structures Found in Every Continent
Pyramids Found Under Sea and Globally
The Vaccination Horror - The Cover Up and Exposure
The Ayurveda Body Diet
Qi Gong Masters of Ancient China - The third Eye

When I first left the Jehovah’s Witnesses religion in 1990 I was intent to expose it for what it is, as it
had robbed me of many years of my life and I was angry I had been deceived and kept ignorant
and it had also robbed me of my childhood, but I realised it was time to move on and make the
best of my life. I did not want to waste any more time but began to build a new life and focus on a
new path. I decided to start to digging elsewhere, then things really changed and I discovered
some amazing things!
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Chapter 3

I Am Now The Gate Keeper Of My Mind,
“The are no hopeless situations, there are only men who have grown hopeless about them.”
My thirst for knowledge has continued, and being out of the Watchtower organisation for many
years now, allowed me to dig deep into many things. One reason for this was, when I was young, I
would sit in a room or work with people and I knew nothing; I just did not know anything about
anything. I would feel insecure, embarrassed not knowing what to say; I had a real issue with this.
Now it is different. When you have knowledge and understanding of things, I’v found you can talk
to almost anyone, especially if you have knowledge they don’t know or never heard of. I found this
a great advantage for confidence and making friends, and receiving respect and getting people’s
attention. I was talking to one guy, and I said there was a time when I was so embarrassed, shy
and would blush to be in front of beautiful women, one day I found out something that made me
never feel like that ever again. Now, I am never intimidated by beautiful women, he asked me,
“What did you find out?” I said, “I found out what they will all look like when they reach 60!”
Reaching age 69 in June 2020 I have learnt 3 important things in life:
1. Never ever be dogmatic about anything. You can say, ‘as far as I know’, or ‘according to my
knowledge’, or ‘my understanding', or ‘from my research’ etc., but never be dogmatic about
anything, as new information may surface and you could be totally wrong and embarrass
yourself!
2. Never take anything on “Face Value”; check it, do your homework, investigate it, dig deep, turn
over every leaf, gather as much information on the subject, check all authorities on it, search,
read and collect everything, and study thoroughly before making any decision.
3. When you know what you know is true, done the research, have the documents and papers to
prove it; hold your ground and make a firm stand, never have fear of man. If they think you’re
nuts, let them think it, NEVER worry or be concerned what people think of you, as, if you have
done the research and home-work, you will always hold your ground before anyone!
When people raise issue or question something, my first question is, “How much research have
you done on that?” I found that, time and time again, people repeat what they have heard from
others, who repeated what they have heard, repeated from what they were told. We live in a world
full of repeaters, and then they say, “Well everyone knows that, it’s got to be true”. Why? Because
everyone keeps repeating it! But very few ever do the homework and research. I
also ask "Where did you get that information? What made you come to that
conclusion? Did you come to that conclusion after investigating it deeply and
thoroughly?” I meet people who say for example, they are Catholic, Muslim, Born
again Christian, Atheist or Buddhist. If you ask them why? They will invariably
say, “My family are this". Very few will ever say, “Well, I traced all the history of
the religion, read their sacred books, checked all the teachings or scientific data,
and from my research I found this was the most reasonable and truthful
conclusion I found so far!” So I decided a long time ago I will get myself a huge
spade, with a big head and very long handle, and when I want to investigate a
subject I will DIG UP EVERYTHING. As you will read in this book you will not
believe what I found. Most people are like those only using a small spoon,
turning over whats on the surface!
The proverbial spade, if you want to find truth you need a big one of these!

“Search for wisdom as you would search for silver or hidden treasure.”
The Bible - Proverbs 2:4 (Contemporary English Version)
As regards the Bible, whenever I meet religiously inclined people, I often say, “It’s
not what’s in the bible, it’s what’s not in the bible that’s of interest”. Taking, for example, two
verses from the Bible, Genesis 1:1 “In the beginning” and Genesis 4:4 “This is the history of the
heavens and earth” There is no explanation of the beginning, so, beginning of what? As regards
the history of the earth, it gives no information whatsoever. Dimensions, ETs, or other life forms,
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other worlds, there is no mention of these. But I can give you evidence they do exist! The
conclusion being, from all experts in their fields, historians archaeologists, geologists, scientists,
remote viewers, etc, the history of human life far exceeds the time period stated in the Bible. Some
examples of interesting finds are included later in this book. My point being, don’t accept anything
unless, you have thoroughly investigated it, even then have an open mind. Just because it may
claim to be some sacred writing or a holy book, that’s no guarantee what is inside is sacred, holy or
true.
I was shown on one occasion, a text by a man standing on the street, as an evangelist, which I
already knew from the Bible which states, “All scripture is inspired of God”, from 2 Timothy 3:16.
This guy putting the bible under my nose, said, "See, there’s the proof, in black and white; the bible
is the word of God”. I agreed, this is exactly what it states, but I asked, “Who wrote it?” The man,
as discussed in chapter 2, was the apostle Paul, who was a fanatical extremist, trying to add
weight to what he wrote, for people to take note. If I were to write, “This book is inspired of God”,
would any intelligent educated person really believe it?
I would like to give you some thoughts how I see or view “knowledge or science”, as the word
‘Science’ basically means, “a systematically organised body of knowledge on a particular subject,
or knowledge of any kind”. I found this situation to be absolutely true when presenting something
new to people. If we can understand how to view and accept knowledge, it becomes easy to learn,
adjust our thinking and progress. No one can ever progress if they have a closed mind. It also
allows for tolerance with another’s belief, and openness to the way they see things, or their
concept of viewing things. So now, transforming your mind from a step, hop, jump and a giant leap!

Look at the images above, on the left is a crack in a pathway, most people will walk across or
alongside without to much concern, next a large hole in the road, a serious hazard but most people
will confidently go around it. Right, we have a small ravine or deep wide pit; some will take the leap
to get to the other side, but most will hesitate for fear of not making it to the other side.
Now look at the image here on the left; there are people
on the other side of this canyon but from this girls view,
she sees no way of making that leap or being able to
cross. To get to the other side seems almost impossible
when first confronted with the challenge. As others are
already on the other side, we have to reason, their must
be a way! This is exactly how knowledge is, when
confronted with things we are comfortable with, we tend to
adapt to the change. When things are more extreme, we
make the change, but sometimes takes little time to
adjust. When things change drastically that we are not
familiar with, and we’re out of our comfort zone, we tend
to resist, fighting against things even if they were for our
good. But when we face things we are so completely
alienated with, so absurd, and strange we cannot even relate to, it is like a huge canyon; we
mentally cannot accept it, or adapt to it, or make the leap, we refuse to acknowledge it, even if
faced with facts, evidence and proof. We just feel, ‘No’, we cannot accept it; it contradicts all we
have been taught.
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As an example, a big juicy steak is ideal for your heavy
construction worker to tuck into after a hard day’s work and a
massive heap of potatoes and veg, followed by a nice big
helping of apple pie and custard. Although, nothing wrong with
the food, could you give this to a new born baby? It could kill a
baby to feed it such solid food, but milk is perfect. The builder
could drink the milk and survive, even live on it for while if he
had to, but the baby could never eat the beef and potatoes. This
is exactly how people are when presented with information.
Some take it in their stride, some thrive on deep intellectual
abstract knowledge, but others just cannot deal with it; they just
cannot handle it. Remember the lines from the film “A few Good
Men” where Tom Cruse demands, “I want the truth”, the reply, famous lines by Jack
Nicholson “You can’t handle the truth”. Well, thats how it really is, some people just cannot
handle the truth. By the time you get to the end of this book, who knows you might be one of
these!
Looking back over history, how many men have stood at a crossroads all alone, when, having
revealed absolute truth, in the face of being accused of sedition, at the risk of being executed for
heresy? Columbus was one of these, arguing passionately for the round earth he believed it was,
against the scholars, clerics and philosophers of his day, under the strict control of the church, that
any that defied them could be executed, beheaded or burnt at the stake, and many were.
Columbus, battling against religious obscurantism, meaning they’re deliberately preventing the
facts from speaking for themselves, or to be known by deliberately oppressing them, even to this
day, with closed-minded attitudes of strong opinionated intellectuals, as well as dogmatic leaders of
religions, not much has changed, hiding truth and spreading dis-information.
The reason why I raise this, is that you have the right to research and examine any information you
so wish; you certainly do not need permission from a third party to read a book etc.
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Chapter 4

Suddenly Finding A New Path
“Nothing would be what it is, because everything would be what it isn't. And contrary-wise; what it
is, it wouldn't be, and what it wouldn't be, it would you see, I know what you're thinking, but it’s not,
and even if it were, it couldn’t be, because it ain’t”
Alice in Wonderland
Around 2006, I was at home, when my daughter,
Jessica, came to visit me; as she sat on the sofa,
having a cup of tea, she pulled out of her bag a book
and said, “Dad I have been reading this book, have you
seen this?” From this single incident, Jessica at the
time, had no idea what she really did, and the impact
this had on my life. What she had brought was the start
of something just truly amazing; I began to look at it,
logged online and found there was a DVD also. I
obtained the DVD full-film and watched it again and
again. Within a week of finding this information, I had
purchased about 10 more books, sitting on my table, to
seriously investigate what Jessica had introduced me
to. The book was called “The Secret”. I have now
studied over 60 books on this subject, in great depth.
Above: Jessica and myself in the book shop in Slough,
Berkshire having a coffee. Left: The book and DVD
called “The Secret” by Rhonda Byrne.
Looking at this new knowledge, was like taking the big
leap; I knew very little about Quantum Physics, but as I
will explain, nothing was as I thought it was, and what I
thought was, wasn’t true at all. This was a huge
stepping stone; bear with me to explain and connect all the dots!
Two things that science taught for 150 years or so, now totally
wrong and what they now discovered is, what you “Think About”
has a massive impact outside of your body, on the world around
you; this is called consciousness, and space is not empty, there “IS”
something in the space, and this is the field of consciences. It is a
web like energy that connects everything together, all the planets,
stars, etc. Everything is connected by this field. With new
technology, NASA was able to capture this field with special photo
filters, very similar to now being able to photograph the aura around
an individual. Left: The field - Photos from NASA. The fact is this
field has always existed but we could not see it, and if you told
people this 100 years ago, they would have laughed at you. The
same is true, everyone has an Aura which is the energy frequency
field around the person emitting it. Seen below left: Loving
compassionate people have bright colour auras, whereas on the
right, hard, cold inconsiderate or violent angry people have little
aura, and are shown to be surrounded by dull to dark energy fields.
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The new science
As you will see, not only are the planets and stars all connected,
every single human on the planet are also connected to each
other, via an energy field from the heart area. All this information
was presented as the “New Science” by scientist (left) Greg
Braden, in around 2012 in his 4 hour extremely detailed and
excellent presentation, lecture “The Language of the Divine
Matrix - bridging time, space, miracles and belief”, or also
available in new box cover ”Divine Matrix - bridging time,
space, miracles and belief”. I would not attempt explain all this
data; only to say the evidence is there, already presented, as I said, in a truly excellent step-bystep delivery presentation of the information. This information will challenge you to not just taking a
jump, but to taking that huge leap!
The reason why I include this information is that, once you can understand how our universe
works, “The Secret” DVD makes very clear sense as it a universal law, “The Law of Attraction”,
and you can see how this begins to work. Having said this, more information was needed, as many
people failed to grasp this, and became disappointed after watching the DVD of The Secret,
thinking, ‘this stuff does not work’. That is just not true, it was the individuals themselves that failed
to understand how the universal laws REALLY work. I will add a few things to clarify in the next few
pages.
LEFT: Brain Neurons firing up with a thought, all connected by energy
impulses or frequency, thoughts are an energy frequency, everything is
connected, the body is in fact is a small universe. The secret “The Law
of Attraction”, was known even to the ancient Egyptians and
Babylonians; it is only that we have now begun to understand this in rediscovering ancient knowledge, although men have been writing about
this since the 1800s, and long recorded it in sacred books for millennia.
“The mind is everything, what you think you become”
Buddha
“All that we are is the result of what we have thought”
Buddha
“For as he think in his heart, so is he”
Bible - Proverbs 23:7
“Whatever a man sows this he will also reap”
Bible - Galatians 6:7
The simple fact of the matter is, every thought and every word is creating our future, whatever we
think about is what we attract into our life. Thoughts are a frequency, and when we send out a
frequency we attract back what that same corresponding frequency is, be it good or bad, positive
or negative. We therefore do not just attract what we think about, but WHAT WE ARE; there is a
big difference here, and this is the part people just did not get. Look at the pictures previously of
the auras; even if a person was trying to think positive, if his heart is of a continued low frequency
he will never attract a good frequency or attract what is good, He will attract only what is negative
or trouble as thats the frequency he is sending out. We become and attract both what our
continued dominant thoughts are, and What we are, or choose to be…
…People just don’t seem to get this!
Dr Wayne Dyer, who was invited to take part in the filming of the secret, declined
as he felt more was involved, and he was right, but “The Secret” presentation
was, and still is, a very good foundation with which to build and start to
understand how universal law works.
Dr Wayne Dyer’s book “Change your thoughts change your life”
Was another stepping stone I took to understand that change is about “Who We
Are” from the inside, not just projecting positive thoughts. Many failed to get this
into perspective and this is WHY they failed.
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About Dr Wayne Dyer’s book: Five hundred years before the birth of Jesus, a God-Realised being
named Lao-tzu, in ancient China, dictated 81 verses, which are regarded by many as the ultimate
commentary on the nature of our existence. The classic text of these 81 verses, called the Tao Te
Ching or the Great Way, offers advice and guidance that is balanced, moral, spiritual, and always
concerned with working for the good. Dr. Wayne W. Dyer has reviewed hundreds of translations of
the Tao Te Ching and has written 81 distinct essays on how to apply the ancient wisdom of Lao-tzu
to today’s modern world. This work contains the entire 81 verses of the Tao, compiled from
Wayne’s researching of 12 of the most well-respected translations of text that have survived for
more than 25 centuries.
Each chapter is designed for actually living the Tao or the Great Way today. Some of the chapter
titles are "Living with Flexibility," "Living Without Enemies," and "Living by Letting Go." Each of the
81 brief chapters focuses on living the Tao, and concludes with a section called "Doing the Tao
Now." Wayne spent one entire year reading, researching, and meditating on Lao-tzu’s messages,
practising them each day, and ultimately writing down these essays, as he felt Lao-tzu wanted you
to know them.This is a work to be read slowly, one essay a day. As Wayne says, "This is a book
that will forever change the way you look at your life, and the result will be that you’ll live in a new
world”, aligned with nature. He says, “Writing this book changed me forever, too. I now live in
accord with the natural world, and feel the greatest sense of peace I’ve ever experienced. I’m so
proud to present this interpretation of the Tao Te Ching, and offer the same opportunity for change
that it has brought me."
I read slowly Dr Wayne Dyer’s book and studied every single page quite some years ago, and
applied this information into my life, and transformation began to take place.

Adding More Strands To The Tapestry
I wrote early on, as each piece of knowledge are strands adding to a large tapestry, and being
confronted with the issue of dealing with one topic, and how it is related to another topic, so how
are water and ice related to thoughts and emotions, to flowers and plants? How is meditation,
remote viewing, related to celestial bodies and planets, and ancient civilisations related to modern
medicine, or music related to healing the body? A first glimpse, you might think they have
absolutely nothing in common whatsoever, but, with very close examination, we find some really
intriguing things that do contribute to a web of connecting factors.
Below left: A few stands for a tapestry. Below right: A large tapestry, for example could be 30 feet
X 9 feet that would demand time possibly years, made by hand, inserting every single strand,
requiring patience and dedication, great skill, before one would see the completed picture. When
putting the pieces together, gathering information, such as how universal laws work, how it affects
us in daily life, it can take months or years before we mentally adjust, and really truly grasp the
impact and meaning of what we have now discovered, simply because it was contrary to what we
have always been taught, and, at first impression, is like trying to take that impossible leap. But we
eventually see it! Remember, each piece of knowledge is a single strand adding to a large tapestry.
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Messages From Water
My daughter Helen, visited me, and I had been trying for some time to get her to understand the
importance of thoughts and words, as most people talk as if on auto-pilot, never giving any
consideration whatsoever about what they speak. So, how do words affect us in creating our
future? The following information proved to be of great help to her; In short we need to be careful,
selective about what we utter through our lips and mouth, and what we think, it is vital to master
this aspect continually on a daily basis, as failure to do this will mean “The Law of Attraction” or
“The Secret” will be extremely difficult to implement for good which is why so many people sadly
fail.
A Japanese doctor of alternate medicine, author and pseudoscientist called Dr
Masaru Emoto, put Water as a Living Consciousness on the map for the scientific
world. He showed us how water is an energy capable of more than we ever
imagined. The power that human thoughts, sounds and intentions has to
strengthen and disempower is one of the greatest discoveries of our time. From his
research, along with his experiments, he proved that water is a living entity and
conscious. Two of his books “The Healing Power of Water” and “Messages from
Water and the Universe” goes into some depth with examples of how crystals of
water transformed according to what words or music was presented to it. Without
going into great detail, as you can read all this information yourself if you obtain his
books, but briefly put, when water is subject to vibrations sounds, words or even a
written label, the water crystals respond, changing shape to either a beautiful
shaped crystal, or a deformed one, depending on what is presented to it.
So what? You may say, “Why is this of any importance?” It is because we are 70
percent water, and what we say and feel can alter the structure of our body fluids or
water. Anger is literally killing you! It is poisoning you; when we love and are
compassionate, and also kind we purify the water of our body; we can HEAL
ourselves! Experiments have been carried out with both water and plants, and
both are conscious and living entities, and so are trees and even our Earth.
Knowing how seriously we can affect the water of our body, by the way we think
and speak, should give us great concern about choosing very carefully the words
we utter in conversation, and most of all, our inner chatter! Make it a habit and
stop through the day asking yourself, What is my inner chatter? What am I talking
to myself about? You may be shocked to find 99 percent of it is nonsense and
totally negative, moaning, complaining, mental fighting, anger, frustration, temperamental, agitation
and so on. If it is, YOU ARE IN CONTROL, CHANGE IT, and heal yourself!
If poisoning our body, the body will respond in a violent reaction, so
that you are aware something is seriously wrong, so as to allow
you to correct it, or you will die. The earth is 70 percent water and
the life blood of the planet; if man continues to poison it, showing
such contempt and disrespect, the planet will violently react to
cleanse itself, and it will not be the first time! Natural disasters are
increasing and Tsunamis are the sea’s way of violently reacting as
as living entity. Jesus’ words seem quite fitting, when he spoke
regarding the foretold destruction of ancient Jerusalem in 70 CE, due to the irreversible, rebellious,
corrupt religious system of his day to quote:
“For this is the time of punishment in fulfilment of all that has been written…
…There will be signs in the sun, moon and stars. On Earth, nations will be in anguish and
perplexity at the roaring and tossing (or surge New English Version) of the sea, Vs 26 Men will
faint from terror, apprehension of what is coming on the world”
Jesus - The Bible Luke 21: 22, 25 (New International Version)
If you had a fresh water lake that was supplying your home would you allow people to dump all
their rubbish into it, knowing you were going to drink from it? So, why allow people to put words,
information and thoughts in your mind, that you may sub-consciously repeat over and over, that
seriously affect your mind and body to destroy you. Protect yourself and be the gate keeper of your
mind and body! So now, ask yourself, what did I start thinking about when I got up today?
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Left: Ugly water molecule structure before the prayer at Fujiwara dam and
Right: Beautiful water crystals formed after the prayer at Fujiwara dam.

Above: Water presented with the word “You Fool”, and water given
words “Thank you”
Left: Polluted Water before and after a buddhist blessing.
Look at these examples and see the difference in the construction of
the water and transformation just from presenting the correct frequency
of words, wonderful!
Now, I have no time whatsoever for religion, and do not believe the old
testament is the word of God, but a book about “A God”, as full of
genocide, violence and barbaric commands from a God who endorsed
mass killing. The New Testament however does have some
enlightened texts which are of value to us today considering water, the
verses below seem very relevant and appropriate .
“Whatever is true, whatever is noble, whatever is right, whatever is
pure, whatever is lovely, whatever is admirable--if anything is excellent
or praiseworthy--think about such things”
The Bible - Philippians 4:8.
“The fruit of the Spirit is love, joy, peace, forbearance, kindness,
goodness, faithfulness, gentleness and self-control”.
The Bible - Galatians 5:22 - 23.
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The Power Of Words
To add weight to this, another author Yuonne Oswald also wrote a book called
“Every Word Has Power”. It was my wife Edna who found this book and read it
thoroughly from cover to cover many times, and keeps it by our bed; She kept
on and on at me about the words we use, and corrected me continually (which
drove me nuts at the times), until I finally got it, for which I now thank her; I to
came to realise just how important this information was that my wife had been
going on about for months. It really is an excellent piece of “Self Development”
knowledge. It is quite amazing when you listen to people, they will use words,
completely unaware of how it will affect the frequency of water in their bodies or
fail to realise just how serious an issue this is. Take for an example peoples
expression using slang lingo, “Its Wicked” or “Ahh thats Gross”, “Bugger all”
“Gutted” “It’s sick”. Have you any idea of the negative frequency these words have on the body?
You will be shocked! When you realise what impact they have, from being aware of the above
knowledge of Dr Emoto’s work, I can assure you, you will never use any such negative words like
these again …if you love your body and want to heal it!
My wife and I sometimes lay in bed and we play word games; we will see how many words we can
come up with that are high frequency and positive, …Wonderful, ecstatic, inspiring, splendid,
overwhelming, joyful, excitement. Once we have these words you can look on your PC or phone
using a Dictionary and Thesaurus and find lots of other alternate words. I never use the word
“Problem”, I would use the words ‘Challenge’ or ‘issue’, it may take little while to adjust thinking and
making a it habit, but it becomes easier as time goes by, to replace all your negative words to
good, high frequency ones. As my wife is from the Philippines, and always sends messages to
friends and relatives, she makes it a habit to search for good words and phrases to give them
practical and positive suggestions, advice and guidance and it is quite amazing the feedback she
receives from appreciative happy recipients, and how their attitudes and view of life has changed
for the better. She always sends them suggestions for affirmations.
Words are also “Affirmations” to the mind…and the sub-conscious mind; when you make a
statement with intention this is a powerful tool, so think carefully before making any affirmation, as
you may manifest something you deeply regret! Always make good constructive affirmations that,
when repeated over and over again are programming your sub-conscious mind, to eventually
follow automatically for your good. “These are your BluePrints” which we will also deal with later.
What you have covered here so far is just a few pages when in fact what is shown is many years’
research and application of this knowledge, over a long period of time. As I mentioned, I have read
thousands of books, but I could now put on a small shelf the best compact and concise knowledge
that proved to be the most helpful to myself. (Pages 144-145) You may purchase a book, but only
has one page that has any real informative or new, clear information, Many books repeat what
others have said, well I guess I may be doing this to some degree, but it is the bringing it all
together to fully understand how to apply what we learn to get positive results, not just reading
and knowing the information. If I mention “The Secret” people will say, ah yes I read the book,
saw the DVD, yes, I know all about that. But do they really understand it? Look at what they do
and it is quite clear, they do not apply any of it, basically because they did not really
understand HOW it all works. The same is true of using words, People just don’t commit
themselves to doing it consistently, why “NO SELF-DISCIPLINE” . You need motivation and
good self-discipline to use every single day to make it your daily routine and habit….Then
results start to blossom.
Try This daily Affirmation “BluePrint”, eventually things start to happen automatically!
“My Intentions are, by day and by night, I am being prospered in all my interests. I am
advancing and getting wealthier and healthier everyday, my body really enjoys being alive,
everything, whatever I set out to do, I succeed in, completing even more than my expectations,
people are amazed at what I do. Whatever I need, my sub-conscious mind always brings the best
to me with ease. My infinite intelligence and sub-conscious mind always goes ahead of me at all
times and prepares only what is best for me and keeps me safe. When I travel, infinite intelligence
goes ahead of me finding the shortest, fastest route without delay or obstruction, and locates the
best parking space right next to where I want to be, and wherever I go people are always there to
help me, and I always return home safe, with good news.”
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The Power Of Intentions
Intentions are like programs you are giving your sub-conscious mind; once they are installed
eventually the sub-conscious mind will automatically follow this program second nature (This Is
The BluePrint Pattern). So how exactly does it work? We will look at several things to help get the
picture, so that you may understand whats involved.
Let's try to illustrate this to understand why people do not obtain their fulfilment of their dreams. If
you were to ask most people what they want out of life, the most common reply is’, I just want to be
happy. There is nothing wrong with that, but going through life with this mentality, it is never going
to happen. I will explain why; let’s suppose a man goes into a restaurant and the conversation
goes like this:
Waiter comes up to him,
The man says, I am really hungry,
The waiter asks, what will you have?
The man replies, do you have any hot food?
The waiter says, Yes, what will you have?
The man than asks, do you have cooked meat?
The waiter replies, yes, we have beef, lamb, chicken and pork, what will you have?
The man responds, I’ll have beef, and asks, do you have potatoes?
The waiter replies again, Yes, we have, mash, roast or French fires, what will you have?
The man says, I’ll have roast potatoes, and do you have any Vegetables?
The waiter replies, Yes, peas, beans, cabbage, carrots and broccoli, what will you have?
So here is the point, every time the waiter has to ask “What will you have?” This guy is never going
to get his meal. Why? Because he has not given a “Specific order”. If the man went into the
restaurant and said: to the waiter, “Good day, I would like please, roast beef, roast potatoes, peas
and cabbage, with gravy, followed by large slice of that apple pie and ice cream, and I’ll have large
fresh pot of coffee”. The waiter immediately takes the order and processes it, giving the order to
the chef. Once the order is taken, note this point, the man does not need to keep getting up and
checking with the waiter if the food is still being prepared or coming, he has absolute confidence
his meal will arrive.
NOW, because this man had “Intention” and was “Focused”, his dream meal
arrived! If you are not focused and are not specific with your hopes and
dreams, how can it arrive? It is impossible. The law of attraction is working
all the time, but is not a casual thing; when it comes to your personal wishes
and dreams, it works on being very specific and detailed, and if you’re not,
you become what is known as a “Drifter”. Napoleon Hill, an American selfhelp author of the book (seen left) ”OutWitting the Devil” covers a wealth of
information on how the sub-conscious mind works, explains this in great
detail all through his book, and is well worth reading. When people become
drifters, they then subject themselves to becoming victims of circumstances,
so this is why really nice people sometimes suffer awful things, they were not
focused, but drifting through life aimlessly, hoping everything will be fine.
Suddenly some crises occurs, and they wonder why. If a person is truly
focused with intention, he has far less chance to become a victim of
circumstances, as his sub-conscious mind will be working to carry out the specific intention. This is
something most people find hard to come to terms with; from my experience I know this is true.
When helping my daughter, Helen, as a Hairdresser and Manager, I went all through this to
explain, from the start of arising up in the morning to use what we call “Segment Intention”, like the
hours on a clock or the pieces of an orange. So, get up with first intention: "I am going to have a
nice breakfast and get to work with ease and be safe”. Next intention: “I am going to receive, happy
customers who will be delighted with their hair cuts and give me generous tips”, and after this, at
lunch time: “my Intention is to have a nice lunch and rest and feel really good ready to start my
afternoon customers, followed by intention: “everyone will be happy and full of gratitude as this is
going to be another super day”. Going home intention: “I am going home to enjoy my meal, have a
wonderful evening in, and relax and watch a great film” and so on. ….You are now in control!
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When the sub-conscious mind gets into this routine, day to day as a habit, you are building and
making what we call “NEW BLUEPRINTS”, so with Words, Thoughts and Intention you are now
controlling your life how it is going to be, you make the decisions, as you are the gatekeeper of
your mind and thoughts. It is absolutely vital to understand this to get positive results.
Let’s look at another scenario to help us understand how the sub-conscious mind works. A man
has a raised bed of soil to plant vegetables, so he makes sure everything is clean, neat and ready
to plant. He then decides to go away for three months to visit his family; he thinks, I’ll carry on and
put in my plants when I return, as I have done all the preparation. Three months later he returns;
what does he find? A bed full of plants, weeds, and overgrown foliage, like a huge jungle! WHY?
A piece of ground prepared….if left… will automatically grow anything,
following the universal law of growth, from whatever seeds fall into it.

The man stands looking at it, thinking, “How did this happen? I never planted any of these, where
did they all come from?” What he failed to recognise or be aware of, was the universal law of
growth, the ground simple responds to the law of growth of whatever is allowed to fall into the soil
will grow, be it poison ivy, weeds food or flowers. The fact remains it will NEVER LAY DOMANT,
it will always grow or produce something!
Once we understand this issue, we begin to understand that the sub-conscious mind will grow
thoughts and ideas, and create a blue print based on what it has received. Unless it has been
given straight firm intentions, it will respond to whatever has made an impression upon it.
What ever you impress upon the sub-conscious mind is what will eventually be your experience,
and life. Lets look more closely at this to really understand the process.
BluePrints are the road map of your life; laid out, will unfold exactly as you have instructed. The
impression pressed onto the sub-conscious mind starts from before you are even born, and
I will reinforce this point again; the BluePrint is being laid before your even born. This is an
extremely important thing to consider, but people just do not get it, or realise this. Before we go any
further let’s make clear what we are considering; the mind is made up of two parts the Conscious
Mind and The Sub-Conscious Mind. What is the ratio between these two? Look at the red and
yellow boxes below; if this is the complete mind, and we divide the conscious mind and the subconscious mind, it would look something like this. Most neuroscientists who research this subject,
tell us about 5 to 10 percent is the conscious mind, 90 to 95 percent is the Sub-conscious mind.

YELLOW - Conscious Mind
RED - Sub-Conscious Mind
So lets now consider how our
BluePrint is laid down by the subconscious mind; how our life is
governed by this very strong powerful
code of instructions, knowing we can
change anything, as we are now the
master or gatekeeper of the mind, we
are now in control!
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The Subconscious Mind
Most people are like a fish in a fish tank; look at the
illustration here left, of a hand in the fish tank. The fish can
see the hand, but has no comprehension of what the hand
really is. It does not understand that the hand is connected to
an arm, the arm is connected to a body, the body is an
individual, intelligent life form, the individual is standing in a
room where the tank is, the room is in a home, the home is in
a road or street, the road is part of a community, the
community is part of a country and the country is part of the
planet, which is part of the universe. The fish cannot
comprehend anything apart from a few inches, all he is
aware of is the hand. As far as the fish is concerned, the world he lives in, is the real world, and
nothing else exists outside.
Likewise, most people living in the physical world have no
comprehension of the non-physical world, where their higher
self the sub-conscious mind resides eternally, and
externally. When a human comes to Earth, it is like the hand
in the water of fish tank; the hand is the physical part of you
having the human experience, yet the higher-self, the infinite
intelligence, does not enter the physical world, but stays in the
higher realms. When the physical body dies, the spiritual body
ends that experience and moves onto
another experience, either to a higher
realm or into another physicality. Our
higher self is a living infinite
i n t e l l i g e n c e e n t i t y, c o n t i n u a l l y
watching over us from womb to tomb.
The sub-conscious mind is always
with us; as our a higher self and the
infinite intelligence knows all our
needs, and has taken care of us from
the moment we were conceived, it
knows what is best for us, and always
wants what is best for us. But the
subconscious mind is very obedient
and will listen to our thoughts, demands and wishes; it responds to whatever we set out as our
intention or affirmations. It will follow exactly what you have laid down as your blueprint. If you give,
either by thought or verbal, any affirmation, such as life is hard, money is hard to get, life is a
struggle, the subconscious mind will say, “Ok, I will give you the circumstances, experiences and
situations to confirm your beliefs”. If you say, “Money comes to me easily, life is so good, I am
surrounded with abundance”, likewise the subconscious mind will step in and bring to you the
circumstances, situations and experiences to confirm your belief. It is when we understand this that
we realise the power we have within us as we create the life we have by our intentions thoughts
and beliefs. The issue we have is staying focused, when surrounded by a world of negativity and
distraction.
Most of the time, people walk around like being on auto-pilot, they fail to check their thinking, never
concerned what they are feeding their minds with and wonder why their life is pretty rubbish. It’s
because they allowed all the rubbish to come in and had not focused with intention or had real
purpose. When we fail to do this, the subconscious mind will step back and we become victims of
circumstances. We have real power with our infinite intelligence, that can work for us, if we take
control. It can heal us, keeps us safe, give us guidance and prepare ahead and open the way
before us. It is this power that governments, religion, education systems, schools took away from
us, failing to educate people how to use their minds. Jesus put it very simply, he said, “They are
like sheep without a shepherd” in other words they were left with no guidance or direction.
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Be aware, and make it a habit to communicate with your higher-self, or sub-conscious mind. Ask
for direction, ask it to go ahead and plan for you, to bring the best people into your life that will help
you. Consult always for the best advice and direction to come to you, you may be truly amazed
what turns up out of the blue. Whatever it is, your desire and your wish, no matter how impossible
you make think it is, ask; as the sub-conscious mind and your higher-self already knows your
needs and wants the best for you, it knows the fastest, shortest and easiest way to bring your
request into your life….ASK!
….Make it a habit!
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The Blueprint
While it may seem to us like most of the work our brain does is work that we're aware of with our
conscious mind, most neuroscientists agree that around 90% to 95% or so of the mind is operating
on a level that is not on the conscious level. The unconscious mind stores all of our memories,
even those of very traumatic experiences that, on a conscious level, we may have "forgotten". The
unconscious mind is able to communicate with the conscious mind via the subconscious, which
functions as a sort of bridge between the two.
Your subconscious mind is subjective. It does not think or reason independently; it merely obeys
the commands it receives from your conscious mind. Just as your conscious mind can be thought
of as the gardener, planting seeds, your subconscious mind can be thought of as the garden, or
fertile soil, in which the seeds germinate and grow. This is another reason why harnessing the
power of positive thinking is important to the foundation of your entire thought process.
Your subconscious mind is an unquestioning servant (non judgemental) that
works day and night to make your behaviour fit a pattern consistent with
your emotionalised thoughts, hopes, and desires. Your subconscious mind
grows either flowers or weeds in the garden of your life; whatever you
plant by the mental equivalents, is what you create, No Exceptions!
The tendency to commit to these patterns is one reason why habits can be
so hard to break. However, when you learn to purposefully create such
patterns, you can harness the power of habit, and purposefully instil new
comfort zones to which your subconscious will adapt. You can feel your
subconscious pulling you back toward your comfort zone each time you try
something new. Even thinking about doing something different from what
you’re accustomed to will make you feel tense and uneasy.
From the time of conception, the sub-conscious mind starts working; it
builds, according to the DNA plan, a complete individual, following the code
of microscopic instructions given and supplied to it. As it builds and
constructs particles, it eventually grows from an egg cell, to embryo, into a
foetus and then to a full-sized baby, and a finally fully formed human. All
through this process, the Sub-Conscious mind is aware of anything that it
may be subjected to; anxiety, fear, happiness, laughter, arguments, fighting,
celebration and joy. From the moment of conception, the BluePrint is being
laid. As stated above, it is always listening to your instructions, and very
obedient. If you tell it, from your own faith and belief, “life is so hard,
stressful, always a struggle”, the Sub-conscious mind says: “Ok, here are
the situations, circumstances and experience to confirm your instructions”.
Your life path will then follow these instructions as the sub-conscious mind
arranges everything according to the BluePrint you have made. If, on the
other hand you say, from your own faith and belief and conviction, "life
is wonderful, I have abundance, I lack for nothing, everyone loves me and
wants to help me succeed”, your sub-conscious mind arranges everything
according to this BluePrint you have made. It always follows this pattern.
This is why it is said, if you do not like your life, change you're thinking!
When I first began to understand this information, I then asked myself
“What BluePrint did I lay down for myself; when and how did I lay these?” I
looked at my life and could see so many negative and painful experiences,
so I made a long 8 foot chart, (seen left) listing year-by-year to cover 100
years, from 1951 up to 2051. I then started filling in year-by-year all my
memories and events. On the right side I put all my accomplishments and
achievements; as I studied through this chart I could see many wrong
decisions based on wrong information I had at the time, and on the left I put
in what I thought was the cause for the bad experiences and hardship. I
soon began to realise that when I was focused, I was in control and I did
succeed, but when I was just drifting I had suffered many things. So, I wondered Why did I suffer
Polio at 6 years of age? I searched long and hard for this answer, then incredibly, I found it
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(because I had attracted the information). I had obtained a book called “The Law Of Attraction How to make it work” By Esther and Jerry Hicks, (2006) ISBN 978-1-4019-1532-1. I opened it, and
inside, on pages 148-149 it had this question: But what about the innocent little child? It’s pages
surrounds the question: “If we make a blueprint, by the thoughts and emotions pressed onto the
sub-conscious mind, how did a child have thoughts that would bring him physical deformities, ill
health, or a violent invasion of their bodies of some sort?”
It states to quote: “That the babies have been surrounded by those having these thoughts, as if by
telepathy as thoughts are a frequency, long before a child is speaking, the child is thinking. But
you cannot know how clear in thought that little child is, because he has not learnt to orally
communicate with you. He is not yet communicating his thoughts.” The book goes onto say, “The
child is thinking, and receiving vibrational thought from you (the parent) on the day that the enters
your environment. This is the reason why beliefs are transmitted so easily from parent to child,
from parent to child, from parent to child down the generations. The child is vibrationally receiving
your fears and your beliefs, even without your spoken word.” It adds the comment, “If you want to
do that which is the greatest value for your child, give thought to only that which you want, and
your child will receive only those wanted thoughts.”
So, now going back to my BluePrint, and having Polio at 6 years of age, what was the hype,
frequency and vibration around the time I was born in 1951? Just after world war 2 that ended in
1945 just 6 years before, was all the feared news of Polio outbreaks and the INDEPENDENT
Newspaper of 1999 featured an article “Polio - the deadly summer of 1956”, in Cork Ireland as well
as the UK. By the 1950s, polio had become one of the most serious communicable diseases
among children in the United States. In 1952 alone, nearly 60,000 children were infected with the
virus; thousands were paralyzed, and more than 3,000 died. So everyone was talking about the
threat of getting polio, and this was the time period I was conceived and later born; is it any wonder
I had picked up the vibrational messages of this risk and fear, thus attracting it?
From this knowledge that we now understand, the serious effects that our speech, feelings and
vibrational message and emotions have on an unborn child, as well as a newly born infant, we can
see that laying a BluePrint in a child’s early years is so very precious, as what we are doing is
laying out what sort of life the child will experience. How many parents know this or even consider
it, or even if they did, would make the effort to do anything about it? But to have the challenge in
rearing a child to be successful in later life, it is absolutely vital we make a conscious positive effort
to instil a BluePrint that will guarantee the welfare of the child for positive good, and a happy future.
If you fail to do so, the child will end up a drifter, and become a victim of circumstances, as most of
the population walking around in daily life already are.
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Changing Your Blueprint - How?
This is an interesting question that many people ask; it is in fact quite straight forward and is
basically very simple. I remember in the film “Ben-Hur“ back in the 1960s when the roman tribune
Messala is asked, in dealing with the difficult jewish ideology of a messiah, “How do you fight an
idea?” He replied with a very simple solution: “Give them another idea”.
This, in fact, is absolutely true, and the secret of re-writing your BluePrint. If you try to wipe out
your BluePrint, you are still focusing on it, giving it all your attention, bringing it back
stronger than it already is, but if you write new affirmations and focus on these, the old one just
fades and fades until it has no longer has any force to influence your life any further.
This is exactly what I did. Looking at my long chart, on every year and from when I first had polio,
and then an accident later in life, I had written in “I can’t do that,” so that later I went all over it
again year by year, I wrote over it a new text and affirmation, crossed out the old, and instead
stated “I am responsible, I can do it” I put a cross through each section, and wrote in a whole
new BluePrint, then for months I repeated this several times a day.
My intention “IS”..bla bla bra, I then reinforced this with new Updated Vision boards (see below)
as things changed. As time went by amazing things happened; things were changing and in my
favour, so that today I can look back on the hundreds of things I did, and I know if I had not done
this my life would have taken a turn for the worse and I would have suffered many negative
situations and unpleasant experiences being another victim of circumstances.
I now put on my vision board in 2020, pictures of my family, even if they were decades old, but still
my children, with messages attached, with intentions to see them return and also meeting all my
grandchildren, moving to a new home and views of my dream home, my wife that she will continue
to be happy, that we live a long time together, etc. The power of words, affirmations, visualisation
and vision boards on the wall in front of your bed, so as to be the very last thing you see before
sleep and the first thing you see when arising, is a powerful tool, all a part of installing new BluPrint
of how you want your life to turn out.
If your life is not working out as you feel you wanted it to be, change it, follow all the suggestions
given in this book and just DO IT!
Be reasonable, realistic and very specific when designing your vision board. If something is not
working, revise it, check again and ask yourself, why? What is the frequency I am sending out?
Look at what are you are already attracting, thats the frequency you were putting out, not happy?

Then change it… change your thinking!
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Vision Boards
A vision board should be realistic, of things you know you
can obtain or are within practical reach, such as a house; not
a 50 room mansion to start with, but maybe later. For
example you may want a career; to give an intention that
you want to be a managing director of a big company, when
you can’t find a part time job for 2 days a week, is also
unrealistic, but to have an intention of finding a career
opportunity to allow training, and a good paid employment to
start with is reasonable. In other words your dreams and
goals should be reasonable, within reach. A guy who says
he wants a Ferrari top of the range sports car, but cannot
even afford to buy a skate board or a wheelbarrow, will have
great difficulty overriding his BluePrint, as the sub-conscious
mind will know immediately, as an intelligent entity, that this
is unreasonable. But to have intention to work in a garage and showroom, as a sales person, with
the possibility to save commission from sales to purchase such a car, would be accepted as
reasonable as a goal to work toward to.
This raises one question, “Why is it that, when people win lottery tickets of millions of dollars or
pounds, that after a year or two they finish up flat broke?” It is very simple, they did not give or
create the intention to re-write their BluePrint, and the old original one will take full force and draw
them straight back to the old pattern or life style. Unless you are fully aware how your BluePrint
works, your sub-conscious mind and BluPrint will lead you to live the same old life over and over
again! it will follow this path. So as not to get pulled back in the old same path, vigorous effort is
required to make a diligent, detailed BluePrint, and one used with daily affirmations repeating OUT
LOUD until it becomes second nature in thought expectation and reality.
If this is your issue DO IT….. IT WORKS!
It is a bit like water running down a hill; it will find the easiest route and, in time, make a trench that
will flow exactly the same path every time it rains. Unless you lay down another route, and dig a
new trench to alter the path or flow it will keep going down following the old route. This is exactly
the same with your BluePrint; forget about the old one, just concentrate on laying down and
building the new one. The stronger the new BluePrint, the quicker the old will fade and lose its grip
over your life patterns.
“You never change things by fighting the existing reality.
To change something, build a new model that makes the existing model obsolete.”
Richard Buckminster Fuller American Architect

Anyone can start building a new foundation and change their blueprint, as long as you
know how, and have the faith and belief you can succeed and do it.

Now, speaking of bricks…
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The Worlds Full Of Ten Brick Men
This may seem a strange saying, but looking at people today, with poor commitment and not
wanting to take responsibility, low morals, and very few principles this situation is increasing at an
alarming rate, “hhmmm what is?” You may ask. Well, you have heard the phrase “I Quit”. If, after
trying for a “Long Time and much effort” one finds they are having no success, and not getting
results, then such a course of action might be justified, but the issue here is that people’s mentality
is such that today, they do not tolerate even the smallest thing to endure a situation, “That’s it, I
quit” is very quickly uttered when facing a situation that might need to be handled with some
challenges ahead, but today people don’t even want to face any challenges at all. If this is your
blueprint, you will go through this time and time again, unless you’re aware to build a new
blueprint, as failure to recognise this factor can be a very emotional and painful experience and
lesson in life.
They are all very willing to jump in and start laying a foundation, they got all the ideas, they’ve got
all the answers, they got all the know-how, their experts, no ones going to tell them what to do,
they got it all sussed, “Just leave it all to me” they say, and off they go, ready to take up the
challenge, their committed, and raring to go, full of enthusiasm. 1st brick down, brilliant, 2nd brick
and 3rd brick is fine, then the 4th is a little tricky, the 5th and 6th is little harder to keep level and
straight, 7th and 8th brick… woow, thought this was going to be easier…as getting both level and
straight is a dicey business, as cement is soft and keeps moving, but, they think they mastered it,
9th brick laid, stands back, proudly says to himself, easy peasy, looks great, 10th brick just about
to lay, hits his thumb with the trowel, aahhhh sod this! He throws down the trowel, kicks the
bucket of cement across the floor, cement goes everywhere. Swearing in anger kicks down all the
bricks of his new built wall he’s just laid, screaming, “I’ve had enough of this”. Throwing down the
rest of the tools, leaves walking off the job. Sound familiar?
People today treat
relationships like a recreation
endeavour or pursuit; when
they are tired, bored and had
enough or they suddenly see
something better, they walk
off, looking for another game
to play, and then start all over
again.Relationship
commitment or vows means
nothing, and affairs are
justified, each one doing what he wants without concern for the other. It is like a person having
been invited to a meal, then the day before, someone else gives them another invite that looks
more attractive; what do they say? “I am sorry I already have a commitment, maybe another time,
but thank you so much for the invite”, NO, he starts to think, “This looks so much more exciting”, he
then cancels, letting the initial person down, even if they have gone to a lot of trouble and out of
their way to prepare everything, full of excuses and usually lies, does not keep his word or
commitment, and goes elsewhere. “No big deal” you may say, but if this is done to you, it is very
hurtful; I know, I had this done to me numerous times, something that will really upset my wife!
What is the reason behind such mentality? PRINCIPLES, NO principles!
People start relationships, and within weeks they move in
together; they have not even come to know each other.
They start a physical intimate relationship, then after few
months, they realise, ‘we’re not suited!’ They part and
start all over again. They think they are building a happy
life, everything is back to front, but off they go… to lay
another 10 bricks! Think about this, you see an
advertisement, “Toothbrush for sale, 17 previous
owners” Would you buy it? Or an ad that states: Woman’s luxury lingerie and underwear - 37
previous owners” Would you buy them? What person in their right mind would even consider
such things, yet this is how people treat their lives, with little self respect, jumping in to
relationships, giving of themselves and using others; such a thing would never have been
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acceptable or even tolerated in high moral society, such as the ancient Chinese culture. It might be
the trend of society today, but it is still not acceptable if one wants to live according to divine
principles, but most do not respect this, and they just do not get it. The universe is firm steadfast
and it’s laws and principles do not change or alter.
The principle here is that when considering universal law it was always accepted by any person
who had any insight at all, that divine or heavenly things are constant and do not change; there is
one standard, one law and one code for living, no matter what everyday people do, or try to
change, universal laws and principles DO NOT CHANGE.
Consider these biblical texts to give us the principle and idea…
"I the LORD do not change. …”
Malachi 3:6 New International Bible
“Jesus Christ is the same yesterday and today and forever.”
Hebrews 13:8 New International Version
“Every good and perfect gift is from above ….who does not change like shifting shadows.”
James 1:17 New International Version (NIV)
It is because the universal laws are constant and stable that man has managed to go to the moon
and achieved some incredible feats, can you imagine if the universal laws kept changing?

Most people have heard of judge Judy Sheindlin, with scores of cases, where the majority are
couples who have lived together, fallen out, as one party fails to pay his or her share of the bills,
fails to uphold their part of the commitment, paying rent for accommodation, or breaks a leasing
agreement. Arguing over whose goods belongs to who when they split up and they part after
sharing the payment of things they purchase together. As Judge Judy often states, we don’t have
courts for people who don’t want to make a marriage commitment, and just decide to go cohabiting
together. She tells couples, “You made the choice and you made the mistake, if you do not want to
make a serious commitment, don’t come running to the courts, do the right thing”.
Even from early times, men and women would meet, get to know each other, have a courtship,
then plan together, making preparations for the big day. Then they made a commitment, married,
got a home and prepared it, had children if this is what they wanted, or pursued careers together,
but they got their home together, so if the child came along, they were prepared for it, so as to
bring the child into a secure environment, to grow up surrounded with love and security. Is that not
what a child wants?
What is today ‘generations’ view of morals? Teenagers, just kids have kids, in many cases no job,
trade or profession, no preparation; they may live with a partner, once the child is born the father in
many cases soon leaves, usually because he is a complete useless lazy deadbeat, they don’t get
on, he has no job, can’t pay for his child, she has no job, even if there was one, she does not want
to work, lives off the state or with parents, creating a whole load of stress and issues, with no
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security environment for the child, short of money, the child may be neglected, put in a foster home
and the situation just gets worse. Why does this all happen? NO RESPECT FOR ANY DIVINE
LAW; hard-headed, they go out, doing the same things all over again, never learning the lesson.
With parents who also resort to having poor moral standards setting a wrong example and being a
poor roll model, that in some cases inherited their blueprint from their parents, or parents giving in
subjecting themselves to their offsprings poor moral values, failing to uphold righteous moral
principles, their lives spiral downhill, creating a life of heartache, despair and suffering, that could
have been avoided, but they chose to go along with modern thinking, because it was hip, cool and
whatever other slang lingo they use to justify their lives, subjecting themselves to always learning
from the school of hard knocks, collecting memories with deep regrets, so that their old age will
become bitter, futile feeling empty and wasted, regretting what they could have made of their lives,
many finishing up as the loneliest person in the nursing home, isolated with no one, no love, no
companionship, sitting in the chair waiting for death to knock at the door, is that not a really sad
ending? It does not have to be that way.
Everything in life has a price ticket, if the price is to high on the thing you want to do, don’t pay the
price. The price is the eventual consequences that you will pay for your course of action, habit or
life style. What you do today is your future, if you do today what you regret tomorrow and keep
repeating doing that, your old age is going to be severe and painful, with a whole load of emotional
hurt festering, which you can never undo. The simplest advice is, if not sure what to do, “Look At
The Price Tag” What’s it really going to cost you affecting your health, finances and relationships!

Live By Divine Good Principles of
Truthfulness Compassion & Tolerance

Do Your Own Thing Not Respecting Others
And No Respect For Any Divine Law, Poor
or No Principles, Waiting For Death To
Knock At The Door.

You Can Choose The Ending!
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Chapter 5

Confronted With Things You Were Convinced Do Not Exist
I have included this brief chapter as an introduction to demonstrate that, when information we are
not expecting suddenly confronts us, shattering all our preconceptions that things that you thought
could not be, or do not exist, turn out to be true. We are programmed into thinking like this, which
blocks our senses to be receptive to new things and discoveries. As I stated in my early pages, we
can never be dogmatic about anything, as who knows what may turn up!
Do you believe in fairies, gargoyles, werewolves and vampires?
The Newspaper headline read “Strange Creatures Found in a
London Basement.” It discovered the life work of Lord and Professor
Thomas Theodore Merrylin a Crypto-naturalist, Fringe Zoologist
and Xeno - Archeologist. There is an online archive of his unique
collection of specimens. Creatures and artefacts thought to be nothing
more than myth. It is a mystery that challenges our understanding of
biology, chemistry and the very laws of physics. But this is no fairytale,
for he was a scientist, and empirical evidence and rational thought
hold sway here.
In 2006, a trust was set up to analyze and collate a huge number of
wooden crates found sealed in the basement of a London
townhouse that was due for demolition. Seemingly untouched since the 1940′s, the crates
contained over 5000 specimens of flora and fauna, collected, dissected, and preserved by many
forgotten scientists, professors and explorers of obscure cultures and species. The collection also
housed many artefacts of curious origin, fragments of civilisations that once roamed the earth, of
ideas and belief systems perhaps better left in the past. So do you believe in fairies, gargoyles,
werewolves, vampires. Well, although not widespread, some creatures appear to have existed in
small numbers in specific locations. These creatures cannot be explained, but simply are relics of
the past to show such things did, in fact, live and are not myth. The following pages give a few
examples of some of the 5,000 specimens found. So, anything… is possible.
Alex CF, is the curator and custodian of the Merrylin Cryptid Collection.
He said: “What Merrylin left was the most incredible collection ever known; actual specimens of
taxidermied dragons, the infant forms of werewolves, artefacts from ancient Vampyr nations and
the trappings of nefarious scientists whose existence was presumed to be mere fiction. Where had
these specimens originated from, considering there are no other examples of these species to be
found on the Earth? It is this that I find so thrilling and yet so terrifying.”

Strange Creatures Found
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The Following Are Photos From This Incredible Collection

Statues in Cities such as
London feature these
winged dragons, as seen
in this image left, yet we
now have specimens to
prove creatures like
these did in fact exist in
the past even if in rare
locations.

It is quite hard to imagine
that such creatures
existed, but this
collection of over 5000
specimens is evident that
some myths are based
on truth, If someone asks
you do you believe in
fairies, or winged
dragons what would you
now say?
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Above: Sample of the five thousand specimens collected by Thomas Theodore Merrylin
http://www.merrylinmuseum.com
When you first see these specimens, again, it is very hard to believe such creatures did in fact
exist, and with so many examples now stored, thousands of them, we can no longer say these
creatures are just a myth. The reason why I have included this section, as I already stated, is to
show that we can never be dogmatic about things we were totally convinced just cannot exist, that
may later be found to be real and true, from upright humanoid dogs, humanoid bodied fairies,
miniature dragon winged creatures like gargoyles, to human skulls with vampire teeth. DNA tests
confirm they are all genuine specimens; although no longer existing, as now extinct, nevertheless
are all very real.

Giants
Another example of being confronted with data we were always told was a myth is GIANTS, said to
roam the earth prior to the biblical account of the great flood, 4,000 years ago, but it is also noted
that in the biblical text; it does not say they were completely destroyed at the time of the flood, as
some religions teach. The book of Genesis chapter 6, verse 4 states: “The Nephilim (Giants) were
in the earth in those days, …and also after that” Notice it mentions this term: “Also after that ”, or
after the event of the cataclysmic global flood. If these giants were still around after the flood, how
is it they survived? If we are led to believe they were all destroyed then how did they come to exist
in huge numbers after the flood, where did they come from?
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There are so many questions regarding this account that just do not make
any sense, but the fact remains there were giants roaming the earth, over
thousands of years, and now found “NOT” destroyed, as fragments left in
the earth and dug up from sediment, but on Top of The Surface in TOMBS,
all over the earth and in large numbers. For some reason, there is a
massive cover up of this, and anyone doing any research on Giants will
soon find out that most governments have gone to great lengths to remove
any evidence, and cover up this part of human history. Why is that? From
ancient records Julias Caesar had battles with giants, and Captain Cook on
his voyages also records in his ship log running into and seeing such tribes
of huge giants on the islands he visited.
One man who spent some 40 years researching this is Stephen Quayle who published his book
(see above) called “Genesis 6 Giants”, a 479 page large size volume, packed with information
collected from all over the world, and is an impressive piece of work. The interesting thing about
his work is the amount of tombs found, where, reputedly, several giants were laid. I managed to
snap this screen shot of one documentary of two brothers who were tracking down tombs of giants,
touring all over America and were confronted with their fair share of opposition. One of the things
they showed was a map of where giants have been found, and tombs all over America, yet we are
told by the education system, as in this case, the USA that such things do not exist and there is no
evidence of it; REALLY!

Above: A huge giant corpse, sitting on the railway track, leaning up against the back of a train
coach to help give idea of the size; a ladder showing the rungs. A standard ladder rung is 12 inches
apart; this ladder shows at least 20 rungs or steps, so this giant is well over 15 feet tall. Some
skeletons found are up to 35 feet. Who were the fathers, and who gave birth to them?
From these examples, we come to realise that we can never jump to a rash conclusion, that just
because things are not what we were convinced to accept as to what is and what is not, via
education, society in general, common opinion, prejudice, religious upbringing, and social trends,
we now know anything is possible, no matter how bizarre it may sound, and with having an open
mind we are able, with an attitude of circumspect, to rationally and reasonably handle whatever is
presented to us, thus standing on the cliff edge, attempting to take that big leap, begins not to be
such a big deal!
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Giants found in Greece 2020
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Knowing we may find an answer to things we did not expect, also raises this question, if you were
confronted with ETs or Aliens or had access to Remote Viewing Military Facilities, what questions
would you ask?
Here, a few of the top questions both civilians and military personal ask, dealing with ETs and
“Remote Viewing”.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

How did life emerge or start, where do we come from?
Is there a God or Creator, and what is the gender, male or female?
Are there other planets or worlds inhabited by intelligent life?
Can you travel faster than the speed of light, and how?
How do small UFOs get here crossing fast distances of space?
Do worm holes go into other parts of the universe?
What race or alien has the ultimate weapon?
What is the ultimate weapon?
How many alien races are there?
How old or long is human history?
Is time travel really possible?
Can we travel to the future, or back to the past?
What happens at the moment of death?
Is the earth a prison planet?
Is reincarnation true?
Are humans souls of spirit mortal or immortal?
Are there such things as Heaven or Hell?
Who built the pyramids?
Who really wrote the Bible and the Quran?
Is there a devil?
Is there a cure for every illness?
Could a human live forever?
How many dimensions are there?

Your notice that three of these question are in red italic bold font, this is because this is exactly the
questions the Farsight Institute for Remote Viewing USA took up as a target in 2020, as well as
many more. In 2020 this question was the prime investigation target, starting off the new year due
to repeated requests wanting information on this issue.
On the following pages, you will see that we consider three sources of information, that may
appear to be completely unrelated, but in fact come up with almost identical information, as
regards answering the above questions. Some people may find this hard to comprehend, but this is
what is revealed. Many truth seekers gather together, at seminaries and conferences to discuss
what is currently going on, and the meaning of unfolding world events. For example:
Left: Myself first sitting in the
foreground and sitting next to me is
Simon Parkes Contactee, at Simons
Parkes UFOs & Connecting
Consciousness conference Watford
UK. Next to Simon is Tony and Leo
two friends of mine also into
researching and investigating for
many years material covered in this
book. It was Leo (far right), a male
nurse that gave me all the
information on how to remove gallbladder and liver stones without
surgery, anyone can do this, with
more information on Page 245 of the
278 page full edition of this book.
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Simons biological mother worked for the British Security Service, often called MI5 between 1965 1979. However, while she was managed by British Intelligence she was in fact working "jointly" for
the National Security Agency (NSA) of America. Her job was to type out documents that related to
crashed UFO craft that had come down all over the Earth's surface and had then been retrieved by
American special forces/recovery teams. Simon's grandfather, who was a British diplomat, worked
for the foreign army of British intelligence, often called MI6. But again, in his case, he was closely
associated with the Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) of America. During this time, he was
awarded the Order of the British Empire (OBE) medal, as well as the Commander of the British
Empire (CBE) medal, however he turned down a Knighthood from the Queen. Simon's grandfather
was also a prominent Freemason, and was Britain's appointed diplomat to the United Nations in
the late 1950's and early 1960's .
Simon went public with his story in 2010, and since then has toured the UK speaking at
conferences, initially and was attacked by the establishment media in a concerted effort to discredit
him. However, an event in 2013 was to be a game changer, when Simon was invited by the British
Ministry of Defence (MOD) to join a small party being given, a tour of a secret space radar base in
the UK. This totally confounded the established media and has led to a far more serious appraisal
of Simon's story by them.
Simon has survived numerous attempts on his life, in exposing this information to date. While we
were at this event, very low flying black, helicopters flew above, overhead, back and forth and
around and around constantly over the venue, and very noisy, which made it pretty obvious that
someone was taking a very serious interest what was going on down below and. . . who was there!
Simons members of “Connecting Consciousness" are continually growing. He continues to tour
giving presentations at conferences throughout the UK. www.simonparkes.org
Below left: Fonz and his brother Tony (middle) sitting next to me. Fonz brought and introduced me
to the information about “Common Law and Maritime Law”, and drew this to my attention; I
researched this very deeply, and discovered that, under UK law, that every single person born as a
citizen, once they reach the age of 7, are automatically presumed dead, unless you can prove you
are not, and you have no rights whatsoever. Everyone in ignorance, not knowing this, falls victim to
the fate; several pages are enclosed on this in Page 128-135.
Tony (middle) first introduced me to “NetWork Marketing" and many books on “SelfDevelopment “ when we met many years ago (at least 25), he was fixing my neighbours car
having his own garage business as a Mechanic, he then after also fixed my car and serviced it, we
started chatting…and the rest is history and we have been close friends ever since sharing
knowledge and information. Now after many years their families have all become like our own
family. Such treasured friends are not easy to find in the world we live today. But we all have one
thing in common, we are all truth seekers, digging for answers and willing to share the knowledge
of what we find.
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DNA And Genetics

Here is a puzzle that so called jewish or christian religions cannot answer, as it’s beliefs goes
contrary to all known logic of scientific data, facts and research to date. The Bible states that
Jesus was the son of Joseph and Mary; in Matthew chapter 1, a genealogical line is given, tracing
Joseph descendants going right back to Abraham. Verse 16 states “Jacob became father to
Joseph the husband of Mary, of whom Jesus was born.” This covers 42 generations! Now, in
Luke chapter 3, we find the same thing again, but going back still further, it reads in verse 22,
“Jesus son of… (Joseph) son of He’li..” Mary's father was Eli or Heli of the tribe of Judah. Mary,
the mother of Jesus, was the daughter of Heli. However, the genealogy given by Luke actually
names Joseph, Mary's husband as being '[son] of Heli.’ Joseph’s father is recorded as being a
man called Jacob. (Matthew 1:16). Evidently, Matthew is listing Joseph's ancestry, and Luke is
listing Mary's ancestry. But why is Mary's name not then recorded in Luke's list? M'Clintock and
Strong's encyclopaedia explains that the Jews, in constructing their genealogical tables, reckoned
wholly by males, and where the blood of the grandfather passed to the grandson, through a
daughter, the name of the daughter was omitted. In her place, they put the name of that
daughter's husband as the descendant of the maternal grandfather. So we have two family lines!
So, here’s the problem; looking at these unbroken lines, of Hebrew or Jewish lineage, we go
back to Luke 3, verse 36 “the son of Shem, son of Noah”. Shem being the oldest son of Noah. In
Genesis 6: vs 10, it States “Noah became father to Shem, Ham and Japheth”. It later states in
Genesis 10: 32, “These were there families of the sons of Noah, according to their family
descendants… from these, the nations were spread about in the earth after the deluge” (Great
Flood). Verse 19 of chapter 9, also states, “These there were Noah’s sons, and from these was all
the earth population spread abroad”. Jesus was born a Jew, so was Adam a Jew? If we are to
take the genealogical line as true in Genesis, how do we explain all the races? It is genetically
possible to interbreed one race with another, so Asian can mix with European etc, but it is totally
impossible that a single race could suddenly produce another race from its own genetics and
DNA, without intervention. Each race is unique and has its own specific DNA. The absurd
statement found in Jehovah’s Witnesses literature, is now completely withdrawn as unscientific
and total nonsense. Scientific study of genetics and DNA make this obvious.
“White people living in China eventually produce Chinese oﬀspring – without intermarrying - due to
the influence of soil and climate”
Watchtower magazine 7/15/1902, p.3043

It is just as ridiculous to accept that texts originally written for ancient people, who were illiterate
and uneducated with regard to genetics and DNA by today’s standard of scientific knowledge, to
accept that one man Noah had 3 sons: one white with fair hair, one black, and one asian, and all
the nations came from Noah 3 sons. I get very irritated and annoyed when religious people say
“Well, anything is possible with God”, a comment usually made by people also uneducated in
these scientific fields. If a Jewish man claimed he had an unbroken “pedigree” family line, and
suddenly his wife gave birth to 5 children as you see below, Aboringine, Nordic, Indian, African,
Chinese, would you accept this? Today, paternity courts use DNA to establish the father of a
child, if the wife gave birth to a mix race child claiming she never had a relation with anyone else.
Why do we question this? We know, and is it proven, that a diﬀerent race cannot spring from
another unless it already existed and is created by the two pedigree races having a relationship
resulting in a hybrid. Thus the Genesis account is not supported by any advanced scientific data
on DNA and genetics. Could a pure unbroken Jewish line really produce all races as it states of
Noah and his wife in the biblical account? Each race has its own distinct DNA and genetics; every
race was created individually. This is exactly what ETs and contactee’s tell us, and explain that
we did not originate from earth but elsewhere. 57 alien life forms have been catalogued many with
human DNA, a real puzzle for the scientist as to why this is so, if we originated here on earth. Fact
is our history started elsewhere and we were brought here, information deliberately covered up.
(See the Disclosure Project Press Club Conference. USA Page 63-64 as you read on)
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Chapter 6

What About Evidence That Is Not Considered Scientific
“The absence of evidence is not evidence of absence”
Carl Sagan
When it comes to looking at what we call evidence, it is said that when one cannot understand a
thing, they call it a miracle; when they can understand it, they call it science. It reminds me of
Justin Tranz. The famous hypnotist and his Las Vegas shows, as he puts it, very clearly, “For
those who believe, no explanation is necessary; for those who do not believe, any
explanation or evidence will never be enough”. In other words, whatever evidence is presented,
there will always be people, who because they do not research themselves will say, “Hmmm I
can’t accept that; I can’t believe this, that just cannot be true”. Or, lets be honest, no one really
knows! These type of comments are usually made by people who read, research, little or nothing
People’s views are limited to the human physical material world, and the methods are such that
only what has been accepted or recognised by so called educational boards, or so called science,
is actually studied. In the meantime, things that are intangible or unseen, invisible in this human
third dimension world, but do exist and do reveal themselves in real ways in this world, such as
spirituality, faith, divine words, miracles, are treated as if taboo and as unrealistic, fantasy or
superstition, and looked down upon, and people, whoever they are, be they a professional,
businessperson or doctor, to a low-down bum living on the street, they will all be labelled as not
very bright, or having something wrong with them, if they say they believe is such things as the
unseen, intangible or paranormal. As we have briefly covered, science is now understanding about
the universal field, that thoughts are not stored in the brain, but the brain is just a processing tool,
whereby thoughts are stored in a field around us, something that people would have laughed at
even 50 years ago, because it was intangible, and they could not see it or understand it.
Consciousness is another intangible substance that could not be seen, but now we know exists.
Recently, in 2019, we understand that the heart also has memory, and can work independent
of the brain, to give us information; something most people are still unaware of as it is a new
discovery. So again we must be open minded and consider all possibilities.
Apart from what we accept as hard evidence is there any other sources that can provide
information and knowledge to show either there is higher intelligence, beings, or civilisations not of
this earth, or any information available or received outside of what we would call our material
physical world? I would say, “YES”, and I would like to consider 3 possible avenues where
information has proved to be very accurate and extremely valuable. These three are:
Sources of Accurate Knowledge and Wisdom Beyond the Realms of Physicality
1.
RV - Remote Viewing - Military Pioneered Consciousness Tool of the 21st Century
2.
ETs - Extraterrestrial Contacts and Civilisation.
3.
Ancient and Modern Chinese Qi-Gong Enlightened Masters.
Lets go through these three, one at a time to consider what they have to offer and their credibility.

RV - Remote Viewing
(A Military Pioneered Consciousness Tool - There Are No More Secrets)

Ingo Swann who died in 2013 at 80 years, pioneered and led the way for remote viewing to be
established as a conscious tool and espionage tool, something the CIA took such an interest in as
to offer him a large amount of money to work for them. In 2017, the CIA released a huge amount of
data files which spoke of such remote viewing programs, essentially confirming what people in
conspiracy circles had long suspected as fact. They really happened, and what’s more, they really
worked. As well as the CIA, many other intelligence agencies around the world have investigated
the possibilities of remote viewing. Most notable of these is the former Soviet Union during the
Cold War. One of the people initially “employed” by the United States to remote view and spy on
the activities of the Soviets was Ingo Swann, who was regarded as one of the best in his field. He
had repeatedly proven his skills, and his success rate in terms of key espionage information was
very high. Without going into all the history of Swann, his success rate was extremely high and he
gave information about planets and large glass structures on the moon, as well as entities also on
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the moon. Alex Collier, a contactee, also confirmed the presence of structures on the moon. Swann
was claimed to be a psychic, artist and author, known for being the co-creator, along with Russell
Targ and Harold E. Puthoff of remote viewing and especially the StarGate Project. Although the
military stated they no longer use (RV) Remote Viewing this is just not true; they most definitely do,
secretly! You don’t think they are going to throw away a tool after spending 20 million on it, knowing
it works, after 50 years? Their denial is to stop other people having Interest to use the tool.
Other Remote Viewers who were civilian and not government or military
endorsed are the Farsight Institute, that was setup by Dr. Courtney Brown,
Ph.D (Seen left) He founded The Farsight Institute as a research and
educational organization in 1995. He is Director for this unique nonprofit
educational organization. Dr. Brown has never received any financial
compensation for his work at the Institute. See: https://farsight.org
Dr. Brown, the Director made his discoveries using a process called
Scientific Remote Viewing (SRV) - a procedure originally developed by the
U.S. military as a highly classified and strangely effective spy system. Brown
himself was trained in this method by a former member of the military unit
that specialised in remote viewing. Now the author has taken a technique
designed as a verifiable and stunningly accurate espionage tool, and turned
it toward the heavens.
The results of his work are truly staggering. His fascinating book suggests
that at least 3 alien civilisations may have been and continue to be
intimately involved with Earth’s humans: A Martian race who, having barely
survived an ancient natural catastrophe on their own world, who still struggle
to survive underneath the surface of there nearly dead planet. The Greys - a
seemingly highly advanced humanoid people, who nearly destroyed
themselves by wanton abuse of their environment - now seeking to enhance
their own evolution. Yet there is more; using SRV, Brown suggests the
existence of a distant galactic federation of extraterrestrial
civilisations, which humans may one day be fortunate enough to join - if we
survive Earth's coming planetary crises. Shocking, moving, and ultimately
inspiring, his book Cosmic Voyage not only offered new possibilities about
alien visitors, but also suggests that we may have stumbled across the first
direct evidence of the existence of the human soul. It also outlines a path
toward potential interstellar diplomacy, that may one day prove the true
salvation of the people of Earth. Both books are now out of print but can be
downloaded as FREE ebooks online; they contain a wealth of information.
The follow up book (seen left) was called Cosmic Explorers, another wealth
of information.
For Cosmic Voyage FREE ebook:
http://courtneybrown.com/publications/cosmic.html
For Cosmic Explorers FREE ebook
http://courtneybrown.com/publications/CosmicExplorersByCourtneyBrown.pdf
What is shown here, in a page or two, covers some 50 years’ of research and work and thousands
of targets used by remote viewers, to gather a wealth of information, such targets were:
“The Crucifixion Ruse”, evidence presented: Christ did not die on the cross, it was another man!
Atlantis what really happened.
The Great Pyramid how it was built and who built it……Two aliens groups were involved!
911 - The Pentagon WTC7 and the Twin Towers
Cydonia Mars
Adollf Hitler and JFK - American president assignation
Roswell and the Alien Crash and Area 51 (It really happened, thus we got the technology! )
War in Heaven from the Bible book Revelation - was a massive extraterrestrial war.
Secret Apollo Missions….etc,. Just to name a few targets…

Visit: https://farsight.org
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The world's foremost remote viewing teacher, and creator of Technical
Remote Viewing, Major Edward A. Dames, (seen left) United States Army
(ret.), is a decorated military intelligence officer and an original member of
the U.S. Army prototype remote viewing training program. He served as
both training and operations officer for the U.S. government's TOP SECRET
psychic espionage unit.
Edward Dames is a ROTC (Reserve Officer Training Corps) Military
Graduate of the University of California, Berkeley. Between 1979 and 1983,
Major Dames served as an electronic warfare officer and scientific and
technical intelligence officer. In 1982, Ingo Swann, under the direction of Dr.
Harold Puthoff, head of the Remote Viewing Laboratory at Stanford
Research Institute, realised a breakthrough. Swann developed a working model for how the
unconscious mind communicates information to conscious awareness. To test the model, the Army
sent Major Dames and five others to Swann, as a prototype trainee group.
The results exceeded all expectations - even those of Swann. In six months, Major Dames'
teammates were producing psychically-derived data with more consistency and accuracy than had
ever been seen in similar intelligence projects using, even the best 'natural' psychics. In late 1983,
the team parted company with Swann. As the new operations and training officer for the unit,
Dames took this breakthrough skill, dubbed 'Coordinate Remote Viewing’, (CRV) and began a
new phase of research, testing, and evaluation in order to both uncover it’s true capabilities, and to
perfect its application to fit crucial intelligence collection needs.
Several years ago, Major Ed Dames announced on Japanese TV and US radio (Coast to Coast
AM) that a massive earthquake would strike Japan and a nuclear reactor would "break", causing
what he described to host, Art Bell, as a "Mini Chernobyl”, or that it would be, at least; the worst
nuclear disaster since then. This video link below provide’s several clips from the venues in which
this RV prediction was revealed. Major Dames' heart goes out to the Japanese people, and it is
truly unfortunate that this prediction has come to pass. The Japanese news media did not mention
about the risk of radiation from the “Nuclear Reactor” as it would have caused too much panic. The
YouTube link “japan Earthquake Predicted by Remote Viewers” presents the interview live on
radio of the warning to the Japanese people. It happened exactly as predicted.
See: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=E0DREPTSxDM

Did remote viewing work? It most certainly did, and was extremely accurate
just as Ed Dames team had seen in their remote viewing sessions. So here is
the next forecast; Major Dames team also gave evidence that the globe
would be hit by a massive sun flare striking the southern hemisphere causing
world devastation and bringing down the infrastructure and knocking out
satellites from possibly 6 months to 3 years or even more. Does the
Government take notice of this? YES. A UK document hidden in plain sight
(seen left) called “Space Weather Preparedness Strategy” PDF, 904KB,
40 pages, Ref:BIS/15/457 so as not to cause panic, it’s kept pretty low
profile on https://www.gov.uk; The British Government website. The film The
“KNOWING” with Nicolas Cage was based on this forth coming incident of a
future disaster. Ed Dames DVD called “SURVIVING THE KILLSHOT” gives all the RV account on
this event as public warning.
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How do we handle the data from remote viewers?
So here is the situation, we cannot accept something that, when it agrees with what we believe and
think, saying, “Great, that’s very good”. But, when information is presented that we don’t want to
hear, suddenly say, “I just cannot accept this”. When being presented with data and information the
government had to either take what the findings were, or scrap the whole thing altogether. They
could not put remote viewers to work giving them targets to gather information, then when it came
back and the reports were finally submitted, turn around and say, “This is not what we want to
hear” The data was as it is, accurate and real, after years using this tool, and using many remote
viewers, it is established that if teams of highly trained personnel presented their reports, the
findings would be the final say. So, if for example, 20 to 30 RV members gathered information that
all agreed were almost identical. The military would be able to piece together a pretty good report
of what is and what is not. This is a very important factor or consideration you must be prepared to
accept. You either accept “Remote Viewing” as an incredible scientific tool, or you do not!
The fact remains, each one has to investigate the information and make his or her decision, that if
the information is correct, then it is ourselves that need to adjust, taking a leap… and not
try to alter the findings to suit our personal belief.
Below: The incredible scientific breakthrough, to be able to capture, with special filters and
cameras, the energy fields, frequencies and impulses of brain cells, and that of the universal field
that connects every planet and star in our universe. The universal field, also called the universal
consciousness, allows remote viewers to access this field for data and information. Every single
piece of knowledge and event that ever took place in the history of the universe is stored in this
field. This is why some call our universe, “The Universe of The Living Library”. Scientists now
know that the two libraries of stored universal information are the Consciousness Field and DNA;
all they need to do now, is master how to access all the information, an awesome prospect!

DNA
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2. ETs - Extraterrestrial Contacts And Civilisation.
From what remote viewers have given us, in the way of data from blind targets
as they call them, the evidence is that we know from this information, there are
alien civilisations, two of which are the grey entity, an older civilisation and an
advanced one. There is also a reptilian advanced race but hostile and
malevolent. These beings the Grey ALIEN race, passed on much of the
technology we have today particularly since 1947. Discussed in the book
“ROSWELL” by Philip James Corso, (Seen left) who was an American Army
officer. He served in the United States Army from February 23, 1942, to March
1 1963, and earned the rank of lieutenant colonel. Corso published The Day
After Roswell in 1997, about his alleged involvement in the research of
extraterrestrial technology recovered from the 1947 Roswell UFO Incident. On
July 23, 1997, he was a guest on the popular late night radio show, Coast-to -Coast AM with Art
Bell, where he spoke live about his Roswell story. It was at Roswell that the discovery of the Laser
was made, by back engineering the alien recovered craft, later used in medical surgery, and also
for guided missile’s and weapons. Colonel Corso decided to go public, but is now deceased.
Technology has come a long way since then; Most is not ours, but given to us via deals with the
ETs, This is nothing new, but the issue is that this technology was originally given for helping
mankind, not to be controlled by the military or by secret government departments to carry out
their own hidden agendas, amassing huge weapons, threatening even space, while the rest of the
world is suffering. Because those involved know of the capability of this technology and it’s
positive contribution that can help mankind, many have become what we term whistle blowers,
MANY HAVING DIED in the process, trying to get information out to the public.

The Disclosure Project and ETs
Steven Macon Greer (Left) (born June 28, 1955) is an American ufologist
and retired traumatologist who founded the Centre for the Study of
Extraterrestrial Intelligence (CSETI) and the Disclosure Project, which seeks
the disclosure of allegedly classified secret UFO information.
On that historic Wednesday - May 9, 2001 - over 20 military, intelligence,
government, corporate and scientific witnesses came forward at the National
Press Club in Washington DC, to establish the reality of UFOs or
extraterrestrial vehicles, extraterrestrial life forms and the resulting advanced
energy and propulsion technologies. The weight of this first-hand testimony,
along with supporting government documentation and other evidence, will establish, without any
doubt the reality, of these phenomena.
Over 1 billion people heard the press conference through
webcast and subsequent media coverage on BBC, CNN,
CNN Worldwide, Voice of America, Pravda, Chinese
media, and media outlets throughout Latin America. The
webcast had 250,000 people waiting online, the largest
webcast in the history of the National Press Club.
The disclosure of the truth will have far-reaching
implications for our society, new technologies to end
pollution and global warming, long-term solutions to the
energy crisis, and the beginning of an era of peaceful
relations with other civilizations in space. We have
over 450 government, military, and intelligence community
witnesses testifying to their direct, personal first hand experience with UFOs, ETs, ET technology
and the cover-up that keeps this information secret. It was revealed at this press conference that
the military had, at the time of the conference, catalogued 57 ET different life forms, many of
them having human DNA, which was a puzzle for the scientists as they wondered how could this
be if life started here on earth. It is now known and believed that life did not start here, but
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originated elsewhere, from another star system, which exploded; also before that was still another
ancient star system, now long gone due to exploding. We are going back in time, so many
hundreds of thousands of years, or millions of years, that even some of the ETs races have no
records; it’s just too far back. We are told by Alex Collier (Contactee), for example that the universe
is swarming with life, just as the planet earth is. Alex also stated that the earth was, at one time, all
fresh, water and it took 70 years to salt it, so as not to be taken by other alien visitors. You have to
sit and watch, listen and go though all these lectures and interviews to realise there is so much we
just do not know because it was hidden from us.
The purpose of the Disclosure Project, overseen by Dr Greer, is that all those involved in these
secret space programs know we have the technology to solve many of the serious problems
affecting us and our earth, energy and fuel, being two major issues facing us, but greed for money
and control, stops those in power sharing their knowledge. Technology is in the wrong hands.
Here are a few photos of evidence of life
forms and technology and cities of other
worlds. Dr Steven Greer (left), holding
plans and blueprint drawings of an alien
craft at the press conference, of the
Disclosure Project event.
Below is a sculpture, dug out of a piece of
moon rock, found on the lunar surface by
Apollo 11 mission, some 50 years ago. Dr
Charles, from the space agency, worked
there (approx 1964) for 23 years, and left
in 1987. He found the sculpture was made
of an Iron compound, only found on the
highlands of the moon, it appears to look like a humanoid female with appendages resembling
wings (seen below right). It was highly polished and like silver metallic iron. Other experts
consulted in investigating the sculpture, agree it is about 200,000 years old; it is thought there may
have been an atmosphere once on the moon but definitely a sophisticated race to produce such a
refined piece of sculpture. The information was highly classified at the time.

Above: Sample of the highland moon
rock under tests. Another piece of
fallen sculpture was picked up from a
Mars probe showing the remains of a
sculptured stone face, laying on the
surface, facing upward as you see on
the right. The bottom right is a greek
sculpture of Alexandra the Great
showing similarity. A little research
confirms there are scores of finds on
both the moon and Mars surface, that
we are not told about and are denied when asked. But, as whistle blowers come
forward, exposing the cover up and secrecy this evidence will eventually surface
and be common knowledge. Many have stood at the crossroads, deciding which
road to take, as they proceeded and went forward, they eventually died speaking
out exposing truth. Phil Schneider died after exposing the underground base at
Dulce, New Mexico, full of children either murdered or eaten, 8 million children a year go missing.
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Above: UFO Images from NASA's Apollo Missions.
Two different documents and slides from Apollo 13 mission
where they captured huge mother ships estimated to be (left)
5 miles and (right) 2 miles long. These images show the ships
in relation to the moon. Alex Collier contactee said he went on
a ship 800 miles in length. He estimated that to view the ship in
its entirety and to go into every room and section could take
over a 100 years to tour. To give an idea how big the ship was
if 800 miles long, England is, Horizontal Width: 437 km (271
miles) from the far western coastline of Wales, directly east to
Ipswich. Vertical Length: 967 km (600 miles) from the far
northern edge of mainland Scotland to the southwestern tip of
England, just west of Falmouth. It would be like walking around
England and having to go into every shop, house, room, store
and building, from one end of
the country to the other, how
long would that take? Fact Gigantic mother ships do exist
and have very advanced
technology and intelligent life
on them.
(1st left) Apollo 12 sighted this craft diving close to their module.
(2nd left) Cigar-shaped craft, image taken by Neil Armstrong.
(3rd left) Craft going past taken by Apollo 14. (Bottom right) A
truly gigantic metallic craft, estimated 10,000 miles wide spotted
and seen in the rings of Saturn, scientists think and suggest it is
moving in and out carrying out mining operations of the ring’s
rocks, but cannot be certain, all they know, it is changing and
moving in various directions by intelligence and that this is an
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artificial made structure. NASA Images were retrieved from the Japan Space Agency classified
stored files. Japan is now working with NASA to Build a Moon Base and go to Mars. NASA and the
Japan Aerospace Exploration Agency (JAXA) revealed their intention to work together under the
Artemis Program. Now, its official, Japan will join NASA's quest to go to Mars and to return to the
Moon. The Japanese government has accepted the country's space policy committee's
recommendation to help with NASA's Lunar Gateway project during a meeting attended by Prime
Minister and cabinet members. Chances are, they may now publicly deny it, due to spending
multiple trillions of dollars on the project.
Bob Dean (left) retired in 1976 kept his Top Secret clearance up
until that moment. After he retired (NATO), he went to work for the
Federal Emergency Management Agency and worked another 14
years for the U.S. government, where he had a Top Secret
clearance; a total of 41 years of federal service to the United
States. These photos also on the previous page were part of his
presentation, in his historical event in Barcelona in 2009, Bob
Dean shows a number of previously suppressed NASA images.
Bob Dean’s presentation gave to the public a disclosure of images
never seen before; he also joked and said what NASA stood for,
“Never A Straight Answer” as they deny everything! His presentation can be seen on YouTube:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_ngvIP0Za9M
Below: Image slides from NASA files featured in Bob Dean’s Presentation including structures on
the moon, some enlarged on previous page. There are 9 large domes, average 20 miles across,
on the dark side of the moon, so we are informed, which have also been Remote Viewed.

Bob concluded his delivery by stating that there are bases on Mars, and then Harry Deacon
(supported by Kerry Cassidy) went up to the stage to state publicly, for the first time, that he had
been on Mars. Whats on mars? You may ask; I thought it was dead planet, well, what do the
images show? Desolate landscape or signs of intelligent organised civilisation? Bob Dean, in his
last few years, went about, heavy-armed with security, for fear of death threats; as he mentions, his
government team was about 500, reduced down to about 9, and he felt it was only a matter of time,
but carried on with his presentations. He died peacefully on October 11, 2018, at the age of 89.
Left: The Hale Crater looking
west on Mars showing what
looks like a large city.
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Mars’ surface below, using filters to enhance the clarity, you can see very clearly, artificial
landscape, where the land has been cultivated or developed. No natural terrain, topography or
countryside would ever look like this, even on Earth. Perfectly symmetrical rectangles and squares
are clearly visible; only intelligent life could produce this. Yet we are expected to believe this is a
natural phenomenon; if this was on Earth, would anyone accept that conclusion?

The images on the following page are taken of the Mars surface in numerous locations, using
Google Earth software. It is clear to see the vast areas of artificial structures and landscape. It is
not possible to have such accurate symmetry of topography in natural landscape, and it is evident
that intelligent life is or has been, on the planet, or exiting showing obvious signs of advance
civilisation and knowledge. Primitive life forms could not carry out such symmetrical development.
The next page shows symmetrical areas around mountain ranges, and some look like what we call
docklands for shipping. Whatever they are, they are huge artificial constructions and structures.
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MARS
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With NASA images and Remote
Viewers, it can now be easily
established that we are not alone,
and never have been. The fact that
those in power refuse to divulge or
disclose and go public is not
evidence that UFOs ET and alien
civilisation do not exist, they simply
have their own agenda and don’t
want to tell us.
Spending trillions on black budget
projects, when mankind suffers so
much poverty on Earth, has resulted
in many coming forward, due to
compassion, in an attempt to get the
technology where it’s most needed; not on weapons but on being used to solve the world’s energy
crisis and many other serious issues, as Dr Steven Greer is sponsoring. With the pharmaceutical
business being an industry worth in excess 23 of trillion dollars a year, do you really think they want
a cure for cancer and other such like illnesses? The word is, they already have the cure, they just
don’t want to give it to us, as they will lose too much money if they can’t keep pumping you full of
drugs. In the meantime millions suffer and die, many who are just babies and children every day.

Its Greed And Control, The Same Old Human Story!
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Other worlds and other life forms?
From what we have just covered in
these few pages are in fact the
result of decades of research from
many reliable sources; such as
government, military and civilian.
We are faced with the reality and
possibility of confronting both alien
life forms and also other worlds.
Left: Screen shot taken from
YouTube footage under heading :
“False Flag 2017” but has now
been removed. The good thing
about this footage, it had sub-titles.
The USA Army Chief of Staff General Milley April 21 2016. 100th Anniversary of
Norwich University’s ROTC (Royal Officers Training Corps) Gives presentation
to the troops and refers to those they will confront and meet in those other
worlds. He also makes mention of meeting little green men. Here again we
have mention of two things that remote viewing has been telling us for decades.
1. Other Worlds.
2. The Grey Alien Species, as well as other entities.
Mark Alexander Milley (born June 18, 1958) is a United States Army
general and the 20th Chairman of the Joint Chief of Staff. As
Chairman, he is the highest-ranking and most senior military officer in the
United States Armed Forces. He previously served as 39th Chief of Staff
of the Army.
Do you honestly think that a man of such high rank and credibility would
get up and address troops about other worlds and alien life forms they
will be confronted with if he did not believe they were real and existed?
What we now know as “Forensic Science” was unheard 100 years ago,
The extraordinary scientific innovations and advancements in forensic
science have allowed it to become a highly developed science that
involves a number of disciplines and thousands of forensic scientists specializing in everything
from DNA and botany to dentistry and toolmarks. Forensic science may prove the existence of a
crime, the perpetrator of a crime, or a connection to a crime through the:
•
•
•
•
•

Examination of physical evidence
Administration of tests
Interpretation of data
Clear and concise reporting
Truthful testimony of a forensic scientist

Just as forensic science has become a household term and most people now understand what this
is, RV or Remote Viewing will in time be another household term that people will recognise as
being an extremely reliable powerful consciousness tool to establish intangible things such as
dimensions, higher life forms, past events, people lives and unlocking history. The great leap
forward in these two area’s in our 21st century has allowed mankind to experience a huge
awakening to understand things once thought were impossible.
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Putting Your Head On The Block
Such men working on secret space projects and military remote viewing,
also stand in the middle of the crossroads, having to swear a pledge or
oath to secrecy, and face a serious decision; what do they do with the
information, when mankind desperately needs the information or
technology to solve its problems, and they are not allowed to reveal it due
to greed and control? They face going ahead to be outspoken and reveal
what they know at the risk being silenced, which means they don’t live or
stay around very long. One has only to do a little research to see that
anyone wanting to help mankind and the planet are very quickly crushed
and eliminated; Why? Selfish greed. From JFK, who wanted to reveal
information about UFOs, to Martin Luther King, to scores involved in the
secret space programs, alien and alien craft projects such as Area51.
When a person is outspoken, or has access to incredible knowledge, they are hit with a barrage
wall of opposition, and an avalanche of hostility, persecution and a crackdown to either stop him
being heard, or stop information getting it into the public sector. When electrical and mechanical
engineer and inventor Nikola Tesla wanted to give free electricity to the world, JP Morgan stated
“If we can’t put a meter on it we are not interested”. This is the attitude of many in positions
who just want to grab as much as they can, never thinking of others who may benefit long term
from the invention. Morgan, the once financial backer of Tesla, withdrew support and backing; it
appears Tesla’s complete work went up in flames with his laboratory, and everything of his was
destroyed by arson, with the heavy suspicion that it was by men sent by Morgan. Tesla eventually
died alone, in a hotel when millions today could be benefitting from his amazing inventions. We
have electric cars now called Tesla, but they are by no means free, and there is no foreseeable
hope of ever getting a free electric car, or free electricity come to that!
An individual in the Philippines, where my wife comes from, was able to fuel and run a motorcycle
on water, an incredible invention for a country living mostly in extremely poor conditions. Despite all
the publicity and hype, the idea was taken, but NOTHING ever came of it, by those holding the
patent! Think of all the people in south America, India, Africa, Asia that could have benefited from a
low maintenance, water powered motor cycle; instead we keep paying for fuel, when people are
struggling even to buy food. Hopefully, others will keep coming forward to stick their neck on the
block or line and speak out, demanding that the knowledge and technology be shared.
Civilian Remote Viewers and Institutes such as Courtney Brown and the Farsight Institute USA,
revealing that the Crucifixion did not happen exactly as the biblical event says, having 2.18 billion
holding the Cristian faith, is a pretty startling bit of information that could cause a severe reaction
and backlash for devote believers that Christ is they're only savour, when it appears Christ himself
was nowhere near the area at the time, but another individual, which explains why Peter, one of
Christ’s disciples, when challenged, said “I do not know the man”, according to the biblical account.
Obviously not what the Catholic church wants to hear. What exactly does the Catholic church give
to people? They do not give enlightened knowledge; they give religion and ritual, just to keep them
happy. They hold power and controlling the masses, receiving huge donations, making it a very
lucrative, prosperous and wealthy business, like most religions, such as Jehovah witnesses, with
its massive real estate portfolio. And, to keep power and control, they hate any exposure of its
shady dealings. It is reported that Pope Leo X once said, "It has served us well, this myth of
Christ." Whatever the case may be, the church is NOT interested in truth, and makes a huge
amount of money and property investments endorsing and carrying forward the “Christian
ideology". Likewise most in authority whose aim is to control, fear exposure of any knowledge that
will seriously affect their wealth and power to dominate. Control and oppression is always
successful on uneducated ignorant and the uninformed masses.

The powers that be, want to keep us uneducated and ignorant!
Two reasons they fear exposure of knowledge into the hands of the masses:
1. They can’t manipulate anyone who is educated and successfully financially free.
2. When people are enlightened, it undermine’s their authority, they loose control.
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They themselves always want and demand the truth, and nothing but the truth, but are certainly not
happy when someone else finds it or receives it; I can state this from my own personal experience!
At my home in Maidenhead, back in 2017 just
before I sold off a large amount of my older
books to move forward, sifting out books I no
longer needed, I am standing by the side of 5
shelves high of over 700 UFO top titles; books
covering the Abduction Case Files, Secret
Space Projects, Roswell, Mars and Moon
Findings, The Grey Aliens Reports, etc, etc, etc.
With such a wealth of information from well
informed personal and writers, whose lives
were dedicated to their professions in both
government security, secrecy and military
projects now in the public domain, they cannot
all be wrong! As you will see, I had found new
profound knowledge that surpassed everything
I knew.
Ploughing through a few pages here is not the same as ploughing through thousands of pages in
books, searching and digging for information which has taken me many years, like most other
people, searching in various fields. I started seriously digging in around the year 2004, when I
came back from America as a certified Personologist. I look back and cannot believe how many
books I went through, page by page, or how many books I purchased! Having said this, where
would I have been if I had just sat and watched TV each day enjoying a beer? My thirst for
knowledge, answers and truth was a very powerful driving force….
…And I know it paid off!
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3.

Ancient Chinese Qi-gong Enlightened Masters.

The name Buddha means “Awakened” or “Enlightened”; a
title given to the founder of Buddhism, Siddartha Gautama
(c.563–c.483 bc). Born a prince in what is now Nepal, he
renounced wealth and family to become an ascetic,
meaning the path of being ascetic was characterised by
severe self-discipline and abstention from all forms of
indulgence, typically for religious reasons, basically to
release all human attachments, and after achieving
enlightenment while meditating, taught all who came to
learn from him. Now, here is the interesting thing, he
achieved enlightenment through Meditation and
Cultivation. So meditation was accepted as a way of
obtaining eventual enlightenment. There is much talk today
and workshops and courses offering information, holding
classes about meditation, but almost none, if any ever
succeed in bringing people to true enlightenment. Some
have music and visualisation relaxing etc, but this is NOT meditation. Meditation has to be done in
complete silence and tranquility, with no distractions or feelings of attachment, to reach a state
called “No Thought State”; this allows the mind to completely settle down, to become calm, and
after long periods of time mastering this, the mind will open to allow information to flow. This
process was called opening the “THIRD EYE”. This is often seen in statues of Buddha as a small
mound in the centre of the forehead, just above the eyebrows. Every single person on the planet
has this gift, “IF” they wish, or know to use it, but most people either do not know how to open the
third eye, or do not believe it exists.
Here is where religion in most cases has kept people locked in ignorance and deep spiritual
darkness, staggering around like a blind man with no insight or direction. Some religions teach that
if you relax the mind and reach the empty state of no thought state, this allows for the “Devil,
Demons or entities” to enter in and take control of your mind, and your become possessed. With
this belief it actually keeps people preoccupied locked in, continually filling their mind with thoughts,
resulting in permanently closing their third eye, denying any access to the spiritual opening and
thus robs them of being unable to receive any divine wisdom or knowledge at all.
Why are we mentioning this? Firstly, we establish that “True Enlightenment” is possible, and
secondly the tool to accomplish this is via Cultivation and Meditation. It is now common knowledge
that most of the ancients were well informed of this truth, and Shamans, (wise men, spiritual
leaders and masters from scores of cultures and lands going back in history thousands of years)
uncovered a wealth of knowledge, that today, much of it has long been lost, and we think that
because we have technology we are advanced; in reality, we have taken a big step backward. We
previously covered information about the law of attraction, and how thought is a frequency, and
whatever we think becomes our eventful reality. It is nothing new, the Ancients knew and
understood all about this; neither is accessing information using meditation new, but we are never
taught this in school, religion, or by governments. It is completely ignored, and if raised it is
suppressed as just taboo.
As we go back in history, the Chinese were the most highly cultivated civilisation on earth. WHY? It
is because they accepted that we come from the divine, and thus everything we do should reflect
this. They believed that what a person does has great impact on others, so they sought to establish
what was the code for living for a human, and answered the question; How should a human really
live? How should a person, if from the divine, live his life to reflect who he is and where he came
from? The ancient masters soon began to lay a foundation of what was right and what was wrong,
and what was good for humanity and what was detrimental; So how did they actually do it?

What Happens When There Is No Foundation Of Laws Or Principles?
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Consider these Bible verses, speaking of ancient Israel and the land of Judea, at a time when
there was no king and everyone took the law into their own hands and did whatever they thought
was right. Consider the following translations of Biblical text from the book of Judges chapter 17.
American Standard Version
Judges 17:6 (ASV) In those days there was no king in Israel: every man did that which was right
in his own eyes.
The Bible in Basic English
Judges 17:6 (BBE) In those days there was no king in Israel: every man did as seemed right to
him.
Common English Bible
Judges 17:6 (CEB) In those days there was no king in Israel; each person did what they thought
to be right.
The Complete Jewish Bible
Judges 17:6 (CJB) At that time there was no king in Israel; a man simply did whatever he thought
was right.
Holman Christian Standard Bible
Judges 17:6 (CSB) In those days there was no king in Israel; everyone did whatever he wanted.

The ancient Chinese masters knew that, without divine guidance, man would fall into complete
chaos, upheaval, anarchy, violence, corruption, oppression of the innocent and vulnerable,
resulting in total disorder, bringing heartache, pain and sorrow to all, and even if they had a ruler,
the ruler had to be of such high character as to administer righteous law, to lead the people to be
successful, and create a wealthy and healthy society. They applied what they understood as divine
knowledge, and enlightenment for the foundation of civilisation, thus laying a code and standard for
human living that was firmly established and lasted for generations and millennia.
Without going into to great a depth; the Chinese discovered that our bodies are a small universe
with countless mechanisms and energy fields and energy channels. As they became enlightened,
they developed the ability go down to the microscopic level
inside of the body; they could see right through, and began to
make note of the energy flows and channels, and discovered
what we now call acupuncture points, paths and openings,
and created a detailed map of every acupuncture point in the
body, from the head, ears, hands and fingers to toes, that is
still used today with great accuracy and precision. Wherever
the energy was blocked, it was found to be the cause of an
illness, so by unblocking, allowing energy to flow, resulted in
healing, so, as they began to build on the foundation of this
knowledge, they came to be the most advance civilisation on
Earth for understanding the human body, medicine, herbs,
and cures, resulting in the Chinese dynasties lasting for
thousands of years, carrying and passing on all of the
knowledge they discovered, and continually building upon it.
Left: Detailed Acupuncture Charts thousands of years old.
The Chinese became masters at medicine, art, music, dance,
tapestry, silk garments of incredible beauty, sculpture, wood
carving, construction, martial arts, Tai Chi originally for
cultivation with meditation, with building techniques lasting
thousands of years still standing to this very day, masters of
writing and calligraphy, ship building. It was said that England ruled
the waves, but Chinese maritime history shows it was way ahead of
its time, in ship building using full solid bulkheads, at set intervals,
so if a ship got hit it would not sink, something the Titanic did not
get right, which caused her to sink. The Chinese ship buildings laid
concrete along the bottom of the hull of the ship, glued with rice
water, the same method as the laying the bricks of the great
Chinese wall in construction, where it is still standing today. The
reason for the concrete and rice water glue in the hull, is that it
formed a solid, long base, so that when going over huge heavy
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waves it would not break or split the middle of the ship, called “hogging”. Big ships always faced
this serious threat and many were lost going over a wave, as the hull shattered, due to pressure
and weight. The Chinese, therefore, were way ahead in so many areas in skills and inventions,
WHY? Because they believed that everything they attempted should be approached with a mind to
reflect the divine and used meditation to undertake the best way to achieve a super standard, for
the benefit of all, that could not be matched by any other nations, and they brilliantly succeeded.
Another amazing thing that the Chinese discovered was that all
illness is a frequency, and that playing a musical instrument to
match the heathy body’s frequency would cause healing. Music
was a very important part of Chinese culture, and the Chinese
character or symbol for Medicine is “Herbs and Music”. The
character for Medicine is seen on the far left; the one next to it,
right, is the Chinese character for music. Looking closely, it can be
seen incorporated into the Medicine sign, as music was a big a
part of healing, as was herbs. If you place a string instrument in one corner across the room, and
play another of the same instrument, as you pluck the string, the far away instrument will often
resonate the same as the one you are playing. This shows that our bodies respond to frequencies;
something that modern science has only become aware of in recent years, and now thought to be
the healing treatments and therapies of the future, yet Chinese culture understood this, and has
been using it for thousands of years. Who was more advanced? Todays technology or the ancient
enlightened masters? (See Chapter 23, Page 211-212 under heading “Shen Yun” Performing Arts
Classical Chinese Dance Company and its world tours since 2006.)
How exactly did the Chinese come to establish a code for living as to
what was righteous and wholesome, and what was immoral or to be
avoided? They discovered that the body works 24/7 producing one
of either two things or substances called, DE or KARMA. To
understand this, it is a bit like a light switch; it cannot be in the
middle, it is either “ON” or “OFF”. If you try to leave it in the middle it
just won’t work, it will immediately flick to the “OFF” position or the
“ON” position. When looking at these two substances, that are
produced in our bodies, we are continually producing either one or
the other. The Chinese term “DE” sometimes pronounced Der or Dar
is translated into English as “virtue,” “excellence,” “moral power” or
the inner moral character. It is in fact, a White Substance produced
when one does good deeds, is compassionate, loving, kind, forgiving, or being a virtuous person or
righteous good person and “HEALS” the body. Whereas KARMA is a heavy, Black Substance,
that causes illness, pain suffering and eventually death. As we go through the day we are making
and producing these; if we get angry, negative, swear, carry out acts of violence or even kill then
we reap a huge amount of karmic substance. As the Chinese understood this, they realised this
has to be paid off, by suffering and hardship, as there is a law in the universe, “No Loss No Gain”.
They knew that, as they were looking into a patients body, they could see these substances. If a
person was showing black shades in the body and dark areas also called etheric patches, they
would ask what has the person been doing to cause this; by knowing what the person’s path or
course of conduct and behaviour was, they could determine very quickly what was acceptable as a
divine standard for a human to live. When clean, bright DE was seen, they would assess that this
person was virtuous and had good morals and principles. They would then be able to advise what
is the best course for a human to follow, to bring excellent results and ensure success and health.
It worked!
We understand that a car or vehicle, for example is not made up on one thing; the engine is not the
car, the electrical system is not the car, the heating system, the cooling and air conditioning
systems, are also not the car, but put them all together and they produce and make up a car.
Likewise, we have a physical body, an emotional body, a spiritual body and etheric body etc. So,
humans are made up of more than one body, as it were. The etheric body is the one affected by
Karma, and once patches appear on the etheric body, it will manifest itself onto the physical body,
resulting in illness or disease. If ignored and not treated, to change attitudes, thinking, habits, life
style and remove the attachment, serious sickness will set in eventually resulting in death. It is
these etheric patches that ancient enlightened masters were able to see and study, so as to
determine what was the divine path, so as not to bring suffering to oneself by abusing one’s own
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body. Sad to say that so many people today are walking about with etheric bodies full of patches,
potentially bringing suffering to themselves due to their life styles habits, vices and attachment
resulting from they're creating much undesirable Karma.
Above: The etheric body, shown centre, with etheric patches in red, where the body’s energy is
blocked, due to Karma making the body look dark, and right, as “DE” is increased and Karma
depleted, the body looks bright, and energy flows and healing takes place. All illness starts in the
mind and manifests in the physical realm. Now we can understand why Dr Masaru Emoto from
Japan, when he discovered that when we get angry and fill our bodies with negativity, we are in
fact destroying our very own bodies by destroying the body’s fluids or water. As we also looked at
Remote Viewing the new science discovery on consciousness and the field of mass consciousness
of the planet, when you have a mass consciousness and a world full of Karma and negativity, we
are then not just destroying ourselves, but also destroying the planet. People worry about global
warming; that’s not the problem, the root cause is consciousness in peoples hearts and minds.
Governments know this, so make billions of dollars from pharmaceuticals; it’s not the health
business, it’s the sickness business industry i.e hospitals, funeral companies, everything is geared
to make you ill and sick, so they fill your life with stress, anxiety, and worry, creating a mass of
negativity, as they cannot make money if you’re healthy. They suppress the divine to produce a
society, that yes, we can do without religion, but we cannot do without the divine, and that’s a
whole different matter altogether. Religion and spirituality are completely two different things. The
ancient Chinese masters understood this very well, and avoided anything that would create Karma
and pursued everything that created “DE”. When a violent person gets angry and lashes out to hit
someone, he loses his “DE”, and throws it at the victim, also; when the victim is hit, the Karma
breaks off from the victim who has suffered and passes it straight back to the assaulting individual.
The aggressor thinks he got one over the victim walking away, completely oblivious to the fact he
has given his “DE” or good virtue away, and just received a big chunk of Karma, which will result in
pain and suffering that will eventually manifest in due course in his life. If bullies knew this, and
understood what potential damage they are doing to themselves, do you think they would continue
to bully? Jesus, in Biblical text, said “Forgive them, they know not what they do” …absolutely, they
did not understand the law of ”DE” and “KARMA”, and it is exactly the same with people today!
So, here is a lesson for us today, as the world declines into a mentality of anything goes, and we
are told we have to accept whatever… as time changes, and we have to keep up with modern
thinking, this is just everyday people’s thinking, but they are still bound by divine law, as the DE
and KARMA law balance is working 24/7, whether they like it to not, or if they agree with it or not,
of if they believe it or not, IT ALWAYS WORKING. The same is true for the law of Attraction, as this
too, is a universal law, and always working 24/7; it does not pause, it’s never put on hold or stops.
These laws work continually as long as we are living and breathing.
The Problem? ….People just don’t get it!
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As we looked at water, and how speech and words affect the frequency of our bodies, we also
realise that music, when soothing and calm, has a great healing affect on the body, so what does
the pounding, loud beat of modern music do to the body? …With the thumping boom, boom,
boom… Well it does not take much to work this out. If you subject yourself to such noise and
vibration, you're causing serious injury to your body, thus creating KARMA effect upon yourself.
Many of the attitudes and living habits which are accepted by the majority as normal living, would
have been forbidden in ancient Chinese culture, and not acceptable, such as vices, attachments,
lust and no self-restraint, no self-discipline; it was therefore, only by upholding such a strict society
of high moral virtue, that a prosperous life was attainable. Since the 1940s, when communism
took over China, it has almost destroyed every bit of moral goodness that once existed. Chinese
people growing up since the 1940 as the new generation of today, suffer due to corruption, shoddy
workmanship, crime, dishonesty, loose morals, making China now one of the worst countries on
Earth, with barbaric abuse of human rights, killing and no respect for life, be it human or animal,
and now, for 20 years exposed as killing tens of thousands, for forced organ harvesting and organ
trafficking. They have become a greedy nation, made up of materialistic-minded godless people,
with little or no respect for the divine, which is a far call from their prosperous ancient enlightened
ancestors, who enjoyed an incredible civilisation in the distant past.
Because the Universal law of balance of De and Karma, that if one makes karma one has to pay
off this by suffering and hardship, it makes sense that when Contactee Alex Collier asked the
leaders of the andromedan race if there was a message for mankind, what would you say? The
reply he got was quite profound; they said, “Our message to humans is simple, the love you
withhold is the pain you carry lifetime after lifetime”. This is exactly what the Chinese masters
always believed; You cannot ascend at death carrying Karma. You have to come back and suffer
hardship to pay it off in another lifetime. Eventually, only then, you may hope to ascend, if you still
have great Karma, you keep coming back. This is what they were trying to tell Alex Collier. Due to
this many of us have lived many lifetimes failing to ascend, even though our memories are wiped
before returning each time, the situation known as “deja vu” sometime occurs; we get a flash-back,
a flicker of a faint memory, a powerful feeling comes over us, something tells us, and we know, we
have been here before, experienced this before, we know the place, or the person, yet we brush it
off, thinking little of it, yet what we experience is in fact a very real memory, that glimpse or a flicker
of a moment of past lives and of that moment in time!
The Catholic Church edited many of the bible texts and took out many references to reincarnation
contained in the bible cannon, consider an example:
Jeremiah 1:5
“Before I formed you in the womb I knew you

So what can we conclude and establish?
Science likes to impress us; it has all the answers, yet cannot deal with such things as higher
realms dimension, or intangible universal laws working in our lives, or explain the divine. The
ancient Chinese masters knew that divine laws were in operation and working throughout the
universe, on our earth and in our human lives. They knew that we have a choice to live in harmony
with such laws, or ignore and work against them. Choosing to respect them would result in the
possibility to be able to ascend back to the higher realms from where we originated from; failure to
respect these laws would confine an individual to what is termed and known as Samsara.
Saṃsāra is a Sanskrit word that means "wandering" or "world", with the connotation of cyclic,
circuitous change. It is also the concept of rebirth and "cyclicality of all life, matter, existence". In
short, it is the cycle of death and rebirth. Saṃsāra is sometimes referred to with terms or phrases
such as transmigration, karmic cycle, reincarnation, and "cycle of aimless drifting, wandering or
mundane existence”. The reason why it denotes wandering as if lost, as this is exactly what the
individual is; LOST. They failed to awaken spiritually, failed to understand heavenly divine things,
did not understand divine universal laws, failed to cultivate their life to remove Karma, subjecting
themselves to more of the same, that being continued human lifetimes over and over again, unless
they can become a virtuous person, worthy to ascend into the higher realms at the time of their
death, when leaving the physical dimension. This is exactly as Alex Collier was told.. “
“…the love you withhold is the pain you carry lifetime after lifetime”
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Remote viewers, ETs and enlightened masters all support this very profound statement; that being
the case, we cannot take it lightly! It makes clear that we have existed before birth coming to
earth; we have responsibility as to how we live our lives, and to beg for salvation and plead for
someone to save us, when we show no regard to heavenly or divine law; it’s just not going to
happen. We have been given the tools, knowledge and wisdom for successful life. It is down to us
if we use them or not.

What Ancient Enlightened Masters Discovered
•

That divine law is real and exists seriously affecting mankind for Good or for Bad, depending on
his free choice to accept or reject it.

•

The law of “De” and “Karma” works continually 24/7, on every human, with no exceptions.

•

The enlightened knowledge gave them understanding of the human body, as a miniature of the
universe, even allowing them to get access down to the microscopic level.

•

They understood the root cause of illness (and entities which we will deal with later).

•

They understood that vices and attachment prevent a person from obtaining enlightenment.

•

They were able to understand the structure of the universe, which scientist are confined to just
the physical reality; these masters were not, and could see into other realms and other higher
dimensions.

•

They also established that other entities existed, both benevolent and malevolent.

•

They discovered all illnesses are frequencies and could treat an illness with music as well as
herbs.

•

That our universe is not just that of the physical, but has intangible realms also.

•

They discovered that we are not just one body but made of many bodies.

•

It is now known that when a person is born he also lives in many dimensions at the same time.

•

They discovered that everything has intelligent life, such as water, recently confirmed by a
Japanese doctor scientific researcher Dr Masaru Emoto.

•

That everything created, be it stone, a tree - whatever it is, has a life entity in it; we live on a
living planet, which is why, like a body that has been poisoned, will violently react, so the planet
will react to correct itself, using cataclysmic natural events, to preserve itself.

These are just a sample few of the thousands of things discovered by the ancient Chinese culture.
Everything was meticulously written down and recorded in great detail to preserve the knowledge
and wisdom that made them the leaders in establishing living as an advanced human civilisation.
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CHAPTER 7

Standing On The Canyon Edge!
What we have gone through and covered in this book
so far, is to try to get you, the reader, to understand that
so many things are not what they seem. There are also
so many things yet to see, and we must be prepared for
these. As I mentioned at the very beginning, we can
never be dogmatic, but must be open minded. We need
to dig for information; some may seem irrelevant at the
time, and then we realise, like a missing piece of the
Jigsaw, that it was vital and everything falls into place,
We have been lied to from almost every angle, so we
have the responsibility to check in-depth so we can
come to a balanced view and decision, knowing it is
correct, even in the face of going completely opposite to
the accepted norm in our society of what we are taught.
What I have also raised here so far, is that there are 3
sources of information that will make people feel as if
they’re standing on the edge of a huge canyon, facing a
massive leap they cannot make. (Being unrelated
sources but tell almost identical information )
Consider these three again in summery…
1.

Remote Viewers, professional, highly trained persons with good track records, both “Civilian
and Military”, that have gathered a mountain of information about things we thought were
impossible. We know there are extraterrestrial life forms, reptilian life forms, some very
advanced civilisations, a galactic federation, and ETs have been visiting earth for thousands of
years. We have bases and structures on both the moon and Mars, and evidence on other
planets and their moons. There are no more secrets; the governments know this!

2.

Extraterrestrial Civilisations and alien entities. Contractees, and there are many still living
that have not died or been killed to silence them, as well as the military whistle blowers, which
has resulted in giving us information about incredible technology. “The Disclosure Project”
with Dr Steven Greer, as we looked at in the “Press Conference”, is one such event in going
public, with admission that we have made contact with ETs and now have the technology. The
question as stated, is not “Are there UFOs?” but, “How are they getting here across vast deep
space?” ETs with incredible knowledge have given many answers to the obvious questions we
ask. Religion’s, they tell us, are just belief systems; they inform us that our concept of a God is
not how it is, and if a gender was to be given to a God, they said they believed it would be
female. Something that male dominated religions certainly would not want to hear

3.

Qi Gong Masters and enlightened masters, through meditation gifted to see into dimensions
and down to a microscopic level and out to the vastness of the universe. Unbelievable as this
may seem, these masters do exist and have existed in the past. They are not confined to
physicality and are able to understand the paranormal and see into it.

After years of research studying and digging, realising so many are mis-guided, as they do not see
the whole tapestry as they only have access to a few strands, I also realised that such things as
the secret was mainly for everyday people, concerned with the physical and material world. It has
its use and is a positive force to change your life, but then I came to learn that to ascend, more was
required; the knowledge of the secret, the Law of Attraction did not fill this need,

So after learning all these things, I came to this point and asked
myself “Where do I go from here?”
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Journey Destination In Sight
Putting In The Last Strands To The Tapestry.

I have spent many years searching and looking for answers to know where
everything fits. Everything I had found to date was all about the physical realm.
The Law of Attraction - known as “The Secret”, is as I said, all about attracting
physical and material things, for wealth and prosperity, even health. Why was this
information kept secret, for so long, and kept people in poverty so as to hold control
over the masses? Then suddenly in recent years this information appears with
literally thousands of books, DVDs, seminars, workshops, and websites making the
information freely available to all.
Were we given access to this information to totally distract us, being so busy
working for wealth and success on the physical third dimensional plane, we would
be sidetracked, and completely overlook the far more serious and important
information that we really needed to know, but those in power desperately did not
want us to find out?
I believe this is exactly the case, and one thing that really bothered me…
Was there another sinister reason why humans are kept in ignorance of the past
and why so much time and effort is given to cover it up, with so many people being
killed who spoke out to reveal this?
And if there are extraterrestrials why is this knowledge so suppressed? If they gave
us any information, why were we not told? What is it that governments really fear
the public knowing? Why are people killed for exposing it?

I started to search these questions…
Then the answers to all these questions began to surface!
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Like many individuals, experts, professional, and researchers today
they now realise that what we have been taught in schools,
education, religion and science, is simply just not true. They lied.
“Our aim is to try to piece together the most complicated puzzle
ever known to mankind, that is….
….our History
…..Humanity
…..the Planet
…..and our Universe”

And to answer, the fundamental questions we all ask:
Who or what am I?
Where did I come from?
Why am I here?
Where am I going?
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Chapter 8

Finding The Profound Knowledge Of True Enlightenment
It was sitting on my bookshelf all the time!
It was some years ago that a very
good friend of mine came to my
home; his name was Paul, and his
wife was also from the Philippines,
I knew him for about 20 years;
sadly he passed away in 2015.
Paul was always reading books on
self development, and we went to
various seminars together over the
years, looking into things. We often
went to each others homes for
meals, and got on very well, and
had many good discussions and
shared information. One day, he
handed me a book and asked me if
I had seen it before. I said, “No”.
He mentioned he was reading it
and said it was very interesting, as
answered a lot of his questions.
He gave me a copy; the cover
looked pretty plain. Not taking much notice I put it on my bookshelf and left it there for some years.
I cannot believe how long I had it sitting on my shelf. Then one day for no reason, I sat down, I
opened it and started to read the first few pages, “O MY GOD!” I said, “I can't believe it”, it was
what I was looking for, for so many years. I just knew this was such amazing, incredible
information. Like my daughter, Jessica, who was the tool who gave me information about the
Secret, the law of attraction, which I might add, I investigated diligently and had huge success and
good results using it, Paul had also been used as a tool to pass me this knowledge. From the Law
of Attraction we attract what with have intention for. In both cases, the information came direct to
me just out of the blue. To this day, I still wonder, in amazement, how this came into my hands via
Paul, and I just did not realise what he gave me at the time, I really did not appreciate what I had.
Above: Myself and Paul at a Philippine garden birthday BBQ around 2010.

How We See Things And Draw Conclusions
Before going into the information given to me by Paul, above, I want to cover just a few points
about how we view and see things. The reason why I have included and presented this information
is that mankind in general is lost, bewildered, groping around in the dark like a blind man,
disillusioned, they see no hope, they see no solutions, they wander aimlessly throughout life, many
in despair, not knowing what tomorrow will bring, being led by false hopes, which eventually lead to
disappointments and failure, religion being one of the biggest causes of people being on a
misleading path.
It also comes down to our incentive and desire, if we really want to know and find out things; it is
not if you want something, it is “How Much” you want it, and what will you do to get it. I remember
my grandfather once telling me, as he was always looking for ways to make money working for
himself, coming up with creative ideas, he said, “There’s no such thing as can’t be done. It’s only
you, that don’t know how it is done, so you have to go and find a way. If you keep trying you’ll find
a way”. I found this to be so true, many times, when confronted with a job or situation, I would just
sit, think, ponder even for days, then suddenly and idea would flash up in my mind, and “GOT IT!” I
found, over the years, since I was young, I came up with many ideas solving projects that most
people would have given up on, assuming it cannot be done, working making bodybuilding safety
equipment I designed, to making model ships and looking for materials, inventing tools for a job,
that could not be bought in a store etc. The reason I mention this is, when you keep seeking an
answer and focus on things you want to know, the answers eventually makes itself known, often
from an unsuspecting source, where you least expected it.
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Sometimes, information that could benefit mankind may be known to only a few in relation to the
world’s population; the vast majority still may not know, either by not having access to the
information, or not having had the opportunity to find it, or living in a country where such
information has been denied to the people because the ruling authorities regard it as a threat,
because they cannot control those who have access to enlightened information, which they
discover is now true freedom. China for example is one such country that does not like or accept a
person who can think for himself, nor do they have tolerance for spiritual knowledge or wisdom.
They will declare war, persecute, torture and imprison anyone who does not follow their
communistic ideology. So there are a number of reasons why a person may not be informed or
know certain information; in some cases it is outright denial, instigated by the ruling authorities,
such as the ruling political power or the religion of the state, which have kept people ignorant with
limited education, and denied access to spiritual enlightenment for centuries. “The Law of
Attraction”, being a prime example of this, was known for centuries, yet never taught to the public,
taking people’s power away, making them believe they had no power or control over their lives.
On the other extreme, we can also have a wealth of information, but none that we really need or
serves any real purpose. It is like two people; one person has only one small biscuit to eat a day,
and another who has an abundance, but all junk food with no nutrition. In either case, both will be
malnourished and eventually in time will suffer, get ill or die. What we need is practical information,
where its application of the knowledge will bring good results to the individual and bring him/her
assured success and a real purpose in life
Four questions that must be answered to successfully move forward with a fulfilling life are:
• Who or what am I?
• Where did I come from?
• Why am I here?
• Where am I going?
Failure to find the answers to these four questions will result is our remaining in the situations
mentioned earlier, drifting through life with no purpose, and ultimately ending in failure and
unhappiness. Before we tackle these questions, let’s consider a few other things.

Our Concepts Can Distort Truth
In the film Cloud Atlas in the scene where Archivist played by James D’Arcy is interviewing
SONMI-451 played by Doona Bae, he asks her a question, as quoted below:
Archivist: On behalf of my Ministry and the future of Unanimity, I want to thank you for this final
interview. Remember, this isn't an interrogation or trial. Your version of the truth is all that matters.
Sonmi-451: Truth is singular. Its "versions" are mistruths.
What she answered was absolutely true,
truth stands on its own. It’s peoples
perception of truth that leads to confusion
or mistruths. Sometimes you may find this
situation, which I have found to be true, of
people in general, that they have some
knowledge of a certain thing, based on
truth, but the perspective or concept is
completely wrong giving, them a false
idea, misleading interpretation, or
distorted picture of what the truth exactly
is. So what do we mean by a misleading
or distorted concept? To explain this, a
concept is the way we see or view things
or the way we perceive a thing is.
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We may believe in a certain thing, as we want to see it, due to drawing a wrong conclusion
because, our distorted picture we have created in our mind, is according to what we already think,
or having preconceived ideas, or even a prejudiced opinion, and thus resulting in drawing wrong
conclusions, assuming something “is”, when it may not be such at all, but completely the opposite.
An example shown is here with this photo below. A newspaper headline might read “More
hazardous driving conditions due this week”. A quick look at the photo might give the
impression, of heavy rain and flooding, but a closer look reveals that, there is no water or flooding
but is an illusion caused by heat haze rising from the road. The road is a “fact”, “vehicles” are
present, but our concept of the conditions is distorted by our quickly jumping to wrong conclusion if
we do not check closely the photo. The hazardous conditions in this case are the risk of over
heating of vehicle engines in such extreme hot weather.

&
Again, if what we are told is truth, why do we have so many versions? Basically it is lack of
knowledge or understanding that leads to wrong or distorted concepts of truths. Having said this,
our concept is also governed or limited by how much understanding and knowledge we can find at
any one time on a subject. The “Secret” is a prime example, knowing it, is not understanding it.
One thing I have learned in life, as I already stated, and it is a powerful lesson, is that we cannot be
dogmatic about anything. No matter how much we learn, there is always more to learn which can
alter our concepts of things. No matter what it is, we should always have an open mind, and when
asked, we should have the frame of mind that says “As far as I
know, according to my research and understanding, I believe it
is…etc, etc, etc” With this frame of mind, we are open to new
understanding, interpretations, knowledge, education, awareness
and consciousness, so we should never ever be dogmatic.
One only has to look around at those who are dogmatic or those
who are arrogant and think they know it all, to see that they make
little progress in life, suffering many hard knocks along the way,
especially those associated in religions. Therefore we should
always be open and reasonable with regard to new
interpretations, or understanding and new ideas.
Our perception of things can often mislead us. Does this man
really have a deadly poisonous spider on his shoulder, or is it a
very clever tattoo? As realistic as it looks, it is a tattoo, even
showing shading under the spider’s legs.

Even when, having knowledge, how do you impart this to someone who may have limited
understanding, and difficulties in grasping what is presented to them? For example how
does a divine being in another dimension try to explain to us something when we live in
the 3rd dimensional world, and have no idea whatsoever of things in the spiritual invisible
realms, or, as remote viewers call it, the Sub-Space and intangible dimensions? A better or
clearer understanding of a thing makes it easier to accept that thing.
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An example of what may appear to be
impossible is a triangle; basic mathematics
tells us the a triangle of 90 degrees must
have two other angles of 45 degrees. Or
that all three corners must add up to 180
degree, but this is not true. You can have a
triangle with three 90 degree corners.
Initially we might respond and say “No,
thats impossible”….. but it is not… as I said,
it’s knowing how it is done! By bending and
creating a curve we can have a triangle with 3 X 90 degrees, and you can even have
greater than 90 degrees. Suddenly, when we realise that by changing shape and direction
we open up the way for more complex designs, what initially sounds complicated, is in fact
very simple. The above example on the left has, in fact, 3 X 90 degree corner angles.

How Do You Explain It?
Consider why Jesus spoke in illustrations; this is found in the Bible at Matthew 13:10-15, and
Matthew 13:34. We read: “Jesus spoke to the crowds by illustrations. Indeed, without an illustration
he would not speak to them”. One reason of course, was that only humble people, with a desire to
learn, would come and ask questions as to the real meaning of what he taught. This sifted out
people who did not appreciate what Jesus was teaching, but further to this, he was speaking to
people who were what we might call simple’ people. With little basic knowledge of things, they
would not be able to grasp deep things, not like deep things that we can understand today; the
quantum field, frequencies, universal laws. Without the technological age we live in, we may not
have been able to understand these things either, but as we now live in this incredible scientific
technological age, we are able to understand things such as dimensions, space time, black holes,
remote viewing, consciousness, etc; things that would have been almost impossible for people to
grasp even 100 years ago.
Consider this, imagine a person who has been born blind; how would you explain colour to them?
How would you describe a beautiful bunch of flowers, a painting, a sunset or anything else
beautiful we could look at? A blind person’s concept of colour is completely different to those of us
who can see. You might try to explain by taking their hands and putting them on something very
cold, and saying, “This is blue”, not so cold as green, putting their hands on something hot and
saying, “This is red”, something warm, “This is pink”. They may say they now understand about
colour, but will their concept of colour really be true. You can only offer something that they can
relate to, to try to give them some understanding of what colour is, but at the end of the day, your
concept of true colour being able to see, will be completely different from what their concept of
colour is, if they were born blind.
Let’s consider a person born deaf; they have never heard a noise or sound from birth. They live in
total silence. How would you describe the sound of the oceans waves crashing on the beach’, the
sound of opera music, or a bird chirping in the early morning sunrise? Some deaf people have
learnt to feel vibrations, and made great
strides in communication with others, even
writing music, such as Beethoven who
used to lay on the floor to hear the
vibration of his piano keys as he played
through the floor. But no matter what a
deaf person can do, their concept of sound
would never be the same as the concept of
those who can hear true sound.
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So, the concept of colour and sound; to those that are deaf and blind, is not the same as the
concept of colour and sound to those of us that can see and hear. It is for this reason that a person
living in a 3rd dimension world as a physical person as we do, when trying to understand things
from a higher dimension and spiritual level, are like a deaf and blind person, who can only relate
to things we already know to try and grasp the truth of what spirit is, and how the universal laws
work.
If someone asked you the question “Who are you?” What would you say? Surprisingly most do not
really know how to answer this question. They may reply, “Well, I am John Smith”, or “Susan
Black”, but this is just a name. What if you were called by another name, or changed your name; is
that really you? A name is just a label; it identifies the object or thing, but is not the object or the
thing itself. You can pay a lawyer to change your name, and from that day forward your be
identified by that new name, and you can change it again as many times as you like in a life time;
the name is still in fact a label to Identify YOU, but is also Not you.
Some might argue, “It’s my body, yes it’s me, my physical body”. This cannot be true either, as the
body completely replaces itself; yes, billions of cells, every seven years. So from birth, 7 years, 14
years, 21 years, 28 years, 35 years, 42 years and so on, we have a completely new different body.
So the physical body itself cannot be you. If you were going to meet someone, and you said, “To
help recognise me I will send you a photo”, and you sent them one of yourself when you were 3
years old, what do you think they would say? Or if you went on a dating website to look for a
partner and you posted a photo of yourself when you were 12 years old, what do you think the
viewer would say? Obviously, to argue that this is still you would not be acceptable. In reality you
have lived in a baby’s body, a child’s body, a teenager’s body, a young person’s body, and mature
body, and eventually an old person’s body, so it is true to say you have lived in many bodies,
during your lifetime.
When a person dies, we often hear people say, that something was extinguished or left the body,
so what is it that is extinguished, or leaves? What is it that drains out of the body? It is the life
force. So what is this life force? To answer this question, we have to ask another; that is, what is
everything made of in the universe, and the simple answer to that is, ENERGY! So that which
leaves the body at death, is an energy life form, often called a spiritual body or spirit, known as a
soul; likewise that which comes into the body after conception (3 weeks) is also energy, a life form
made from energy, a spirit or soul. Energy beats at a frequency, and a low frequency energy
means the life form is dense, thus making it appear as a physical form perfect for the third
dimensional world we live in, whereas the spiritual body beats at a higher frequency, and cannot be
seen, but resides inside the physical body.
There are many bodies that make up a human as there are may parts that make a car. There is the
spiritual body and an etheric body, for example. Thus we are not physical creatures with spirit or
having a spirit, but we are in fact a spirit life form, living in a physical body, or holding a physical
body together within its energy fields. Without getting too complicated, the structure of all life on
Earth is made of basically two things; a life energy spiritual body (or life spirit or life force) and a
physical fleshly body. Take away the life force, soul or spirit energy, and the physical body
ultimately dies, but the soul does not. How do we know? More surprising information on this later!
At this point, we might add that this is why, although the universe contains many life forms, we
cannot see them due to their bodies beating at a high frequency, and they live in a higher
dimension. Just because we cannot see them, this is no reason to assume they do not exist. To
consider an example, look at the blades of a helicopter. When it is grounded, you can see the
blades, as solid objects and construction. When the helicopter is in flight, what can you see? They
appear as if they do not exist, as you can see right through them.
Look at an electric fan
before and after you turn it
on or off, or a aeroplane
propeller when running. It is
difficult to see the blades
once they are spinning very
fast.
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No person in their right mind would put their hands through moving blades of a helicopter, or
aeroplane propeller, no less an electric fan just because they can’t see the blades. Because they
are spinning, so fast, they are difficult to see. Life forms that pulse and beat at a faster or high
frequency are not visible to the naked human eye, similar to the wings of a bumble bee or other
flying insects. Because they beat so fast we simply hear the buzz of the bee, fly or insect.
As humans we are made of many bodies, as if overlaid, one upon another, each playing a vital part
in making up who we are. This consists for example as we mentioned, of an emotional body, a
mental body, etheric body etc. The illustration below will help you understand this. Due to cultures,
and various ways of interpreting these bodies and energy fields, some names differ as to each
description of these energy fields. I am not an expert in all these energy fields and all the intricate
mechanisms on how they are formulated and work; all I know is they are there, and make up who
we are. Numerous accepted authorities today explain how these energy fields make up a human.
These energy bodies are like fields of energy, holding the physical body in shape. They govern and
control everything we do, from growing, to healing and programming our complete physical
system. In fact, these energy fields play such an important part that we simply would not exist
without them. One scientific discovery now shows that the human brain simply processes
information, and in fact stores nothing itself, but all memories are in fact stored outside the brain in
the energy field around the body or head. Experiments on rats showed that when almost all the
physical brain was cut away, the rats were still able to carry out tasks from memory. The brain itself
acts as a “decoder” for the flux of information produced by the interaction of each person. This
information was presented in a lecture presentation given by Scientist Gregg Braden,
internationally renowned as a pioneer in bridging science, spirituality and ancient wisdom from the
past. After 25 years’ research, Gregg Braden has written a number of mind blowing books,
revealing some of the new ground-breaking scientific discoveries as to who we really are, and has
totally shaken mainstream education as we know it, meaning many of the textbooks have to now
be re-written. As mentioned, already in this book, the fact of the matter is the education systems,
and governments face such a huge task to update all the information around the globe, for the new
science and discoveries, that they decided to sit back and leave it as it is and keep feeding us a lie,
teaching our kids wrong, outdated information!

Taking A Leap Off The Canyon…
So, once again, you may find yourself feeling as if standing
on the edge of the canyon, facing information that requires
a leap, to adjust to things not known of originally, which is
your mindset to date. Or maybe its like standing at the
cross roads, faced with choosing a new path, like walking
alone or to go along with mainstream thinking with the
crowd, who blindly walk happily in ignorance.
After all is said and done, individual humans are not just a
physical body with a life force that suddenly comes into
existence when we are conceived and eventually born into
this physical world; we, are in fact, a spiritual being from a
higher realm, that descends into the physical realm or
dimension, that lives in many physical bodies, from babies
to mature adults, to complete a lifetime journey from womb
to tomb, that when the physical body perishes and dies, the spirit life force departs to continue
another journey, either to ascend back to where it came from, if it is a virtuous spirit and paid its
karmic debt off, or if it cannot ascend, due to karmic debt and lack of virtue and enlightened nature,
it will be forced to return and come back to enter another physical experience; this is called
reincarnation to repay off karmic debt also referred to in some cultures as samsara.
But we have now discovered new scientific information on this death state passover, which
is really going to shake your present beliefs!
To just explain, the following words to understand the true situation of a human entering the
physical realm, Saṃsara, a word taken from (Sanskrit, Pali; also samsara) in Buddhism is the
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beginningless cycle of repeated birth; mundane existence and dying again. Samsara is considered
to be dukkha, commonly translated as "suffering", "anxiety", "stress", or “unsatisfactoriness”, and
is painful, perpetuated by desire and avidya (ignorance), and the resulting karma. Avidya is a
Vedic Sanskrit word, and is a compound of "a" and "vidya", meaning "not vidya". The word Vidya is
derived from the Sanskrit root Vid, which means "to know, to perceive, to see, to understand".
Therefore, avidya means to "Not know, not perceive, not understand, thus we are totally ignorant”.
In other words, as humans, we can be trapped in this cycle of rebirth and death, and each time
we enter the physical realm we are ignorant and know nothing, have no memory, as it has been
wiped clean, but a person may still be carrying a karmic debt that has to be paid by hardship and
suffering over another lifetime once again. If the karmic debt can be paid, there is a possibility to
ascend, and even if this is possible, if there was an obstruction it could still be difficult to ascend.
And this ”IS” the issue that highly skilled and trained remote viewers have been
investigating, the findings are totally mesmerizing!
This is why Alex Collier contactee, was told by benevolent ETs, as mentioned earlier in this book,
that the message for humans that they could offer was, “The love you withhold is the pain you
carry lifetime after lifetime”. This appears to be absolutely correct, from all the avenues and
sources of information we have access today both scientific and paranormal. It makes sense that;
while here on Earth one should be a good person, not just outside, in front of others, but in secret
also, so that we become a true, genuine good person, and have a divine nature. So, if a person is
a good virtuous person, it should mean he can automatically ascend after death; that would be
the logical conclusion. Due to information from ETs, we have now come to understand some of
the more serious issues relating to this cross over at the time of death by humans, as it appears we
have been deliberately ensnared and trapped into this reincarnation cycle by aggressive hostile
malevolent ETs and entities. How are we now enslaved into this cycle? Who instigated the system
and who controls it? Is there a much bigger agenda behind it? How long has this cycle been in
operation?
These are very interesting questions, so this is why with scientific discovery of remote viewing, the
Farsight Institute USA overseen by Director Courtney Brown, Ph.D for remote viewing, decided to
take up this issue, under investigation, and remote view targets to unravel this great mystery.
Before going into the findings of these session and targets by remote viewers investigating this
phenomena, lets just look at the planet itself; do we have any clues?

Earth A Prison Planet
Many sources have suggested that our planet is literally a prison planet, surrounded by an energy
field, keeping humans at the time of death trapped inside this field, best described as a type of
matrix, not allowing them to ascend, being processed, having their memory wiped clean and sent
back to Earth all part of the reincarnation cycle. This subject was also featured in a Star Trek
episode. An alien, disguised as being her father, the captain tries to get her to voluntarily go with
him into the matrix or the tunnel of light, where he will eventually, feed off her. This clip
demonstrates the mechanism that Archons (as featured in the film) used to gain control of the
human souls, at or before death, through manipulation into an agreement. It was thought they have
no real power beyond manipulating people into an agreement with them, and their purpose is to
trap souls, so as to feed off them in the reincarnation cycle; we have now uncovered information
of there using inconceivable merciless
force. Feeding off negative energy and fear,
is it any wonder our world and life is
surrounded and bombarded with constant
negativity and fear? So how could you kill
these entities? One suggestion was, to cut off
their food supply of negative energy, and live
your life in a positive frequency of energy!
Create a world of positivity and
righteousness, high morals, good principles,
truth and honesty. Sadly this is not enough to
solve the real issue, far more is required.
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“For we do not wrestle against flesh and blood, but against principalities, against powers, against
the rulers of the darkness of this age, against spiritual hosts of wickedness in the heavenly places”.
The Bible: Ephesians 6:12 New King James Version (NKJV)

The Star Trek YouTube clip is called “Janeway vs Archon - Star Trek Voyager”
This is the 57th episode of Star Trek Voyager, the 15th episode of the third season.
Left: Alex Collier Contactee He said, “Most people do not know this, If
you go into this tunnel of light, you will be automatically processed and
sent back, as part of the reincarnation cycle or loop system. Facing this
tunnel of light, we may hear a voice calling us to enter, which may
resemble a relative; it is not, but a deception to get you to enter the
tunnel voluntarily, thereby submitting to the trap. The Andromeda
leaders explained to Alex Collier, that humans do face this huge
issue of the death-trap. They were fixed on the light and went into it,
that’s the snare and trap. Having said this, it is not as easy as it sounds,
as you’ll see later; we are dealing with a massive force field trap, that
covers our side of the galaxy.
Left: George Green Contactee In a one-hour interview with Project
Camelot, shared some of his experiences with aliens and UFOs. He
said that, while stationed at Edwards AFB (Air Force Base) he witnessed
a disc inside a hangar that looked similar to the Billy Meier photos, who
had captured many photos of these alien crafts.
In the 1980's, Green said he went to visit (Bottom left) Billy Meier
Contactee in his complex in Switzerland, (Meier claims to be in regular
contact with extraterrestrial beings) It was there that he began having
direct contacts with aliens, who he said looked human in appearance.
Later, Green said he moved to Idaho, to be able to more clearly receive
transmissions from the beings, who informed him that Earth was
considered a "Prison Planet" by other species in the galaxy, in other
words, it was common knowledge that we were trapped in a prison
energy re-cycling field, known as the “GRID”. Sadly George Green
has now passed away. Some of George Greens interviews discussing
the above are still on YouTube.
The depicted endless cycle of “Death and Rebirth" being trapped in the
endless cycle of reincarnation, Samsara and the soul recycling system,
which has been in force for thousands of years, as part
of earth prison system.
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Let’s look at the clues also found in the badge designs of uniforms and those of Area51.

Notice the 2 badges just above and right; one has the Knights Templar
logo of Masonic secret societies, along with serpents or snakes,
indicating reptilian references of influence or connection, and the steel
grid which shows as welded joints on the steel cross sections (where
red arrow indicates above); these again are obviously not to signify
longitude or latitude as used in navigation. The US military do not use
such logos unless they have some real significant meaning.
Many of the badges worn on uniforms such as the base of Area51 and
secret space projects, show the planet Earth with “Grid Lines”, as I said
this has nothing to do with “Longitude and Latitude”. It represents the
force field energy grid that makes our earth a prison planet. This was
what George Green contactee was referring to as well as other
sources. The reason why I mention and show this, is what I am going
to present as regards the information I received from Paul a dear
friend of mine, appears to offer a solution how to break through this
Grid.
One last thing, as regards to the reptilian agenda influence and the
control over humanity, check out the in-depth research of David Icke in
his 450 page Book: Children of the Matrix: He exposes how an Interdimensional race has controlled the planet for thousands of years, and
still does; these forces and their methods of human control and his
claims reveal a fantastic web of global manipulation, orchestrated by
forces beyond this physical realm, much of which is now confirmed by
remote viewing investigation. I read and studied all through this book,
page by page, 16 years ago; it’s impressive information that cannot be ignored.
It’s another strand of the tapestry, and compelling reading that remote
viewers are finding things are exactly as David Icke describes. (seen right)
But, not everyone was willing to handle or accept this information.
0 9538810 16 from Amazon.com
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When we think of how humanity is trapped and manipulated into thinking this life is all there is, and
nothing exists outside of our bubble, and how we are fed negative information and everything is
controlled by the powers that be, we see this dramatised many times in the film entertainment
industry. The movie “The Truman show” with Jim Carrey is a prime example of this, that
absolutely portrays exactly how we are imprisoned in a type of matrix, being fooled by those pulling
the strings. But the character, Truman Burbank, played by Jim Carrey, begins to wake up feeling
something is wrong; his whole life from birth was a controlled, a staged event; nothing was real,
and suddenly it all starts to fall apart, and the real truth comes to light; it was all staged with intent.
He had been completely fooled! Are we humans not in this very same position?
The Truman Show is a 1998 American science fiction comedy drama film, directed by Peter Weir,
produced by Scott Rudin, Andrew Niccol, Edward S. Feldman, and Adam Schroeder, and written
by Niccol. The film stars Jim Carrey as Truman Burbank, adopted and raised by a corporation
inside a simulated television show, revolving around his life, until he discovers it and decides to
escape. Well worth watching, if you have not seen it!

Awakening, when you realise nothing is
what you thought it was, that you were fooled, and you begin
to search for the way out and the truth, and you realise you
are no longer under their control, you are now a FREE soul!
Left: The film “The Wizard of OZ” was another such drama,
where the eventual truth reveals everything was controlled by
someone behind the scene, not seen. We are being told this
message so many times, yet people do not get it; they walk
around as if sleeping in a deep coma, believing everything is
as it is, as this is normal, and the way things should be!

Its Time To Wake Up!

Now, page 128, at the back of this book, I enclose another
huge scam the UK government has been fooling every single
citizen born in the UK that they are automatically registered
dead at the age of 7 years, and, have no rights whatsoever,
or own anything. Don’t believe me?
Check it out for yourself… THEN TELL EVERYONE!
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Farsight Institute Remote Viewing Investigation Findings 2020
Uncovering The Death Trap Horror, A Secret Kept From Humanity
What happens at the time of death and what we call the cross over? This was the target remote
viewers were to focus on, and gather information over several months’ investigation. The following
are the results from the latest updated investigation in 2020, after collecting years of data. The
information can be viewed from The Farsight Institute website: https://farsight.org
The following information was put together by Director of the Farsight Institute Courtney Brown,
who states: “What you are about to be told is probably the most astounding thing you have ever
been told in your entire life; initially I expected that very few would believe it or even try to consider
it. It would sound to outlandish or over the top for most people, whatever you do with this
information, if you believe it or not, speaking for myself, collecting data over a great many years, I
am certain it is true”.
Remote viewing by professional trained personnel spending hundreds of hours on targets,
are highly successful, and can produce reports with undeniable accuracy.
Courtney added and said, “That a picture has gradually emerged that is undeniable, as it is
astounding, Earth has long been operated as a prison, and I mean this literally, not as a metaphor.
People come from all parts of the galaxy and are dumped here by being born here as a human.
They lose all their memories of who they were or where they came from, who their family are or
even property they owned that was taken from them. Everyone is processed to erase all such
memories. And the key to running this prison has always been, from the beginning, to suppress
all knowledge of every prisoners past. When people die on Earth a technique was established to
involuntary recycle them back into another human life on this planet, memory-free, so they could
never leave this planet. Dying offers no escape from this place”.
The process is so cruel, so barbaric that is was best to show the remote viewing session which is
available from the Farsight Website. The processes, involving high voltage electric waves and
massive electric shocks, literally shatters all memory, ripping them from the soul, leaving the soul
dumb, numb and bewildered, not knowing anything, being left like a new born baby. They do not
know where they are, who they are, what they are or where they are from, then they are sent back
to be reborn all over again. Any hope of escape from this prison will depend on understanding the
workings of the death traps. Again this recycling was what has been referred to as Samsara or
reincarnation.
To clarify again, The Farsight Institute is the leading venue for large public civilian projects
involving remote viewing as it is done using methodologies that are derived from those developed
and used by the U.S military for espionage purposes. As Farsight is civilian, it now focuses those
methodologies on targets that reveal what has been hidden from so many for so long. Remote
viewers spend hundreds of hours and produce hundreds of pages of data on each target, over
months of dedicated work, before finally doing video target presentations.
The latest 2020 projects of Remote-Viewing were of Targets known as “The Death Traps”:

Target #24a:
The viewer will perceive the death of a human being on earth during the 21st Century in which the soul is
inhibited or affected in some way by external factors after the death experience. The viewer will remote
view a death that most clearly demonstrates that state or condition. The viewer will perceive the subject
before his or her death, the death experience, and the transition to the afterlife. The remote viewer will
perceive the subject's existence after the subject has settled into its normal state, following the human death
experience.
Target #24b:
The viewer will perceive the death of a human being on Earth during the 21st Century in which the soul is
totally released and is NOT inhibited in any way after the death experience. The viewer will remote view a
death that most clearly demonstrates that state or condition. The viewer will perceive the subject before his
or her death, the death experience, and the transition to the afterlife. The remote viewer will perceive the
subject's existence after the subject has settled into its normal state, following the human death experience.
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We must first state that more research and remote viewing sessions will follow in due course on
this topic. What remote viewers experienced, was that it established, that after death, we have the
magnetic draw towards what is best described as pathways and doorways, and a horrific electric
shock experience finally resulting in a state of complete amnesia of everything! It also seems that
false memories are also inserted into the subject at that point; a clean slate, like re-formatting your
PC. Why would a prison be set up to do this? Well, it all begins with understanding that it is
impossible to kill the soul. There is no such thing as capital punishment on the level of a soul. If a
society wants to get rid of someone they don’t want around, you cannot just kill the person; the
only way to really get rid of that person is to dump them onto a planet with a soul recycling system
in operation, that eradicates the individual’s memory, so that the person does not come back. Then
one can let such a person get caught up in the recycling system for thousands of years, and they
will remember ABSOLUTELY NOTHING! Is it true? How much do you remember from your past
life? In the film “Superman”, immortal General Zod, found guilty of his crimes, gets banished to the
Phantom Zone, an eternal prison. I wonder where they got the idea for that! How hard will it be to
convince people such death traps do exist, when they do not have any memories before their
current life? If society now recognises anything about remote viewing, or of the
Extraterrestrial, the entire house of cards is at risk of collapsing and will fall apart.
Once one acknowledges the existence of extraterrestrials and aliens, and also remote viewing as a
consciousness tool, then the next question to ask is, “What have they been doing all this time, and
what is our history as human or mankind in relation to their history?” This means, if humans are to
ever break out of this prison, they have to rely on themselves to know what is real and what is not
real. They cannot sit and wait to be rescued, no one is coming to rescue us, there is no cavalry; we
start to dismantle the prison system by waking up, remembering who we really are, who we
really were, who we need to become, believing in our original self.

The Reality of
The Death Trap
An Inter-dimensional race
has controlled the planet
recycling prison for many
thousands of years.

The deceptive tunnel of light,
is often illustrated as the path
to heaven which looks
angelic and divine, yet it is a
trap set up by evil negative
entities, waiting to trap and
devour the unsuspecting
human souls trying to
ascend, caught in a magnetic
field, drawing them
eventually into the darkness and an electric type storm so powerful it rips the memories from their
soul, leaving them with total amnesia, just like a new born baby, knowing absolutely nothing! Why
were they caught up in this? They were not aware, had not woken up spiritually; they entered
gullibly unprepared and falling for the deception, even thinking the imposters who shape-shift into
their loved ones, believing they were their real loved ones and relatives; it is a tool these entities
use billions of times over with great success, to see your loved one walking toward you, to greet
you and hearing their voices. On recognising the voice, victims are fooled and taken in; the trap
snatches another soul, blasts all memories out of it and sends it straight back, to experience
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rebirth, starting the cycle all over again, and this will continue life time after life time until the death
traps are broken and exposed, and people wake up and are prepared.
People often say, “Well if there are ETs and Aliens doing this, and UFOs, why are we not told about
them?” A very good question. But now we understand the government’s desperation to cover this
up, and the denial of all knowledge of extraterrestrials, aliens and UFOs, and why they will kill
anyone exposing the secrets. We now know the agenda. They cannot risk the exposure of the
horrific ETs recycling human slave system, because they are wrapped up in it, and are a part of the
process, doing deals with these entities in exchange for military technology. This is why we are
now so advanced in technology. We have gone from horse drawn carts delivering milk, and coal for
fuel from the 1950s, for example here in the UK, to landing on the moon and space exploration in
just 70 years! The steady pace of human progress could not have done this and made this
massive leap, without advanced alien intervention, which we have received from around 1947, or
even earlier, for example the Roswell incident, and the recovery of an alien craft and discovery of
its super advanced technology, that was reversed engineered by the US military and scientists, as
well as recovering a live alien entity, now well documented but still hidden from public view.
Again I mention Davis Icke’s Book: Children of the Matrix: He exposes how an inter-dimensional
race has controlled the planet for thousands of years, and still does, with forces and methods of
human control, as David Icke claims to reveal a fantastic web of global manipulation, orchestrated
by forces beyond this physical realm, now in 2020 remote viewing confirms exactly this.
The disclosure and admission of UFOs and extraterrestrials would mean that governments would
have to come clean as to the true history of our earth and planet, and also the universe, as well as
the malevolent entities controlling the planet, and the exposure of Earth being a prison planet. It
would appear that the world leaders and governments have sold the human race out to these
entities, allowing them to feed off humans like cattle. The US dark state initially agreed to
abductions on a limited scale, but these entities took full advantage of it, abused the deal and it
was soon out of control even many years ago, with the US government now unable to do a thing
about it, with scores of mutilated animals and humans being found and left behind, all suffering
from the same symptoms of what was done to them; organs missing, and drained of blood. What
we are dealing with here is something that no human would ever do to another human, but a nonhuman entity, having no compassion whatsoever, could, and does carry out such horrific
procedures. On top of this as I mentioned 8 million children disappear every year globally.
Left: An ex Policeman, dealing with abductions, named Butch Witkowski
gave a presentation (MUFON - Mutual UFO Network) on “UFOs And
Human Mutilations”. He states: The USA government does not outwardly
accept it, but the police certainly do, as they deal with this issue and its
pretty horrific, and it is a huge issue they have to deal with and cannot
explain, says the USA police department .

Looking For Signs Of “Vital Reaction”
When they find a body in an abduction case, that’s found to have been
mutilated with the inner ear missing and organs missing, they treat the
same as any other victim found dead or murdered. To explain, “Vital
Reaction” would be listed on a pathologist report, if it was present or not;
what this means is this: if for example a person suddenly fell down a flight of stairs and hit his head
on a concrete step and died instantly, he would have a bruise and may have very slight
“Hematoma", (burst blood vessels in the brain) from sudden shock, but very few, if even any,
as death would have been so sudden that the person would have had no time to even think,
respond or react before the fall.
But… if a person was facing someone who they knew was going to kill them, by cutting them up
slowly, cutting bits off them, piece by piece, as if by torture, or drilling with a drill in the knees, arms
or head, or some other horrific method, the body’s reaction to pain would result in sudden
evidence of uncontrolled hysteria and panic, known as “Vital Reaction”, and would show signs and
presence of Hematoma's all over the brain area, or burst blood vessels. The person’s brain goes
absolutely crazy due to fear of expectation of what they are about to suffer.
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In other words, if a person had already died and had his organs removed, Vital Reaction would be
minimal, if any, as they were already dead, but if evidence that organs taken from a victim showed
extreme Vital Reaction, and a mass of Hematoma’s, it means that this person was alive when the
organs were removed; there would be burst blood vessels all over the brain. An example is, if you
stab a joint of meat bought from the supermarket, its just a clean stab; it shows nothing, but if it’s
living tissue, there would be bruising, bleeding, etc, and a reaction to the skin area, redness and
inflamed. Why? Because the tissue is alive!
In 2018 Amanda Gill (Left) who died in Mexico is thought to have been the
victim of Organ Traffickers. The Daily Mail Newspaper (UK) that covered the
story, also revealed that her body was sent home missing the brain as well as
all her organs, obviously to cover up signs of "Vital Reaction”. The argument
might be “She died, so we used her organs”, but, like China who take out
organs from live victims after in injection to paralyse them, they will feel every
cut and incision, suffering a horrific death. Amanda may have suffered the
same fate, and removing her brain would cover up any evidence. Due to this,
an autopsy could not establish her cause of death. China Does exactly this!
The presence of Vital Reaction (Hematoma - burst blood vessels in the brain) is the key to
knowing if the person was dead before organ extraction or still alive!
Below is one of the links of a four part presentation, of a policeman, giving evidence of abduction;
pretty graphic, but part “3” is of particular interest on "Vita Reaction” It is nearly a 7.min clip, please
watch this on link: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=onZDXAnrJpw&t=106s
The victims post mortem report, in 17 sentences says, “Victim suffered from Vital Reaction”.
Showing burst blood vessels called Hematoma. Yes, he was alive when the incident occurred!
In nearly all cases of what we refer to as Alien abduction and mutilation, for alien experimentation
in both animals and humans, they were alive at the time of extraction of their body parts. What
human or conscious person would ever do such a thing. It turns our stomach to think of it, but nonhuman entities will carry this out without any empathy to human feelings or emotions whatsoever.
Incidentally, the major issues raised in the UK parliament and other governments globally for the
past 20 years, has been over China’s unwillingness to release any body that has been used for
organ harvesting; it never releases a body for autopsy, relatives are refused to have the bodies of
loved ones executed. This is because their organs are not taken after they die; they die because
there organs are taken while alive, thus actually “Causing the death”. We know it, China knows it.
WHY do we say this? Because “Vital Reaction” would show up in almost every case, that the
individual was alive at the time of organs removal. China knows and really fears this exposure!
Like the death trap recycling cover up by governments, China covers up its mass murder of its
organ harvesting program, whose main targets, incidentally, are Falun Dafa or Falun Gong
practitioners (a spiritual meditation group), killing tens of thousands of them over the past 20 years,
as well as Muslims, Tibetans and House Christians. The controlling entities behind China’s evil
agenda are not human. When pregnant woman are stamped upon, beaten mercilessly, forcing
rupture and aborting of the baby, hung up, cut open, their children killed or sold, and the foetus is
eaten as a delicacy, this is no longer human behaviour; but non-human possession carrying out
these vile acts. They are the acts of evil entities having taken possession for the agenda to kill all
righteous and compassionate humans, to feed off them! China treats many animals in the same
barbaric way. The fact is, people are being taken; millions of children disappear every year.
According to Google’s own figures, It is estimated that, EVERY DAY, 22,000 children go missing
worldwide; a total of, as I already mentioned, at least 8 million children per year globally. This is
200 million children going missing every 25 years. How on earth can this fact be missed or
overlooked? It is deliberate. So where do all these missing children go? And why are they taken?
See Page 139-140 May give us a clue, if true which I believe it is…the answer is very
disturbing. When people do such horrific things, we have to ask “Who is controlling them?” There
are both good and bad humans, as also Benevolent and Malevolent ETs. Some want to
destroy humanity to take control of Earth, while others want to free humanity. A massive war is
going on right now that most humans are unaware of!
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The media focusses on 5 to 6 million dying in Hitler’s death camps, but is unwilling to expose these
facts of missing children; 200 million in 25 years! WHY? They are suppressed by those running the
planet, and those controlling the media! With worldwide syndicates operating for child abduction
and trafficking of both targeted children and adults, it is a major business industry, and with entities
feeding off humanity, while whistle blowers describing underground bases and prisons filled with
children, secret processing facilities, and anyone suspecting or exposing this is removed, killed and
disappears at the hands of organised covert government or military death squad assassination
teams, keeping the planet clean of any who might suspect or awaken to the agenda, and they are
very effective what they do, removing anyone without trace, who stands in their way! I can tell you,
MANY who talk are killed!
Are we so dumb we don’t see any connection as to these evil “Reptilian Aliens” entities and what is
going on around us? Our title of this book is “COMA - The Time For Awakening Is Now Here”.
When one decides to speak out, when no one wants to believe, some fearing for their life being a
whistle blower. Alone Standing at a Crossroads’ becomes a serious reality, as people speaking out
don’t seem to be around too long. Passing information on is one thing, making people aware, but
going public and making a huge big noise is like waking up a sleeping lion when you’re still inside
the cage. As we witness those creating wars, negativity and disasters, killing, while humans live in
sorrow, grief, suffering, fear and pain, these entities are lapping up the negative energy, and
feeding off us. Humans are being slaughtered every day, like cattle, resulting in millions of deaths
each and every day; when are we ever going to wake up to stop this inhumane barbaric carnage?

Malevolent hostile reptilian ETs (example above right) who are the controlling force behind
the scene, use aliens, known as the greys like slaves (above), who basically are the pawns used
to carry out their agenda; they are grey-skinned humanoids, from the Zeta Reticuli 1 & 2 star
system. There are several species or types; most are short, Usually 3-4 feet tall, Reptilians are
anything from 7-9 feet tall according to eye witness accounts. Three grey civilisations are known to
exist; a very advanced, intermediate and a common, more primitive grey alien civilisation. Bald,
with black almond-shaped eyes, nostrils or without a nose, slits for, or no mouth, no ears, as they
communicate telepathically, with 3-4 fingers, including one thumb. They have been the centre of
quite a few cases of alleged alien contact over the years. These were featured in the film “Close
Encounters of the Third Kind”. The film was based on a true account or event that did take
place. The book “Cosmic Voyage” By Courtney Brown makes reference to these 3 known
civilisations as they were part of remote viewing targets that established their existence and
identity. Photos above are for examples. According to journalist C. D. B. Bryan, forty-three percent
of all reported alien encounters in the United States describe Grey aliens.

Area 51
And The Arrival Of Airl
Interestingly around 1947, a woman called
Matilda O'Donnell MacElroy was a nurse at
the hospital at Area 51. At the time of the
recovery of the alien craft and the grey alien
bodies and survivors, her notes and records
have now been compiled into a small (Hardcopy) manual or paperback book called
“ALIEN INTERVIEW”, based on personal notes and “Interview Transcriptions” Provided by Matilda.
The 319 page e-book can be downloaded online free, if it has not already been removed. Left:
Photo said to be of alien bodies recovered and stored at Area 51, you will notice in the left
foreground, like all the others, the body has 3 fingers and a thumb and 3 toes; also they have no
genitals so they are not human corpses.
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Left: An alien, said to have been dug up in Peru, known
as the Nazca Mummies, as others were also found, with
three exceptionally long fingers and 3 very long toes.
Although many skeptics denied it is an alien grey, The
DNA final analysis investigation results featured on
Gaia.com showed an unforeseen and quite astonishing
result. Using a MiSeq sequencer machine, under the
supervision of Oleg Sergeevich Gotov, PhD senior
researcher at Saint Petersburg University of the Molecular
Genetic Department, it revealed that this body was not of
any known terrestrial origin (related to Earth) and the tests
showed the “Grey” body they called Maria, who was said
to be female, did not belong to any modern human DNA;
Like the greys, she had no proper nose or ears. Only 25
percent of the DNA matched, but again, not modern human DNA, the other 75 percent did not
match any known human DNA or genes and was stated to be of unknown origin,
Other bodies of grey alien species of
the same type were also found in
Peru, but were not related; they are
different. They are not, for example,
the same members of a family.
Carbon 14 dating showed the Grey
named Maria to be from 245 to 410
A.D about 1,700 year old.
Also discovered are many stone
carved reliefs such the one seen top
left, of a face looking remarkably like
the description an alien grey. Other
artefacts found also show similar connections to Alien greys, such as the one here
above right, with over-large eyes, thought to be from south America. In South
American cultures there are many images, rock painting and artworks, all
depicting 3-finger life forms, and some without a nose, shown below.

The reason why I mention these is that the events of Area
51, and confirmation of Remote Viewing targets, and all the
findings to date, and advanced DNA scientific data, is very
compelling evidence that such life forms do or have existed
which we can longer deny, and it all begins to seem quite plausible
that ETs have had a hand in mans history, and are controlling world
events which we are now uncovering, and all coming to light.
Coming to the notes and information of Matilda O’Donnell MacElroy,
(her photo left) an army air force nurse at the Roswell Army Air Field
509th Bomb Group in 1947, it is interesting to read the words she
wrote to Lawrence R. Spencer, who compiled the notes in some
order that we now access today in book form.
Read what Matilda as an eye witness to the events states:
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“Many men have been killed to extinguish the possibility of revealing the knowledge I have
helped to withhold from society, until now. Only a small handful of people on Earth have seen and
heard what I have had the burden of keeping secret for sixty years. All those years I thought that I
had been entrusted with a great deal of confidence by the "powers that be" in our government,
although I have often felt that power is greatly misguided, to "protect" Mankind from the certain
knowledge that, not only do intelligent extraterrestrial life forms exist, but that they have and
continue to aggressively monitor and invade the lives of everyone on Earth every day.”
Two things are very clear here; people die if they speak out and disclose information, and ETs or
Aliens have had great influence over mankind’s unfolding long history, some ETs being
benevolent of a divine nature, wanting to offer spiritual enlightenment to help humans, and others
being downright evil, wicked, cruel and malevolent in nature, with no compassion for humans
whatsoever, with one agenda to destroy us, so as to take over the planet. Any future war will not be
one of nation against nation, it would be a celestial war between extraterrestrial beings, with
human as pawns in the middle. Such a massive war has already occurred, which was, in
layman’s terms, described in the Bible book of Revelation chapter 12 verse 7, which states:
“Then war broke out in Heaven. Michael and his angels fought against the dragon, and the
dragon and his angels fought back.”
In the everyday language of the time, it describes two opposing forces, an entity called Michael,
and his forces, against an entity identified like a dragon, or reptilian and his forces. The Farsight
Institute ( www.farsight.org ) did a full remote viewing target session on this called “The War in
Heaven”, revealing some incredible details about this war, which was a truly massive
extraterrestrial war; It was huge! This War in Heaven documentary describes the true story of the
most important violent struggle between good and evil to ever occur in our solar system. It had
such impact that many ancient writings, books and legends have made reference to it, such as the
one above recorded in the Bible book of Revelation. How did this information mange to get into
human records? This was also RV. So, who inspired man to record these events into so called
sacred books like the bible? ETs; they were behind everything, manipulating all the events,
leading man to believe these were the words of the divine. The bible “Old Testament” is a book of
bloodshed violence, genocide, hatred and war over and over again, informing men to carry out the
word of God, instructing them to slaughter man, woman, child and even animals; it was, in fact,
malevolent extraterrestrial entities behind all the events, throwing in bits of enlightened truth
with deception, deceiving all who read the messages, as if from almighty God or a divine source.
The book of Revelation also speaks of another future celestial great war, not yet taken place,
involving entities. Revelation Chapter16, verse 16 states again in every day simple language:
“And the demonic spirits gathered all the rulers and their armies to a place with the Hebrew
name Armageddon.” Ref: New Living Translation Bible
Armageddon is also translated as the “Valley of Magiddo”, where many decisive battles were
encountered in past history; it became a name to represent a world situation of the “Final
Conflict”, or the last final war, the war of decision, the last battle between good and evil before the
Day of Judgement, where the kings of the earth gather under demonic control and leadership, for
an all-out war, to take control of the earth. This dramatic and catastrophic conflict, is graphically
seen as likely to threaten to destroy the world, our planet along, with all of humanity, if the divine
beings do not intervene, which they will.
The biblical Armageddon is in fact a decisive celestial war between extraterrestrials.
Hhmmm, did anyone ever hear of Star Wars? I wonder where they got
the idea for that! At area 51, Matilda said, “I did not feel very well
qualified to act as an interpreter, yet I was the only person with whom
the alien would communicate, so it was up to me to get the job done.”
This maybe because the alien Grey who was called “Airl” (Left) was
telepathic and picked up on the intention of the military personal who
had ulterior motives and wanted her to answer all their questions for
their own selfish purpose and agenda, which Airl refused to go along
with, but instead offered to give information that was constructive and
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gave what humans needed to know as to their position; who humans really
are and their true history. Further to this, Airl said she was a female.
Although these aliens do not have physical organs to identify as to gender,
she felt at ease to talk to Matilda telepathically, as she was not armed and
appeared as a non-threatening communicator and caring nurse. In a short
time after Matilda got help from a language expert, and was able to present
a method to Airl so as to master the English language, Airl told Matilda that
she could already speak 357 languages fluently that are used throughout
our universe and galaxy.
Matilda states: “I briefly witnessed the wreckage of an alien space craft, as
well as the remains of the several alien personnel aboard the craft who were
already dead. When we arrived I learned, that one of the personnel on
board the craft had survived the crash, and was conscious, and apparently
uninjured. The conscious alien was similar in appearance, but not the same
as, the others.” It appears the crash was caused buy the metallic craft being
struck by lightening due to a severe storm.
The image left, and on the previous page are said to be from live film
footage of 1947; it is an old film, but gives good idea of what Airl looked like,
even if it not her, the entity Airl was a real survivor of the crash and caught
on film. The transcript of this interview and account can be obtained from
Amazon (seen bottom Left). According to the comments made by the alien
in the interview transcripts, supplied by Matilda, the fundamental lesson of
history is that many, many gods (Divine beings) have become men, but
very few men, if any, have returned to being gods again. They could not
leave earth to return as they were trapped!
What this is saying is that many divine beings had come to Earth, but once
here, were unable to ascend after death, thus being trapped here.
Interesting to note, this is exactly what Jesus said in John chapter 3, verse
13, he uses the word heaven, referring to a higher dimension, which states:
“And no man hath ascended up to Heaven, but he that came down from
heaven, even the Son of man which is in heaven.” Ref: The King James Bible
It is interesting to note the conversations and comments as you go through the book, “Alien
Interview”, that Airl was very emphatic that humans are all “Immortal Spiritual Sentient Beings”.
Airl states or for the sake of accuracy and simplicity, to resort to use a made-up word: “IS-BE”.
Because the primary nature of an immortal being is that they live in a timeless state of “is”, and the
only reason for their existence is that they decide or chose to “be”. It is therefore accepted that
many life forms as well as, all souls of humans, are known across the galaxy and in the universe
as an “IS-BE”. So as a human soul, you are an “IS-BE” living on SOL 3 (SOL= Sun, “3”, earth
being 3rd planet from the sun) This is how you would identify yourself if questioned by an ET.
Coming to terms with this is quite a leap from what we have been told by religion, that we are just
mortals destined to die, needing salvation and a saviour, this appears not to be quite the accurate
situation we are in. While we need enlightenment, so as to break free from this prison recycling
system controlling this planet, the human soul cannot die, it is only that our souls are trapped into
the magnetic field deathtrap, and we are processed, being put under a forced amnesia shock
program that malevolent ET entities at this time hold in place. Airl was an officer, pilot and
engineer, serving in the Domain expeditionary force; the Domain is a race and civilisation that
spans millions of years. The rebels and wars fought are what is referred to by Airl as the “Old
Forces or Old Empire”. It does not take to much imagination to figure out where Hollywood gets its
ideas for films, “Star wars” and “Close encounters of the third kind” was based on the 1947 Roswell
incident.

2020 An Enlightened Breakthrough For Humanity

In short we learn three incredible things in 2020 via a massive breakthrough from understanding
and accepting remote viewing, and extraterrestrials and what they have informed humanity:
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1. We are in fact all “Immortal Spiritual Sentient Beings”, “IS-BEs” living in these human bodies
or shells.
2. We are confined on a prison planet caught up in a recycling system indefinitely, living
lifetime after lifetime with amnesia, unless we can break free to ascend at the point of death, to
return to where we originated from in higher realms, or our original homes.
3. Many Gods and divine beings have come to earth but almost none were able to return.
All were not subject just to reincarnation, but sentenced to re-incarceration, continually
imprisoned, over and over again, as if by one life sentence after another, unless they could
break the cycle!
What we face today, explains why deals with these malevolent extraterrestrials has resulted in
nothing but technology falling into the wrong hands, for selfish greed and control, instead of helping
the planet, and some ETs hidden motive; the sole purpose is to destroy the human race, to fulfil
their evil agenda, to take back control of the planet, just as the Djinns’ (known also as the Jinn
entities) main objective is to also destroy mankind, creating war bloodshed and murder over and
over again. Those ruling as the elite think they are exempt, and can avoid the rest of humanity’s
fate; they will not. ETs or Aliens hand over technology to totally entrap man as slaves to it; humans
cannot live now without technology, they are complete slaves to it. What we are being given now
will be a hock to trap us further, using mobile phones’ 5G microwave radiation, which will destroy
peoples minds. Technology is, in fact, destroying all mankind or humanity globally. What humans
do not understand is there is a powerful field trap, holding this prison planet under its grip,
enslaving souls to stop them ascending, causing severe amnesia, and for those who may have the
possibility to awaken, we now have other fields surrounding us such as EMFs, frequencies, waves
and signals, bombarding our minds continually, to destroy our minds by destroying the fields
around our head, and minds, thus again affecting our memories. it is no coincidence that such
technology has come flooding to this earth, at a time when millions of humans are experiencing
various forms of spiritual awakening. The situation is like a patient waking up, quickly being given
more anaesthetic and put back to sleep. Those in control do not want to see humanity awakening!
We have two opposing groups as far as ETs and UFOs disclosure going public.
1. Those who want the disclosure of ETs and alien technology to use for solving mankind’s
problems as far as the energy crisis is concerned, and cure for cancer for example, etc. They
also want the real true history of humanity and of our earth told; they want the truth.
2. Those against disclosure, accepting the technology, using it for themselves for their
own selfish agenda and control, have sold the rest of humanity into this total slavery, thinking
they can escape the recycling fate, when in fact they’re dealing with pure evil entities who have
no compassion for humans and will never honour any signed agreement whatsoever.
Can you imagine if everyone on the planet began to awaken, and realise’ who they are or what
they were, understanding how they have been cheated and tricked to live over and over again in
suffering, feeding these vicious blood sucking life draining entities. If everyone knew what was
really going on they would want to rip down the whole thing, completely remove those secretly
controlling this world via greed, money oppression and causing war, starvation and misery. There
would be mass riots in the streets, demanding outright war on these entities, not against fellow
mankind. The enemies were never mankind, but the forces that possess them, that we cannot see.
All wars are planned and deliberately orchestrated to create wealth for greedy bankers and
politicians alike, who create and finance the wars on both sides. With every war bringing in trillions
of dollars for bankers and politicians to get rich on; but bringing poverty to the masses, resulting in
the barbaric slaughter of millions of human lives, thus generating a huge mass of negative energy
raising from the planet to feed their masters, who are entities giving them technology in exchange,
while the governments who control the education system, and its secret societies. The Secret
Military, NASA, The Vatican, are all playing along, pretending they are helping us to be
enlightened, and guiding us in life, but, continue to feed us lies, using the education system,
religion and ritual, dragging humanity deeper and deeper into spiritual darkness, resulting in untold
suffering heartache, misery and despair, deliberately killing millions, and destroying lives of both
men women and children. Hurling them to the doomed state where death finds no relief, but
instead enslaves all souls to suffer and go through horrific shocks at the death state passover,
ripping all memories away, being left bewildered with total amnesia, only to be subjected to the
same process and live the same hell all over again.
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Will any one speak up to break this chain and cycle?
Left: 1984 President Reagan in one of his speeches once said:
“I occasionally think how quickly our differences worldwide
would vanish if we were facing an alien threat from outside of
this world. And yet I ask, is not an alien force already among
us?”
Reagan was well informed about ETs, Aliens and was said to
have seen the alien crafts, and was well aware of the situation
facing humanity. But having said this, he was somewhat
powerless to give a disclosure of all the facts; if he had, he may
not have lived too long, knowing what had already happen to
JFK!
Left: JFK - John F Kennedy years before Reagan was very
outspoken, and said he did not agree with secret societies, and
that people should be told the truth. He, too was well informed
about the ETs and Alien issues, also area 51. He was, from all
accounts, preparing to go public with the information, to inform
the American people what really happened and took place and
give all the facts about area 51, possibly realising that any
technology could be given to mankind with unforeseeable
benefits and blessings if used for the good of the American
people. Sadly, he was assassinated in November 1963 just
serving less than 3 years as president since January of 1961.
Like many others, those who speak out, be it a president or just
an employee, they don’t seem to live very long.
Left: Steven Macon Greer is an American ufologist and retired
traumatologist, who founded the Centre for the Study of
Extraterrestrial Intelligence (CSETI) and the Disclosure Project,
which seeks the disclosure of allegedly classified secret UFO
information.
On Wednesday, May 9th, 2001, over twenty military,
intelligence, government, corporate and scientific witnesses
came forward at the National Press Club in Washington, DC, to
establish the reality of UFOs or extraterrestrial vehicles, and
extraterrestrial life forms, and resulting advanced energy and
propulsion technologies, with the desire to release to the world
technology that could solve the world’s energy crisis. Despite all the work and efforts to get
information released to the public, those in control behind the government scenes, have dug their
heels in refusing to hand over anything in the way of technology that could help and benefit
humanity or contribute to restoring the planet. Meanwhile, millions suffer and millions die each day,
and those in control keep humanity enslaved. One person is born every 5 seconds and one person
dies every 8 seconds, humanity is being turned over and processed like an ever flowing conveyor
belt of livestock heading its way everyday to the deathtrap slaughterhouse to feed unseen entities.
(On YouTube A film called “Dominion: the Last Star Warrior” of 2015, was pretty accurate of the
draconian ETs agenda and underground bases, well worth watching).
Can humanity escape from this prison planet and the recycling horror, breaking free from the
control of evil entities, to ascend and return to the higher realms, from where we came?

I feel I can confidently say “Yes”, as there is hope…
The following is what I was given.
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Why the agenda to kill billions?
Just before we proceed, let us reflect for a moment, consider and clarify once again….
Humanity has been trapped in earths soul re-cycling death trap system for thousand of years and
these evil entities who hold this in force created this so as to feed off the negative energy released
from human suffering, sickness, disease, war, crime, pain and heartache. As long as humans keep
going through reincarnation or re-incarceration being re-sentenced to life imprisonment in the third
dimension human physical world, the situation will remain and continue indefinitely or for
thousands of years longer. Only when humanity is awakened can we stand a chance to break this
cycle.
This powerful inter-dimensional race controlling humanity, and the elite possessed few like pawns
in a chess game controlling the planet, know and fully understand this, so in order to keep the
system perpetually running or going, what is the obvious thing to do from their perspective? In fact
we understand that these elite few running the planet have sold the human race out to these
entities, with a sort of deal that as long as they can remain untouched and run things, the rest of
humanity are handed over to them to do as they please so to speak, so what is the agenda?
To kill off everyone before any spiritual awakening can take place, so that they all die as if still in a
coma not knowing anything, perpetuate and maintain continuance of the soul re-cycling process
without interruption or any delayed postponement or interference, Nobody will remember anything,
and it will start up all over again, or just keep running.
The agenda to kill off billions before they awaken to ensure they will never be free from the prison
soul re-cycling system having a life sentence after life sentence seems both, inevitable and
inescapable. As new scientific knowledge now available to us, we now know that through “Remote
Viewing” all memories are erased from the human soul at the crossover at death and the soul is
stripped of all memories. When the soul returns to start over again a new life, it has no memories
of its past, you are like a new born baby, you do not even know who you are! Do you doubt this?
Ask yourself, even now, What do I remember about my past lives? I already know the answer,
NOTHING, ABSOLUTELY NOTHING! That's why we know this situation is very real and exists.
We also now know that memories are not stored in the head, or brain, but in the energy fields
around the head, not satisfied with this, those possessed under these entities do not want to even
wait until we die naturally, but desperately fearing mankind will awaken, and escape from the
prison, they want to stop this, holding many as they can as captive, by bringing events causing
death a destruction swiftly on the planet, is something that would suit their plan, ensuring no one
would be lost and would continue to hold the re-cycling re-incarnation prison program undisturbed
and in place, with no possible end ever in sight. As we explain again, the solution they offer to suit
their agenda is kill everyone off the planet before they are enlightened, except for a small few, who
are then used like agents to control the masses of humanity, all carried out before any global
awakening can happen, ensuring everyone will continue to in the prison re-cycling system, forever
feeding these evil entities!
It is no coincidence that massive wars, viruses, deadly frequencies such as 5G radiation,
vaccinations, are covering the planet causing untold deaths to millions. Alien technology which is
what we have, is destroying humanity, and we are already enslaved to it, even though we know it
could kill us.
At this crucial time in history, we now have hope and millions of people who have already woken
up are preparing to escape earth prison soul re-cycling system. Who are these people and how
can they do this? And the question you may be asking, What do I need to do?
Before going ahead I must mention, after years and years of research I have found nothing,
absolutely nothing, that can answer and deal with this gigantic epic situation apart from what I
include in these pages. What I have found is truly quit incredible, profound and extraordinary…
This is what we are now going to look at and consider….
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Chapter 9
The Enlightened Knowledge Of

FALUN DAFA

Looking at all the previous information, we have now come to this point in time to consider what
Paul, a dear friend of mine, handed me some years ago, which was left sitting on my bookshelf. It
would appear that, as I mentioned in Part 2, of the 3 things that might not be considered scientific
evidence that out of China came some of the greatest spiritual
masters and teachers in history. These ancient masters were so
spiritually enlightened that they could see through the body, right
down to the microscopic level, and also out into the universe; I
mentioned, they discovered acupuncture and understood the laws of
De and Karma via meditation, with great precision and accuracy.
They helped establish a balanced moral society, based on divine law
or higher law as they understood it, that was so successful it lasted
for several thousands of years, to demonstrate and show how a
human should live, as they believed we are all divine beings, and
came from the divine. Therefore we should live as such reflecting
this in all we do, and this is exactly what they did, in many skills
such, as arts, crafts, music, medicine, inventions, calligraphy,
furniture making, construction and ship building, clothing costumes
and silks, pottery, etc., as well as installing a very high moral
standard and code of ethics for daily living, as I mentioned before.
As China has now declined over the past 70 years, and sunk into the
lowest cesspit of depravity, resulting in an extremely low moral state of corruption and dishonesty,
with today carrying out endless murders for organ harvesting and killing of innocent victims, with
almost everything from the original Chinese culture having been almost destroyed by the evil
(CCP) Chinese Communist Party, it was obviously time to awaken the people, to enlighten them as
to who they were, and should be. So today again, another great master has come out of China.
This masters name is Master Li Hongzhi (Above Left image from inside cover of his books)
In 1992 Master Li Hongzhi introduced to the world (Via China) what is known as Falun Dafa, also
known as Falun Gong. Falun, meaning “Law Wheel” and Dafa, meaning “The Great Way” or “The
Great Law”, so Falun Dafa basically means “The Great Cultivation Way of The Law Wheel”. The
word “Gong” means cultivation energy, so Falun Dafa and Falun Gong, both refer to the cultivation
system used for the mind and body, by installing and strengthening all the body’s energy
mechanisms, in harmony with the universal laws, thus eventually being able create the energy
“Gong” via the master. The body is a miniature of the universe, and thus when you are in harmony
with all the universal energy mechanisms cycles and laws, the obvious will occur, that being in full
harmony in mind and body, would result is good health and well being. People who take up Falun
Dafa or Falun Gong are called Practitioners; they practice the five exercises daily to reinforce these
energy fields and cycles which then cultivate their mind and body, transforming them toward,
having, or returning to, a divine nature, as the universe intended.
But there is more to this; most people know or have heard about “Qi” (pronounced Chee), the
name given to the energy flowing through the body, and many martial arts films tend to highlight
this as if “Qi” gives them super powers etc., But Qi is the lowest form of energy; there is an energy
far more superior to Qi, and this is “Gong”. Very few, hardly any in fact have mastered cultivating
“Gong”. It is for this reason that the cultivation meditation system, introduced by Master Li, is so
unique and extremely precious.
Not only this, but most practice systems, have to be started and completed in a session, be it 45
minutes to 90 mins for example. With Falun Dafa, once the mechanisms are installed, they work
continually, night and day, 24/7 even if you are sleeping, working or resting they keep on working,
they do not stop. The purpose of the exercises is to continually reinforce the mechanisms, but
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there is also another aspect about this system that you cannot cheat! We will deal with this further,
but first, some information about Master Li Hongzhi and Falun Dafa.

About Master Li Hongzhi
Master Li Hongzhi was born in Gongzhuling city, Jilin province, China. Teacher Li is the recipient
of numerous awards and citations (around 600 awards to date), for his efforts to promote human
betterment. By April 2001, Master Li had already received over 340 awards and proclamations
from Australia, Canada, China (before the suppression in China), Japan, Russia, and the U.S, in
recognition of the extraordinary contributions to people’s spiritual and physical health, and to
freedom of belief in the world. Master Li Hongzhi has also been nominated for the Nobel Peace
Prize in 2000 and 2001 and the Sakharov Prize For Freedom of Thought in 2001 by over 25
members of European Parliament. In 2013 Teacher Li Hongzhi was ranked by Foreign Policy
Magazine as one of the 500 most powerful people in the world.

First Introduction Of Falun Dafa To The World
Since its public introduction in May 1992, Falun Dafa has attracted over 100 million practitioners
worldwide in the first fourteen years. Falun Dafa cultivation emphasises that one should conduct
oneself according to the principle of “Truthfulness-Compassion-Tolerance". Regardless of
gender and age, regardless of nationality and race, every practitioner who persistently cultivates
his/her heart, and practices the exercises, has benefited tremendously. Constant diligent cultivation
has brought significant changes to many practitioners, in both physical conditions and moral
values. At the same time, Falun Dafa is gaining worldwide understanding and appreciation,
especially in Asia, Australia, Europe, and North America. Falun Gong is an ancient Chinese
spiritual discipline in the Buddhist tradition. Pronounced “Fah-loon Gong,” it consists of moral
teachings, and four gentle exercises, and one seated 5th exercise in meditation, that are a truly
unique and highly effective way to improve your health and energy levels.
It became a sore point with the Chinese communist government, when they felt threatened by the
large numbers practicing Falun Dafa, as it out numbered those of the communist party, and, out of
just sheer jealousy of its great success, has led to the crackdown in 1999. Although it is freely
practiced worldwide, it is bitterly persecuted in China, even to this day in 2020. Master Li is now
living in the USA, the reason being that the Chinese Communist Party want to kill him and destroy
everything he has done; what do you expect from a regime that’s bent on greed, murder, corruption
and dishonesty?
Below: Falun Dafa is practiced in more than a 100 countries around the world as you can see on
the map below. (Image from Falun Dafa websites is in colour)
Next page: The book “Falun
Gong” gives concise information
and understanding what Falun
Gong is and has all 5 exercises in
picture form and detailed
description how to do them.
Having said this all the
demonstrations of all 5 exercises
can be seen online in video format
tutorial to watch at:

www.falundafa.org
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Book: Falun Gong by
Master Li Hongzhi

The 5 Falun Dafa or Falun Gong Exercises:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Buddha Showing A Thousands Hands
Falun Standing Stance
Penetrating The Two Cosmic Extremes
Falun Heavenly Circuit
Strengthening Divine Powers

You Cannot Cheat With Falun Dafa

In today’s society, people dress up and present themselves as sophisticated or classy individuals,
that from the outward appearance may look quite impressive, successful or wealthy, and people
tend to admire them, even respect them as a pillar in the community, especially if they give to
charity or charity events, yet the business and money that goes through their hands may come
from sources heavily involved with crime or corruption or they are involved with a partner involved
with crime and corruption; they can also lead very permissive immoral lives, even secretly. Who
would know? People just look and judge from the outward appearance. These people are featured
on TV and in films such as the “Godfather” and “Mob Wives” that display the characters always
looking impeccably dressed, well groomed and decorated with the most expensive jewellery. To
everyday people they are successful and much envied, with many striving to imitate their style of
living, their dress and materialistic pursuits, cars houses, and even mannerisms, walking, posing
and speech. (photos are just for physical example)
However, people forget some few basic facts
here; when the time comes to pass over and
they die, they cannot take anything with
them, not even their tattoos, nothing!
Furthermore the only thing that can take is
their spiritual body and heart virtue, or lack
of it, whatever the case may be. In the
previous chapter 4, we mentioned about
people’s Aura that reflect what the person
truly is, loving or not, compassionate etc.,
and the colours or lack of them, will
ultimately display a true image, identifying
who this individual really is. So you cannot
lie, the aura, your energy fields will reflect
exactly what the person is.
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So, in higher dimensions, one cannot hide behind a mask of
dress, wealth or ego. All divine beings will see straight
through it. If the two characters seen on the left were in a
higher dimension, every single being they came into contact
with would recognise who or what they are, even without
saying a single word. The “Aura” energy field, manifests
exactly what the beings condition truly is. It has been said
that, if people could see into the higher realms and
understand these things, they would never do the things they
do while here in this physical realm.
It is for this reason that what Master Li Hongzhi introduced into the world was a system that no one
can cheat or deceive, as this is to do with what the Chinese call the “XinXing” (this is pronounced
“Shin-Shing”) the mind nature, the heart nature or moral character.
If a person thinks he can succeed by just doing 5 exercises, he will be fooling himself, and millions
more would be doing the 5 exercises daily, like going to the Gym; that would be pretty easy, but
this is “NOT” the case or how Falun Dafa works. As with the “Law of attraction” discussed in
chapter 4, Dr Wayne Dyer raised this issue, and stated that the emphasis is on the person, as
you attract not what you think and focus on with positive thoughts, but you attract WHO & WHAT
YOU ARE, a big difference. He stated often, for example, “If you change the way you look at
things, the things you look at will change”, meaning its down to us as to what is happening inside
internal, looking inwards, not outwards. Thus Falun Dafa is self-cultivation starting from within.
Falun Dafa is an amazing cultivation system, that works when one is doing cultivation of the heart
and mind, to put on and clothe oneself with divine qualities of Truthfulness, Compassion and
Tolerance. If we understand this, that the goal is to be a divine person by nature, becoming a truly
good person, letting go of ego and all life attachments and everyday people’s thinking habits and
mentalities, we can then raise up above these things; only then can we thus grow spiritually. We
have to remember that the physical world was made for cultivation, and refining of the human to
cultivate the divine nature; where else could you do this? How could a being in a spirit realm
ascend to higher realms without cultivation. They cannot do this as there is no hardship, pain or
suffering in those realms, thus they come down to the physical Earth to be born as a human, to
practice cultivation; only then could they succeed to attain it and return. This is a bit like a
blacksmith trying to forge a piece of steel; how could he do this without heat and fire and beating
the steel into shape under these conditions. Without heat and fire, he could make nothing; likewise,
without the human environment, one cannot practice cultivation and ascend up into higher realms.
This is also true of marriage, and the reason for such an arrangement; if you are to develop trust,
compassion, unconditional love, long suffering, kindness, patience, forgiveness, devotion,
commitment, loyalty, thankfulness, dependability, reliability, faithfulness, etc. Marriage is the perfect
arrangement for this. Years ago, people thought very seriously about marriage, and would not
make any commitment until they were really sure; they would have a courtship to get to know the
person before ever having or starting any intimate relationship. Do you think this is old fashioned?
It worked and marriages lasted for many long years, with couples truly devoted to each other with
love. Today this has been thrown aside for jumping in to the physical sexual relationship, within
weeks or even days, then to realise, “ahh it’s not what I want and goodbye!” In chapter 4, we
discussed this, looking at the situation of the world being full of ten brick men. It has to be stated
that people with lustful permissive lifestyles will have great challenges to succeeded in cultivation if
they do not change their lifestyle and thinking. The reason? “Attachments”, like long wet heavy
ropes, that weigh you down and drag behind, attachments stop you ascending.
All the information about Falun Dafa is FREE online and you can download all the books, videos,
and lectures, or you can log online and listen to the 9 lectures about 90min each one, and watch
all the tutorials at your own leisure. The universe, dimensions, entities, aliens universal laws; it’s all
contained in these books and lectures of Master Li, explaining in great detail our role and purpose
as humans. After spending years researching into so many things, I have not found anything that
can match the profound knowledge and wisdom of Falun Dafa, and everything I have studied and
researched to date fully supports Master Li Hongzhi’s information, and what he has presented to
humanity is very timely, when considering the earth predicament we now face.
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The blue book (left) Zhuan Falun
is a 400 page book covering the
9 lectures of Master Li Hongzhi.
Both the exercises and the 9
lecture can also be obtained on
DVDs. The exercise DVD goes
through step-by-step,
demonstrating each of the 5
exercises, and the 9 lectures
DVD covers everything that was
introduced when Master Li was
touring and lecturing in China
introducing Falun Dafa to the
world. I found these excellent
materials and tools, and can be
obtained from Tianti Books
USA. Lectures and DVDs can be
download from Falundafa.org

https://www.tiantibooks.org/

www.fofg.org

www.falundafa.org.uk

For anyone wanting to understand, what at first might seem very complex, reading the book “Falun
Gong” as an introduction will start you on your journey, and you will NOT be left in a coma of
doubt but gradually awakened. Having the time and patience to listen to the 9 lectures and then
reading “Zhuan Falun”, you will begin to realise how the universe laws actually work. One thing
and tip I learned was to never sit and just read quietly, it is much better to sit up and read out loud
and flow through the material; for some reason, the impact on the mind to understand seems to
work very well, as this is what Master Li encourages us to do. I have sat on a chair and read out
loud, and quite amazingly found that I suddenly understood things I never saw when reading
quietly! As strange as this seems, it is absolutely true, and happens all the time. All practitioners
give the very same feedback! If ever you go to any of the Falun Dafa meetings (some meet once a
week, some once a month) this is exactly what they do; each language group will take turns
reading aloud all together, and go right through a chapter. I have done this many times, and each
time I have suddenly become aware and understood something I may have missed before, even
though I’d read the material many times, it always seem to work like this. No matter how many
times I have read Zhuan Falun, new things tend to jump out at me; this is because the spiritual
awakening is taking place, and opening up the heart and mind.
So I am now a Falun Dafa practitioner, and do the exercises daily, and concentrate on developing
the inner qualities. According to the Bible Galatians 5:22-23. It says: the fruits of the spirit are love,
joy, peace, patience, kindness, goodness, faithfulness, gentleness and self-control. Notice:
the very first quality listed is Love.
One must be an honest and a good person in public, and in secret, having the view that before you
even do a thing, heaven already knows…will help keep you on track. If we think we can fool others
and deceive, we are only fooling and deceiving ourselves. In order to succeed, we have to turn
inward, look at who we really are, and if we have attachments, we need to look closely at what is
the cause of these attachments, and work on removing them.
Master Li makes clear that, unlike so called traditional Qi-gong practices in China, where masters
tend to segregate their methods in to 3 levels, beginning intermediate and advanced levels, Falun
Dafa bypasses this, taking a practitioner directly into a high level of cultivation. This being the case,
it was necessary for Master Li to address some of the unhealthy phenomena in the community of
cultivators and systems practiced throughout China to date, as he mentions that to teach at such a
high level involves many areas, and quite important issues, some of which are very serious. As
some interference comes from other dimensions, most people are totally unaware of these
issues. If we do not understand about these things, we cannot succeed in cultivation, so by
covering all these issues in his lectures, practitioners are helped to adjust thinking and are able to
progress at high level. As master Li explains in his books both the physical exercises and
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meditation, along with transforming the “XinXing” (remember this is pronounced “Shin-Shing”),
the mind nature, the heart nature or moral character are essential, you can “NOT” do half, both
areas work together and must be carried out together, for true cultivation.
As already mentioned, you cannot attract something good, healthy and positive in your life if your
disposition orientation or mindset is in a negative frequency; likewise, you cannot succeed in
cultivation of your “XinXing” (heart nature) if it is not of a righteous disposition, in harmony with
divine higher universal laws; it will just never work, so it is vital one must pay attention to this issue.
You may hear of these 3 words often repeated and referred to among Falun Dafa practitioners;
Zhen - Shan - Ren which are said to describe the characteristics of the universe, built into every
particle, even down to the microscopic level. I will not even try to explain all the complex depths of
this, but Master Li goes into great depths to clarify how our universe is constructed and works. But
these 3 words translate and manifest into what we know as Truthfulness, Compassion and
Tolerance. Could the secret of happiness and peace really be summed up in 3 words? Lets
consider for the moment, the following information to help us understand that simplicity is in fact
the answer! (some translate Zhen Shan Ren into Truthfulness, Benevolence, and Forbearance.

A World Without Laws, Is It Possible?

We often speak about divine laws, but what is the diﬀerence between a law and a principle? Is it
possible to live without laws? It is interesting to note that one of the signs of a declining society is
the increase of laws, not vice versa. The sign of more laws: the worse the society is becoming!
For example, London UK – A total of 52,741 laws* have been introduced in the UK, as a result of
EU legislation since 1990, according to the Legal business of Thomson Reuters, the world’s
leading source of intelligent information for businesses and professionals. In the USA There are
about 20,000 laws, just governing the use and ownership of guns. But how many laws does a
human actually need to live by? The ancient answer is TWO! What about now, is this possible?
So, let us try and explain why this is possible; first the difference between a “Law” and
“Principle”. Let’s suppose you go to a light fixture shop, to purchase a beautiful light chandelier.
After you choose one, you ask to have it delivered, and it is securely packed in a wooden box. On
the box they attached a label which states “DO NOT DROP” Why? Because it is delicate and
fragile, made of pure crystal glass. So the law is “Do Not Drop”, the principle behind the law is
that the goods are fragile, and need to be handled with care. Now, once it has been delivered to
your home, you get an electrician to install it, and eventually it is hung up in your hallway ceiling.
From this moment on, the law “Do Not Drop” no longer applies as we have a new setting, So, a
new law comes into play, such as “CLEAN WITH CARE” Again, because the principle is the
chandelier is fragile, and made of crystal glass.
Laws can change!
But In both situations the
principle is the same that
being the chandelier is
fragile made of delicate
crystal glass.
Who is more valuable in
society, a person with good
principles and morals or
someone who is law
abiding, and keeps the law?
The Law when transporting goods

The Law once it is fixed in place

DO NOT DROP

CLEAN WITH CARE

From this example we see that laws can change, but principles never do, as principles are always
constant, so now let us look at a situation that faced Christ when he was on Earth. He was
confronted by men who were experts in law under the Jewish religious system of his day. Trying to
trick and fool him, they asked him the following question, found in the Bible at Matthew 22: 35-36,
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“One of them, an expert in the law, tested him with this question: "Teacher, which is the
greatest commandment in the Law?"
Jesus replied: “‘Love the Lord your God with all your heart and with all your soul and with all
your mind.’ This is the first and greatest commandment.
And the second is like it: ‘Love your neighbour as yourself.’ All the Law and the Prophets
hang on these two commandments.”
There were hundreds of laws under the Jewish system, but notice what Jesus was trying to get
them to understand; if you loved the divine, you would automatically love your neighbour and
respect them. You would not need any laws as the first concern would be love and consideration
for you neighbour. Even if you had the right to do a certain thing, if it was not loving or considerate,
to your neighbour, you would refrain from doing it, hence the principle was love, in everything you
decide to do. Loving the divine and loving neighbour go hand in hand, you cannot take one without
the other. This is why it was later written by the disciple of Christ, John in his book, at 1 John 4:20
“If someone says, "I love God," and hates his brother, he is a liar; for the one who does not love his
brother whom he has seen, cannot love God whom he has not seen.”
In today’s world, the issue we have is not that we need more laws, what we need are people that
have good principles, who do not need endless written laws. Where you have good principles in
people's hearts, few laws are required. Some people say they are a law abiding citizen, and this
may be true, but they will then go ahead and do things, saying, “Well there no law against it” but
what they do my go completely against all good moral principles. It is interesting to note that the
Bible makes a difference between a righteous man and good man from the reference text below:
“For one will hardly die for a righteous man; though, perhaps, for the good man someone would
dare even to die."
Ref: Bible book of Romans 5:6-8
A righteous man is righteous for himself; a law abiding citizen who does no one any harm, his
motive is selfish, it is all about his saving face, and how he appears before others. The good man's
goodness is communicative, and is seen as beneficial to the society of men. Scarcely would one
die in the place of a righteous man who is unjustly condemned to death. But some would dare to
die for a good man, e.g. a soldier might risk his life; die to protect his commanding officer, seeing
his own life as worth less on the battle field.
In the days of Christ, Jesus was instructing that if you live by just these two laws, Love for the
Divine and Love your neighbour, everything hangs on these two principles; he words stated were:
“All the law and the prophets hang on these two commandments.”
So, just as Jesus stated that the whole jewish law falls into these two basic laws and principles;
Love for the divine and love for neighbour, what Master Li is also telling us here, is that living by the
divine principles of the universe, they fall also into these 3 characteristics: Truthfulness,
Compassion and Tolerance. In any given situation with mankind, no matter what it is, if there is a
problem, an issue, a misunderstanding, friction, disagreement, lack of communication, whatever
the situation, it will be because one or more parties have failed to uphold on one or more of these
3 Characteristics or principles. As Jesus explained, it was the Law of “Love”, and this …is exactly
what ETs told Alec Collier; everything is summed up in what they informed him, one word “LOVE”,
“The “love” you withhold is the pain you carry life time after lifetime”.
From ancient wisdom to the new science, we hear the very same message over and over again:
love is the secret to life, peace and ascension. There is no other path.
In every case and situation in today’s world, no matter what country, culture or setting, humanities
problems are caused by ignoring and failing to adhere to the basic rules of divine law, failing to
live by the universal law, and the principles of “Love”.
Whoever does not love does not know God, because God is love”.
1 John 4:8 New International Version (NIV)
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In order to ascend back to the higher realms, one must cultivate removing all prejudice, hatred,
anger, malice, hostility, jealousy, and violence, as these things destroy the divine nature in a
human. For this reason, the ruling powers that be, see to it that we are filled to over the brim with
such negative and evil influences and tendencies; the aim is to destroy us and entrap us, so that
we cannot ascend, pulling us back in the re-incarnation cycle, where entities feed off the negative
energy, and what is worse, the majority of the population go along blindly every day completely
unaware they are being used like cattle, feeding evil, merciless parasite entities.
So, the simple solution is that, if you want to have a better life even now, long lasting, you need to
become a good person. You need to work on the inner person, develop the inner, what we call the
Buddha nature, take up true cultivation, as without it you cannot ascend; guaranteed you will not
ascend!
Just a couple of things, I want to pass onto you; one is about attachments. I would like to give you
an example, “SICKNESS and ILLNESS”. As we spoke about the blueprints set in the mind and the
how the subconscious mind works, if you tell yourself you are ill, you will become ill, when you
understand what illness is, you can remove the attachment, but not by thinking of illness. Here are
some interesting things about entities and illness:
To briefly explain in simple terms, Master Li tells us that what causes the illness is Karma and
attachments, these being negative frequencies in the body that do harm to the body. What also
happens is that entities seeing the low frequency or negative frequency in even very low
microscopic levels, will go and sit and reside in the part of the body feeding off the negative
frequency. The entities then create the severe illness and disease living in the body. What the
ancient Chinese masters also knew was that to remove the entities would automatically remove
the illness, so this is what they did; they were able to drive out the entities, thus curing the patient,
and the healing followed. This is the theory of what we understand, but it is of interest to note that
when Christ walked the earth, the bible records some very interesting statements.
Almost in every case in Biblical text, where Jesus is said to cure illness, it lists the two things
together, those being:
1.
2.

Possession of or by entities or spirits and
Disease illness and sickness!

Consider just a few of the Biblical reference below.
“And when Jesus saw that a crowd was rapidly gathering, he rebuked the unclean spirit,
saying to it, You deaf and dumb spirit, I command you, come out of him and do not enter
him again.”
Mark 9:25
“Then there was brought to him a demon-possessed man, who was blind and dumb, and he
healed him, so that the dumb man spoke and saw.”
Matthew 12:22
“And one of the crowd answered him, “Teacher, I brought you my son, possessed with a
spirit which makes him mute”
Mark 9:17
“And he healed many who were ill with various diseases, and cast out many demons; and
he was not permitting the demons to speak, because they knew who he was."
Mark 1:34
“And he said to them, "Go and tell that fox, (King Herod) 'Behold, I cast out demons and
perform cures today and tomorrow, and the third day I reach my goal.”
Luke 13:32
“And there was a woman who for eighteen years had had a sickness caused by a spirit; and
she was bent double, and could not straighten up at all”
Luke 13:11
“And he was casting out a demon, and it was mute; when the demon had gone out, the
mute man spoke; and the crowds were amazed.”
Luke 11:14
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“When evening came, they brought to him many who were demon-possessed; and he cast
out the spirits with a word, and healed all who were ill.”
Matthew 8:16
“For he had commanded the unclean spirit to come out of the man.”
Luke 8:29

Finally, notice Jesus’ instructions to his disciples….
“Jesus called his twelve disciples to him and gave them authority to drive out impure spirits
and to heal every disease and sickness.”
Matthew 10:1
We cannot help but notice the cause of all diseases, illness and sickness in biblical texts was the
possession of negative entities in the body. This is exactly what the ancient Chinese also came to
understand, and that to cure the illness or sickness the entities needed to be driven out, and they
succeeded in doing so, but, only by extremely high level spiritual masters at that time.
Today, we are being taught to cultivate ourselves, and once installed to reinforce these
powerful energy mechanisms via Falun Dafa, that illness will fade, and healing will result, due to
the development of the divine nature of the person being cultivated letting go of attachments, not
thinking or accepting illness and sickness, plus driving any negative entities out of the body.
In 2012, I fell over a tree stump sticking up 10 inches from the ground, hidden in the long grass; a
tree cut down by my father in his garden, just before he passed away. I fell over, having a nasty
fall, and smashed the top of my foot, shattering and fracturing all the bones of my left foot. I
struggled in severe pain for years, finally being told (2018) that I need serious surgery to take my
foot apart and have the bones replaced by wiring up all the bones, and it would take 6 month or a
year to heal. The pain kept me awake at night; I was so ill from this for a very long time. I could not
think or do anything else; it drove me crazy every day, and I could hardly walk. Then, I spoke to
one of the advanced practitioners who directed me again to the explanation of Master Li. I read
over and over again to really understand this. I changed my thinking. Then, one day, I got up went
to the town, not even thinking…. walking briskly around the shopping mall, I suddenly stopped,
looked at myself in the shop window, O’my God, it had healed, my foot had healed. It is still little
tender at times, but no more pain and I can walk freely, and it has got better every day since then.
I remember I would sit and talk to myself, as if talking to an entity, “I am going to drive you out, I am
creating love peace and compassion throughout my body. You are not allowed to dwell there any
longer. I am going to starve you of all negative energy; I am forcing you to leave, so now get out!”
I put my trust in what master Li had told me and…I was thus healed!

Shen Yun
Master Li Hongzhi not only brought Falun Dafa to the world but has also tried to awaken people to
the ancient Chinese culture and beauty of its previous arts. He came up with the idea to show the
public, by way of Chinese arts, the incredible beauty and skill of dance and music, and his
suggested ideas were taken up so that today we have the company Shen Yun Performing Arts.
Shen Yun Performing Arts is a New York-based performing-arts and entertainment company that
tours the world, producing large-scale dance performances, and, to a lesser degree, symphony
concerts. Their performances prominently feature classical Chinese dance, which is accompanied
by a live orchestra; composed of both Western and Chinese instruments. The company name
"Shen Yun" translates as "The Beauty of Divine Beings Dancing". It is associated with Falun Dafa
and it’s principles, and Falun Gong practitioners.
The company promotes itself as reviving "5,000 years of Chinese culture”, which has been
nearly destroyed by the Communist Party of China. Shen Yun was founded in 2006. Dance
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performances have received praise for their artistic excellence, perfectly synchronised dancing,
and uplifting in a family-friendly presentation.
The group is composed of seven performing arts companies, with a total of approximately 480
performers. For six months a year, Shen Yun Performing Arts tours to over 130 cities across
Europe, North America, Oceania, and Asia.
Far Left: My wife
Edna and myself
attending the
showing of Shen Yun
at the Dominion
Theatre in London
2018.
Middle: Attending the performances at
the Apollo Theatre London in 2019 and
Right: again at the Apollo theatre 26th
January 2020.
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My life today, I suffer from the loss of my children and grandchildren, and the heartbreak of always
being treated as an evil devil worshiper because I do not go along with my family’s religious
convictions, and being shunned for my stand to exercise freedom of conscience to investigate and
research what I want, and make a balanced choice based on my findings, is very difficult to bear
and face day after day. Having said this I know I and have full confidence that all truth will be
revealed in time.
I carry on as a dedicated Falun Dafa practitioner, cultivating to become more of a divine being as
we are meant to be, sharing what I know and directing others to everything I have found: the
profound knowledge and wisdom of Falun Dafa, and, with great appreciation and thanks to Master
Li Hongzhi, for giving the world this amazing knowledge. I share in exposing the terrible cruel
persecution of practitioners in China, who are innocently killed for their organs, via the forced organ
harvesting programs of the (CCP) Chinese Communist party.
These are the 3 things Master Li Hongzhi asks practitioners to do regularly:
1.
Study the Fa diligently, as well as doing the exercises.
Read and become well versed in understanding the knowledge of Falun Dafa and to be able to
fully comprehend its meaning in our lives and to be able to pass on to others.
2.
Fa-rectification
Helping to expose the truth as to what is happening in China and the bitter persecution and killing
of practitioners, making known that Falun Dafa is a tool for salvation, to enter the higher realms
and dimensions.
3.
Send Forth Righteous Thoughts
Sending forth these positive, righteous thoughts is a frequency, and the Mass Combined
Consciousness which has great effect when people are all sending the same message. Doing
this at set times has great impact and gets results. Depending on the time zone, for GMT 4.00am
10.00am and 4.00pm and 10.00pm, in summer. Winter GMT the times change to 5.00am and
11.00am and 5,00pm and 11.00pm. Where possible all practitioners around the world will take
opportunity to send righteous thoughts at these times.
Below left: Master Li Hongzhi, demonstrating, seating position for sending out righteous thoughts,
usually 5 minutes in each posture. When I started I could not even sit on the floor, due to pain
of old injuries, now as time passes I can sit on the floor, and now mastering sitting in Lotus
position, not an easy thing to do, with a steel knee joint that does not want to bend! I will eventually
succeed in mastering this in time. Right: Myself Sending righteous thoughts, and bottom right,
doing 5th exercise “Strengthening Divine Powers” holding the column.

1

2
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Falun Dafa And The Gong Column.
As previously mentioned, Falun Dafa is a very unique
system; no other cultivation or meditation system has
succeeded in doing what Dafa does. Once activated, it just
keeps working, as long as the individual endeavours and
persists to transform his “XinXing” (or as pronounced
“Shin-Shing”), the mind nature, the heart nature or moral
character, the energy mechanisms will continually function
and transform the practitioner’s mind and body. Now,
having said this, we come to something very interesting,
and that is that the cultivation system introduced by Master
Li Hiongzhi allows for the development and installation of a
Gong Column, which is formed above the head as a
vertical column of energy, as seen in the illustration shown
on the left. Once you upgrade your XinXing, your body will
undergo a great change. Upon XinXing improvement, the
matter in your body is guaranteed to transform. The height
of one’s Gong Column is according to ones XinXing level.
Without this, as Master LI states, you cannot ascend.
In the course of our cultivation practice, you must clean out
various bad things in your body so you can move up. This
characteristic of the universe exactly plays this role. If you
do not cultivate your XinXing or upgrade your moral
standard, or if your ill thoughts and bad substances have
not been removed, it will not let you ascend, as Master Li states: “Guaranteed you will not ascend”.
Whilst all of us have died and returned in the re-incarnation cycle many times, we now know the
possibility of how we can break free of this fate; cultivation of the XinXing nature leading to
increase Gong energy, and upgrading our gong column, we can then ascend as high as our gong
column, or our XinXing cultivation. We considered earlier the situation of our earth being subjected
to an energy force field grid, making it a prison planet, held in place by beings trying to trap us in
the re-incarnation cycle, forcing souls back into physicality by being reborn into the human realm,
enslaved in feeding higher entities. From what we learn from Remote viewers, this appears to be
true, and up until now it has been a huge struggle to ascend; almost impossible. The knowledge
and wisdom of Falun Dafa indicates we now have the possibility to break through and breach this
trap, and can ascend, no longer being enslaved any more by evil entities. As with a special filter
camera that captures the “Aura”, and the “Universal Field of Consciousness”, we are also able to
capture “Gong Columns”, raising above heads of practitioners. The images have been adjusted for
contrast, to display the light columns. In the original video, the light columns follow the partitioners
as they walk around, as light beams coming out of the top of their heads, as never seen before.
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Gong Columns, Only Falun Dafa Has Succeeded In Being Able To Attain This Via Cultivation.
Below: Here is a principle of meditation, and the opening of the third eye; if you pursue or try to
chase an image it will flee from you, but when you are relaxed you can see clearly. Having said
this, one should never worry about what you see, and you should ignore it, as this could result in
forming attachments to things you might see, so I repeat, do not chase or worry about things
floating in and out of your mind’s vision. Below is a picture of what we call “Magic Eye”; the more
you look at it, the less you will see. Hold the image 6 inches away from your face, and totally relax
your eyes; as you move closer or back, as you relax you will see clearly what’s in the picture. If you
try to focus on it, it will disappear! Once you can see it, you know your eyes are relaxed. This is
how you should approach meditation; do not visualise or have any thought, but be settled with “NO
MIND INTENT”, or what we call “No Thought State". This is just an exercise; see if you can see it,
and when you see it you know your mind and eyes are relaxed.
Remember never use any mind intent with meditation.

Magic Pictures And Illusions

Left: This is what is in the picture, two animals, a bull and a cat,
Can you see them? This is only just an exercise to relax your eyes and mind
with no mind intent, the more you look the less you will see, more is seen with
no mind intent and not focusing when you relax both your eyes and mind.
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Falun Dafa London European Parade UK 2019.
In 2019 I was a steward, helping the parade through London traffic, finishing in Westminster
Parliament square, Big Ben, complete with marching band and Chinese dragon dance. Around
1,000 practitioners took part from all over Europe.

Above left: is Falun Dafa typical group meeting, reading of Master Li
book Zhuan Fulan and experience sharing. Above right: London
European event 2019. Red arrow indicates where I am sitting. Bottom
Right: Master Li Hongzhi giving lecture in the USA
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Remembering Who You Are, And Where You Come From
Just to summarise again, let’s look at an illustration or example to help us understand our situation
here on Earth. A man known as Robert is under a health program, and is convalescing at a care
home, and has been their for 10 long years. He was released from hospital after an accident, but
he is suffering from Amnesia; he has no idea who he is, and with no ID and no documents, the
hospital cannot trace his relatives, and he cannot even remember his name, so they called him
Robert. Every day he sits and wonders as his life is passing him by. One day he is working in a
garden field growing vegetables, when a passer-by, stops his car, recognises him and comes
running over to see him, shouting “Jack, Jack, is that you Jack?” Robert looks surprised, and says,
“My name is Robert”. The man says, “Your name is Jack. Jack it is me, your nephew, Jake, do you
not recognise me, Jack?” Robert begins to look at the man with some confusion; Jake then asks,

“What happened to you, we‘ve been looking for you for years. Why are you here, how did you get
here, working in this field?” Still shocked, Robert cannot remember the man, but Jake goes to get
all the details about Robert and says, “I will be back tomorrow”. The next day Jake arrives and
sees Robert in the same field working again, he then shows Robert photos of his family, and of
them all together. He tells Robert, “Your name is Jack. You have a large family and you’re a
wealthy man, and you love vintage cars and have a big collection of vehicles”. As Robert looks at
all the photos, a glimmer and sparkle comes to his eyes. Something triggers off his deepest
thoughts, and suddenly he looks up with a smile, and begins to remember Jake. Jake then shows
him photos of his home, cars, and more of his family and…. His wife. As tears start to drop, Robert
begins to awaken and remembers his lovely wife. “O’ My God” he cries out, “my wife, I have been
here ten years; I could not remember anything”. He starts to cry, as for the first time in ten years
Robert, who is really Jack, begins to awaken as to who he really is and where he comes from.

Can you imaging the joy of the hospital staff and eventually his
family, coming back together in this incredible happy reunion,
the whole family possibly thinking that Jack was dead, and
would never see him again? Now, ask yourself this question, if
you were Robert, now known as Jack, what would be the first
thing you would want to do? Would you say, that you have to
stay working in the field as you already planted crops, and
decide to stay in the hospital care home until the end of the
harvesting season? Or would you say, “LET’S GO… right now, Lets go!” Desperately hurrying to
grab all your things, and throw them in a car and speed off to your family, who have been
searching and waiting for you these past ten years, to an emotional, grand reunion, who are
waiting for you.
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It may seem pretty obvious, what you would do if you found yourself in this situation. This is
exactly the situation we as humans are in, yet many just do not awaken, and live in a state of
constant total amnesia and coma for their whole lifetime, from 60 to 100, years totally unaware of
who they are or where they come from, right up until their last breath, believing this is all there is,
and they expire and die never being enlightened, not even once, of their real self, or their real past.
As more and more information is gathered, we begin to see the tapestry manifesting the picture,
from so many sources, we begin to realise that we did not originate here but in the higher realms,
but we came to Earths physicality as human, forgetting everything else behind us; we live in total
amnesia from the day we are born. Lost in the world around us, many become fixed on the paths
of chasing ego, wealth, money, fame and fortune, lust and physical gratification, pursuits of all
kinds, from sports to entertainment and risk-taking adventurers. Some live peaceful lives, some live
violent lives, but whatever path, the majority having no recall, no memories or awareness
whatsoever of their past lives or originality, and continue to stay sleeping as if in a coma.
When one realises this, we start to search for a meaning to life and purpose. The knowledge and
wisdom of Falun Dafa helps us to connect to the real self, and offers a cultivation path whereby
one may return to his/her original self. Where true wealth and peace truly exist, where many life
forms also exist, for there are many worlds, many dimensions, many life forms. If this is the
case, that what we really have in higher realms is an abundance, of wealth, health, life, loved ones
and purpose, what is the obvious thing we should want to do? Is it not to prepare ourselves, and
work for the divine nature via cultivation, and being a good person to ensure all possibility to return
to the true self, rather than be trapped back in the reincarnation cycle, only to live out the same
endless cycles of pain, suffering and spiritual darkness, and blindness, feeding malevolent dark
entities? For many, to come to terms with this “TRUTH”, it is a really a huge gigantic leap…
…are you ready to face and take that leap?
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Final Conclusion And Reality - And What’s Ahead

All humans are “Immortal Sentient Divine Beings”, and have been trapped in
a prison planet recycling system of reincarnation and re-incarceration, for
thousands of years, and could have lived hundreds or thousands of lifetimes.
If we do not awaken and practice true cultivation of our divine nature, we will be forever trapped
and subjected to this terrible condition here on Earth, over and over again. However if we awaken
and practice true cultivation of our given divine nature, as presented to the world as a means of
salvation by Master Li Hongzhi, we do not need religion, we need enlightenment and knowledges
to understand who we are, where we came from, why we are here, and how we can return to our
original self. Besides the information presented to me of Falun Dafa, after years and years of
research, I have not found anything whatsoever that could fulfil and solve these issues now
threatening humanity as regards extraterrestrials ETs and the evil agenda hanging over us, or can
explain the real cover-up and denial when we have so much evidence for the events we face are
real and true and that we can no longer ignore it. We are confined to a prison planet, locked into a
soul re-cycling system, and need to escape this fate to be able to return to our original homes.
Finally as mankind continues to display an attitude of blatant, stubborn arrogance, to ignore all
warnings from the divine, our planet, and also humanity itself, is hurtling toward catastrophic
consequences, which seems an inevitable conclusion, as the Chinese proverb states, “If you do
not change direction, you will end up exactly where you are heading”. According to Master Li
investigation, the number of times so far the Earth in its long history has suffered a cataclysmic
destructive event, with just a few remaining survivors, is 81 times to date, and he still did not
complete this task. What we know so far, It could mean the 82nd cataclysmic destructive event will
become a stark reality in due course. As they say, you cannot stop a storm, but you can get out of
the rain; we cannot stop the unfolding of world events, and we should not worry or fear, but we can
all personally walk our own cultivation path, hopefully to succeed and ascend.
I would not say there are no other ways to ascend, and to break free from the prison planet’s
recycling system. What I am saying is, I have not found to date any information to make me come
to the conclusion that there are; I have not found them, and I have not found anything that deals
with the issue of creating and transforming Gong; a far more powerful energy than Qi. (Chi) which
is required to be able to ascend, which Master Li explains in great detail in his books and lectures.
The invitation is open to everyone to freely
consider what we face, and what they wish
to do about it. Everything is offered free
online, books, video tutorials step-by-step
demonstrations of cultivation exercises and
the 9 lectures by Master Li Hongzhi.
If you need help to get started then check
the website address below for your
locality.

https://www.falundafa.org
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Falun Dafa Website Links
www.falundafa.org.uk
Download FREE all Falun Dafa e-books, video’s and lectures.

https://en.minghui.org
News, and download of Master Li Hongzhi articles, from 2000 to present date.

www.fofg.org
United to support Falun Gong practitioners freedom of belief - Human rights.

www.tiantibooks.org
Falun Dafa - hard-back / soft-back books, DVDs CDs.

https://dafoh.org
Doctors against forced organ harvesting - Promoting ethics in medicine.

www.stoporganharvesting.org
Help to stop forced organ harvesting in China - Watch documentary online.

https://chinatribunal.com
Independent tribunal into forced organ harvesting from prisoners of conscience in China.
Download reports online. The persecution of Falun Dafa practitioners.

https://endtransplantabuse.org/an-update/
Free download 680 page report. Exposing China’s organ harvesting by mass murder
of prisoners of conscience, mostly Falun Dafa practitioners.

www.clearharmony.net
Falun Dafa in Europe.

https://faluninfo.net
Falun Dafa Infocenter.
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Clarifying Truth Of China’s Crimes Against Falun Dafa
A TWO DECADE LONG INVESTIGATION
and the

CHINA TRIBUNAL
In December 2018, The China Tribunal, chaired by Sir Geoffrey Nice
QC (UK), issued an interim judgement: “The Tribunal’s members are
certain, unanimously, and sure beyond reasonable doubt, that, in
China, forced organ harvesting from prisoners of conscience has
been practiced for a substantial period of time, involving a very
substantial number of victims.”
On the 17th June, 2019, the China Tribunal delivered its Final
Judgement and Summary Report (seen left). Forced organ harvesting
has been committed for years, throughout China, on a significant
scale, and Falun Gong practitioners have been one, and probably the
main, source of organ supply. The concerted persecution and medical
testing of the Uyghurs is more recent, and it may be that evidence of
forced organ harvesting of this group may emerge in due course. The
Tribunal has had no evidence that the significant infrastructure
associated with China’s transplantation industry has been dismantled
and the absence of a satisfactory explanation as to the source of readily available organs
concludes that forced organ harvesting continues until today.

www.stoporganharvesting.org
In June 2016 three independent investigators below carried out a full investigation:

David Kilgour
David Matas
Ethan Gutmann
Left: David Kilgour - Former Canadian Secretary of State for Asia-Pacific
Co-author of “Bloody Harvest/The Slaughter” : An update.
Middle: David Matas International Human Rights Lawyer
Co-author of “Bloody Harvest/The Slaughter” : An update.
Right: Ethan Gutmann - Investigator Journalist,
Co-author of “Bloody Harvest/The Slaughter”: An update.
They presented combined information and findings in a 680 Page Report of irrefutable evidence. Although
hearings have been heard by the US Congress, Washington DC, The British Parliament, The European
Parliament, and the Canadian Parliament, and the US house or representatives unanimously passed a
resolution, condemning the “Systematic, state-sanctioned organ harvesting”,
…The situation continues…. China has ignored it!
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When I first heard of these atrocities and horrific things going on in China, I was so appalled by
what I saw and read I got hold of the names and addresses of all 640 Members of Parliament here
in the UK, and individually sent each of them all the information and a CD with 9 documents and
over 350 images and photos of the persecution, torture and terrible violence done to these
practitioners of Falun Dafa. I went to Downing Street in London to see the Prime Minister, who at
that time was Mr Tony Blair, and was invited in, for a very brief stay, to hand everything to his staff.
I have now read thousands of pages of Master Li Hongzhi’s written books, articles and materials,
and could not find anything whatsoever, not one single thing, that would be offensive to the
Chinese government, to justify such barbaric and vicious action against innocent, peaceful
practitioners.
Left: The piles off letters sent out to all 640 “Members of
Parliament” in the UK, and the CD with all the images I had
collected from material exposing China's unlawful crimes.
Below left: Circa 2004, just before going into No.10
Downing Street the Prime Minister Tony Blair’s home in
London UK. I took action not really appreciating what Falun
Dafa was, I just felt what China was doing was horrific.
Below right: My wife Edna and the home secretary Teresa
May, MP for Maidenhead,
who we had met before on
business events, as we
live in the same town.
In 2018 we were able to
again take a whole pack of
information to hand to her,
as she was the Prime
minister at this time. I
received two replies from
Boris Johnson MP, the
current Prime Minister over
the issues we are facing
with China, but to date as
QC Sir Geoffrey Nice stated “We are an inconvenient truth”, that
they do not want to deal with due to business relations and not
wanting to rock the boat. Bottom middle: Inside Committee Room
14 attending a Parliament meeting, listening to the evidence and
list of “China’s Crimes of live Organ Harvesting”, and shocking
reports coming out. Photo taken from my seat. Lower right: My
wife Edna and myself, taking and presenting all the update
information to the Prime Minister Teresa May again in 2017 at a
meeting with her in Maidenhead Berkshire UK.

The exposure continues!
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From Coma To Awakening Enlightenment

It has been a long time since I first stood standing at the
crossroads, and I have been there many times trying to make
decisions; where should I go from here? What is the right
thing to do? What is the best decision for the long term
benefit? I was once so young as a teenager and knew
nothing, embarrassed to face anyone, when I was just 15
years old (54 Years ago) forced to leave home, to escape
oppressive religious control. I once asked so many questions,
I searched for answers and dug up everything before me, read
literately thousands and thousands of pages from books to
documents, files, and volumes, until I found answers that I
never expected to find, things I could not even imagined
turned up. All I know is that everything I was ever taught at the
beginning was a lie, and I had taken part in spreading those
lies, but now my mind is at rest.
I now know who I am, I now know where I am from, why I am here, and where I am going. I am 69
years of age (in 2020), with hopefully many years to go before I leave this earth. I vow to continue
the path of cultivation, until such time as I have to leave, and if all being well, seeing my hopes and
dreams come true before such time arrives, if possible. I am a magnificent, immortal, sentient spirit
being, created a long, long time ago, I came from the higher realms to enter the physicality of Earth
many times before and failed, and was subject to Samsara, caught in the prison re-cycling system
reincarnating, or as it should be called re-incarceration of many life prison sentences, and living
many lives, each time having my memory erased, some lives good, others creating much Karma,
but I came this time predestined to practice cultivation to develop the divine nature, through
hardships and suffering and pay off karmic debt; if I succeed, I will once again be able to enter and
return to the realms above or into higher dimensions, and return as the true “IS-BE”, I was at the
very beginning. I will continue to practice cultivation, and search out to enlighten other sentient
beings who are here, to share and pass on, what I have found and offer help to those willing to
receive it. Not everyone even those close to us, that we love will accept this knowledge, so even if
alone, I will continue to live by Truthfulness Compassion and Tolerance.
The deep feelings of loneliness and loss surface from time to time, feeling empty at the loss of all
my offspring and descendants, but I do not focus on this, as it could become an attachment. I am
the father and grandfather of at least 9 precious souls, and I hope and dream one day my children
and grandchildren will come to realise who I am, and what I am, maybe to love and appreciate me.
I am a truth seeker, and honest man, without judgement, and with an open mind to consider all
things, weighing up everything and being able to come to conclusions, without fear of what others
may say, for I did the research, the homework and investigated what came before me, and what I
present in this book, is what I found, and the enlightened wisdom of Falun Dafa.
As the time is nearing for the complete disclosure of ETs, our universe, and that of other worlds,
things we thought were impossible, that we now know is in fact a reality, the truth will not be kept
secret any more from mankind. Everything will be exposed and all the things enclosed in these
pages will be common knowledge to all. Religions will be exposed, for what they are, just mere
belief systems that were designed to control the masses for selfish gains. Those deceived will
hopefully wake up from Coma and recover in time from their amnesia. Governments will be forced
to submit to higher law and the divine, or suffer the fate of complete destruction, as all past
civilisations also suffered the same fate, due to defiance and corruption, who failed to respect
divine law. The enlightened wisdom of Falun Dafa will spread around the globe. I have come to the
end of this book, but it is certainly not the end of my life, and there will be much more to follow, to
write about in the future in 20 or 30 years time, if that was possible; who knows? But, at this time,
enough has been written to give insight of my enlightened journey so far!
The Last Strand Of The Tapestry?
There Is No Last Strand; The Picture Will Forever Continue To Grow Bigger And Bigger!
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I want the truth…
…You can’t handle the truth
From film: A few good men

Can you now handle the truth?
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After reading this book so far, did you take a leap, can you handle truth?
or
Or are you still standing on the edge of the canyon?
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The Film Cloud Atlas
Sonmi - 451:
I broadcast my revelations to the
12 states and four off world colonies.
Our lives are not our own, from womb to tomb,
we are bound to others, past and present,
and by each crime and every kindness,
we birth our future.
Archivist:
In the revelation you spoke of the consequences
of an individuals life rippling through out eternity…
Sonmi - 451:
I believe that death is only a door,
when it closes another opens.
If I had remained invisible the truth
would have stayed hidden,
I could not allow that.
Archivist:
And what if no one believes this truth?
Sonmi - 451:
Someone already does.
______________________________________
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Chapter 10

Government Scam Of Common Law And
The Act of “Cestui Que Vie” 1666
The government in 1666 brought in an Act called “Cestui Que Vie”
The page below is a screen shot from the governments website page.

http://www.legislation.gov.uk/aep/Cha2/18-19/11
BRITISH GOVERNMENT LEGISLATION
The words in the green banner indicated by the arrow, state to quote:
“Changes to Legislation: There are currently no known outstanding effects for the Cestui Que Vie
Act 1666”, end of quote.
The Act then is still in force at this moment in time!

I have written this small document to give you, the reader, some idea and understanding of how
this “Act” works, and how to use this to your favour, and for your benefit, not just theirs!
Did you ever consider walking into a government office and declaring yourself un-dead? ...I didn't
think so. What the government did with this Act was very clever; They said that if you don't come
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and tell us you’re not dead, then you must be dead, so we're going to have to legally look
after all your property until it is either claimed or sold, and… they took control of it.
In other words, it's the legislation that allowed government to create legal title over all the
public’s property, by a swish of their feathered pens. And the public knew nothing about it.
Imagine that! You can give yourself the wealth of a whole nation by writing a legal “Act”!
The year 1666 was the Great Fire Of London, and, as London was burning to the ground,
parliament decided it was a good time to pass some legislation that stated that everyone in the
country was considered either missing or dead. NICE!! Just coincidence? Possibly... However, it's
also possible that all those poor victims who did actually die in the fire would be unable to claim
they weren't dead, and thus the government may have got many great pieces of charred land by
defaulted legal title.
Just one interesting detail... for the record, that is, ONLY “6” verified deaths are recorded! Poor and
middle class deaths were not reported. Nobody really knows how many died, but on this evidence
the government had only right to claim 6 properties “IF ANY” but for some reason they decided to
take the entire country and land of England!
So the British Government did the following things with this Act.
1. They brought in a very controversial piece of legislation at a time when it would go
unnoticed. They wrote it in Latin, so no one would understand it, then in French, still most
would not understand it, and eventually in English, when the seven year period had expired, to
make a claim to get your rights restored, and, as such, your rights were totally worthless!
2. They gave themselves legal title to everything in the UK, including people. Yes, that's right,
they have your birth certificate with your name on it; they own you. That's a legal title for them!
This is why they think they can come in anytime and take your kids, they think they own them.
3. They did not tell the people that they had to reclaim their property, so it’s automatically theirs.
4. Your proof of birth (birth certificate) said, “To be you”, legally speaking, so how is it on the
bottom of the certificate it states “WARNING: A CERTIFICATE IS NOT EVIDENCE OF
IDENTITY”.
The fact is, however, in sentiment at least, the legislation is possibly well-intentioned. The
government is saying that they will look after your property until a rightful claimant comes forward,
whether it is you back from the dead, or someone with inheritance rights. Some may reason it isn't
wrong that the government should look after your property if you aren't actually breathing any
more; someone has to do it. The trouble is, some government officials aren't well intentioned and
its turned out that this legislation has been completely taken advantage of, at our cost & Loss.
The government never told us we had to declare ourselves un-dead in order to reclaim our
property/legal title back. So, from the moment our births are registered, all of the property we
own (inc. our bodies and “anything in your registered birth name, i.e Car, House etc”) is not
legally owned by you, but by the government, as trustees, who now have or holds the legal title.
That's LUDICROUS!! You may say, “Well I agree, IT IS!” But that doesn't change the fact that they
do! It's in black and white right in front of your eyes on the UK government website.
http://www.opsi.gov.uk/RevisedStatutes/Acts/aep/1666/caep_16660011_en_1
The only thing we have a legal right to is “Possessory Title”. Thats to say, the government
allows you to use/possess/look after things, like your body, as long as you do it the way they
say you can. Don't believe me? Try to find out who has legal title to your house.
I think your deed/title is probably registered at your local Land Registry Office. Also as they think
they own you, they can pack you off to war, get blown to bits as you are their property, and think
they can do what they want with you, even dying for your country in wars, as they own you!
Even your car; you are a keeper, as NO record or car owners exist in the UK or USA. The
government, via DVLA when you buy a car, becomes the legal owner, and you become the
keeper only! This is why they can slap a parking ticket on it, or tow it away; they own it!
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In 1665 Britain was infected with the deadly plagueIn 1666 a great fire then raged through the city of London.
What person in their right mind would want to travel to London!
It was the perfect time to bring in such a cunning and deceptive “Act”; who would take notice of it?
From 1666. To fool everyone they brought in the “Birth Certificate”, so that everyone born would be
registered under a name, thus creating a dual legal entity.
So, since 1666, every single person, as soon as they are born, is given two identities.
1.
The real you, (A human being) flesh and blood personality known as the sovereign under
common law, and a freeman.
2.
A fictitious personality (A Person) using your same name known as the “Paper Man” or
“Straw Man”. A dead entity that all legal documents are written under this identity, Birth Certificate,
Driving licence, Medical NHS health number, NI - National Insurance number for Tax, etc,
Resulting in YOU BECOMING A SLAVE TO, for the rest of your life, unless or course you uncover
the truth!
Totally deceived, you then work under this legal identity, thinking this is you, being enslaved to Tax
(under Maritime law, which is also unlawful, set up under the UCC Uniform Commercial Code).
This is why, under common law, No Tax is required, No law for council tax exist, no driving licence
is required for social use, No TV licence is required as there is NO LAW requiring this and
CANNOT BE FOUND ANYWHERE! It just does not exist.
Incidentally, all banking money transactions are governed by the UCC. UCC stands for “Uniform
Commercial Code”. It is a uniform law that governs commercial transactions, including sales of
goods overseas, secured transactions and negotiable instruments, bills of exchange etc. It is a
comprehensive set of statutes, created to provide consistency among the states Earth wide.
Having said this, it is set up under “Admiralty or Maritime Law” or the law of the sea. The UCC is
founded on Vatican Cannon Law. All ‘ACTS’ and ‘STATUTES’ are given the power of law by
contract or consent only!
Canon law is the name for the Catholic Church's order and discipline, structures, rules, and
procedures. The Catholic Church has two Codes: one for the Latin Church, and one for the
Eastern Catholic Churches. What is a code? A code is a single collection of all the laws of a
community in one place, promulgated by a legislator. A code is intended to be consistent,
systematic, and logical. The universal legislator of the Catholic Church is the Pope; the official
language of canon law is Latin. Canon law is a tool to guide the Church as a large human
institution from differing cultures and languages. In short, canon law informs the community on how
to conduct themselves and protects the rights of the faithful. Thus, to control the world, it
developed into the UCC Uniform Commercial Code, in other words, one set of rules to
govern all seas, shipping, movements and money transaction. Thus all “Acts” created were
often written in Latin, the same a doctors’ prescriptions; no one could read them except the
educated well-informed and those who had a right to know, and the public, when it came to
government control, they had no right to know and they have kept us ignorant… that is until NOW!
A birth certificate states at the bottom, “This is no proof of Identity” and righty so as it is
fictitious as is the Title “MR” and “MRS”, according to Black’s Law Dictionary. Both Names and
Titles are always written in block capitals same as on “Grave Stones”, as they are lawfully
recognised as dead entities. In fact, any Legal documentation is written in capitals as it uses the
Legal fictitious identity. Try getting a bank account without your title “MR or MRS” on the form, its
impossible. Your Diving Licence and Passport are two items obtained by presenting your
birth certificate, so it is for the legal fiction corporation (Corp = Dead, oration = Speech or
dead entity), not the human sovereign living under common law. So, these are not proof of
identity of the sovereign flesh and blood individual under common law only of the fictitious legal
person.
All tax demands are made to MR or MRS, the legal identity, the corporation and as such
fooling the individual, letting them think this is themselves, the individual, when in fact, the real
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flesh has had his rights taken away and is lawfully established as dead. If you are already dead,
why do you need to pay Tax? This means that as the government took everyone’s estates into
trust until proof of identity; the government became the trustees and the individual the
beneficiary. As such I am a beneficiary under the law, and the government are the trustees and
therefore they pay court costs, not I for example. Also, Admiralty or maritime tax, as they are
holder of the trust, need to pay, as they are NOT a beneficiary. They created the game and rules,
so now, you and I am simply abiding and playing by their rules!
If anyone requires payment, then it is the government trustees who should pay this, as they are
holding the legal identity birth certificate which they use as a corporation identity and is traded on
the stock market both here and the USA, as the corporation listed is under the birth certificate
Number, because every individual is a value stock investment from birth.
As I failed at the age of 7 years of age to establish my identity, as I knew nothing of the
governments "Act of 1666" at the time, and neither did my father; according to the government’s
act I am “ALREADY” lawfully dead, as explained above. If they demand an “Admiralty or Maritime”
Tax , Import Tax, any Tax at all from you, you have the right to throw the ball in their court…
You ask them to submit the documentation that will establish their right to demand it:
They cannot supply this, you never refuse to pay, but offer to pay on condition of their submission
of the documents under What “Common Law” they have right to demand it! There is NONE!
You can demand to have evidence in documentation that:
1. The government are no longer the trustees or
2. That… you are no longer a beneficiary under the act of “Cestui Que Vie Act” of 1666 as it
still exist under the law of the land to this very day…so must still be in force!
3. Also for them on their part to provide proof under the "Act" you are no longer lawfully
considered dead under the act.
You may ask, “Why do they need to provide this documentation to you, Well”, this is because
THEY are making the demand for payment…. I tried this a number of times successfully!

They may write for example:
“According to the law of 1953, all births, deaths and marriages have to be registered.
Please provide evidence that the UK Government have stated that they declare you,
personally, as deceased and provide a certificate to confirm this. Without this information
your invoice remains payable and will attract further fees if passed to our Legal Team.”
end of quote. This is a common response intended to put the pressure on you!… Don’t Worry!
Why I do Not Need A Death Certificate If Lawfully dead?
When the real personality dies and passes away, the legal identity will cease to be used as a
corporation as all legal births certificates are used as a corporation for funding under the
government. Once a person dies the government can no longer use this fictitious identity or dual
personality, so they need a certificate to say the legal identity ceases to exist and his legal identity
cannot be used for trading on the stock market any longer. The same is true of dissolving a
company. A certificate is also given when the company stops trading. The legal identity ceases
when the real sovereign dies, but, in general, the average common man, a sovereign under
common law, has no knowledge he has been paying all his life for a fictions identity, created in
1666 under the Act Cestui Que Vie, when, if he had knowledge, he could have lived a life free of
such demands or Tax Laws and oppression. At the moment we pay (2020) Basic rate 20% and
high rates 40%, and on earnings over £150,000 45% of our income on Tax when we could have
kept it! . We were all completely fooled…until NOW! Humans are the only known beings in
the galaxy who are expected to pay to live on a planet they were born on, and from birth
until death!
As stated, the common man or sovereign does not need a death certificate, he has already been
declared dead under the Act Cestui Que Vie, 1666, but we are fooled into thinking this certificate
is FOR HIM, when it is Not, as when you go to the registrar you need such documents as ID
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Driving Licence, Birth Certificate, Passport, proof of the fictitious LEGAL identity, same as all for
the fictitious legal identity forms. Then we pay all the Fees, DEATH DUTY TAX; a massive scam,
costing the nation millions, when there is no such law under common law to pay it. So The
individual sovereign living under common law, needs no death certificate; a record in the local
church would be enough, which is a rip oﬀ, seeing as you are also asked to pay for TWO doctors
to certify that you are dead, even if the person has been dead for 2 weeks, drowned, shot,
crushed, or burnt to a cinder. Do you need to certify a person is dead and pay two more people?
Going to Court for not paying TAX:
So, having stated that if any individual, business or corporation could not supply any such
documentation to support their demand, they have no right to demand payment. A court of law
would establish anyone in the wrong, with a request to pay a sum of money who then FAILED to
show justification for your demand! A judge cannot deal with this under a “Common Law
Court” if under common law! If they try to go ahead and deal with this under “Maritime or
Admiralty Law” then this is an act of treason, and NO judge can deal with this if serving “UNDER
OATH”. The first question put to a judge is “Are you presiding under oath” If he says “Yes”, he can
not deal with the case, if he say “NO” then he can be dragged from the court for treason, for
abusing his right as appointed by the crown to deal with common law cases only, unless it is
established it is a maritime or admiralty law for maritime issues with, and only with your consent.
In the court there usually stands two flags
behind the judge; one is plain, the other
has a fringe round. The fringed edge one
represents maritime law. So how do you
come to be subjected under maritime law,
in a common law court?
Simple, IGNORANCE of the accused!
Having a lack of knowledge of the
language of “Legalese" used in law. When
asked, “What is your first and last
name?” This term refers NOT to you as a
sovereign being, but a corporation, a
business, thus in giving your name you
submit yourself to contract to be dealt by the misleading court. If you are addressed as MR or Mrs
this is the legal fiction or person, the person is a non-living corporation, so again, Corp = Dead
Oration = Speak and only becomes an entity through legal mechanisms. So, to answer or
reply, again you may submit yourself
under contract admitting you’re a
corporation, thus subject to their laws.
The courts cunning, deceptive language
entraps the unsuspected. We are,
therefore dealing with the most totally
treacherous, corrupt deceptive law and
banking system ever devised.
As you approach the bench (which in latin
means BANK, as the court is a registered
business and cooperation; so are the
police!) You are expected to walk through
a small gate and railing. When doing so
voluntarily, you have just figuratively
boarded ship; you are now under
maritime law and willing to put yourself under contract and submit to any contract issued by the
judge under maritime law. Again, any demand for money is upheld, as you agreed to be dealt
under this law, and admit you’re a legal corporation and pay legal fees… as you boarded
ship! Be Careful of this one! Always ask under what law is this court presiding?
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Most people are completely ignorant of this fact. The court’s view is, It’s your fault!
Therefore, you have a right under this act, proving the "Act is still in force”, and that “You are
lawfully dead under the act", thus exempt from any demands, that if they persist to keep trying
to obtain funds from you, that you can set in motion via the police an “Harassment Notice” whereby
both the named individual or owner of a company can be prosecuted for harassment. Quite within
your rights.
www.parliament.co.uk
Protection from Harassment Act 1997 (PHA). This act makes it a criminal offence to pursue a
course of conduct which amounts to harassment of another person, where that person knows (or
ought to know) that the act amounts to harassment (which can include alarming a person or
causing them distress). For example:
• There has been a “course of conduct” (not just one event); and
• The perpetrator knows or ought to know that their conduct amounts to harassment.
Again, here is the Government’s link from the UK government website.
Act called “Cestui Que Vie Act” of 1666 - STILL IN FORCE!
http://www.legislation.gov.uk/aep/Cha2/18-19/11
QUOTE FROM THE ACT: (the seven year clause which we are not informed of which took away
our rights) It states to quote: “Cestui que vie remaining beyond Sea for Seven Years together and
no Proof of their Lives, Judge in Action to direct a Verdict as though Cestui que vie were dead”.
“If such person or persons for whose life or lives such Estates have been or shall be granted as
aforesaid shall remain beyond the Seas or elsewhere absent themselves in this Realm by the space
of seven years together and no sufficient and evident proof be made of the lives of such person or
persons respectively in any Action commenced for recovery of such Tenements by the Lessors or
Reversioners in every such case the person or persons upon whose life or lives such Estate depended
shall be accounted as naturally dead, And in every Action brought for the recovery of the said
Tenements by the Lessors or Reversioners their Heires or Assignes, the Judges before whom such
Action shall be brought shall direct the Jury to give their Verdict as if the person so remaining
beyond the Seas or otherwise absenting himself were dead”.

As a sovereign living in the UK under “Common Law” You May Decide and say: “I personally
refuse to be subjected and to take on the role any longer to live under the deception of the created
legal identity that the government has tried to fool me that this is me. Now that I am aware of this
gross deception, and that I am no longer bound by admiralty or maritime law as person living on
the land. As stated above, you can reason, I am more than willing to pay any fee and there would
not be any dispute in the amount, but any threat by any force, corporation or body to take action if
failing to pay, would beg me to insist and request that “YOU” supply and present to me the lawful
documentation under common law that such a request to the demand is lawful under the commonlaw of England under the passing of the 1666 Act.
As such to date, I have not yet found in many years studying law one single document of paper
under common law that states under the common law, that I am obliged to submit to “Funds of
Monies” demands according to maritime or admiralty law under the UCC or under the “Cestui Que
Vie Act of 1666. To date all have failed to do so” So, take notice, this is your lawful right.

How Maritime or Admiralty Law Has Oppressed Mankind Into Slavery

Finally, this bit of information shows that Governments approved all maritime dishonesty and
deception, it was used and practiced throughout English maritime history, to get what they want,
ripping families apart and destroying men’s lives by being forced or pressed into naval service by
such hidden deceptive contracts plus the monetary millstone around our necks, they then have
the nerve to call it LEGAL! Well, it is Legal, but it is certainly not lawful! A very big diﬀerence.
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Abuse of Sovereign common law rights of the freeman by Maritime Law
Additional Information of Maritime Law Abuse
An example of extreme abuse of law, being said to be
legal, is The “PRESS GANGS”, for forced enlistment into
the navy under maritime law.
Men who went to sea in whalers went voluntarily, to earn a
living, and expected to return to their families, but
others were pressed into service by trickery. So, how did
they get men to go to sea for several years, or for the rest
of their lives, against their will?
The inns, pubs, and drinking houses were ripe places to
find them, and most men would welcome a free drink if
offered one from a friendly, so-called companion! The
traditional signing-on fee into kings navy was a silver
shilling, and this was paid to all men that enlisted into
navy. The crafty, unscrupulous men of the "Press-Gangs"
would trick men into taking the King's shilling by passing it
to them in a tankard of beer or ale. By accepting and
drinking the ale or beer, the victim was also deemed to
have struck a bargain, by having accepted the shilling in
front of many witnesses.
As so many men had fallen for this trick, by the 18th century they had invented a glass-bottomed
beer tankard that allowed a man or his companions to see the hidden coin and escape the
inevitable!
The point being here, is that trickery and deception was used and accepted to enlist men into
forced service, devastating marriages and families, with years of heartache for those left behind.
How many woman were robbed of their husbands, having to suffer alone to bring up a family? How
many children were robbed or their fathers, or fathers their sons? How many men were robbed of
their opportunity to live their own life as they pleased? This resulted in many men suffering horrific
deaths being blown to pieces by wood splinters from cannon shot, or burnt to death from falling
rigging and tar? How many decent people lost loved ones never to see them again?
The British government condoned kidnapping, abduction, unjust captivity, and forced
slavery which is the taking of men into a military or naval force by compulsion, as by conscription,
as they also did for the army, with or without notice. Navies of several nations used forced
recruitment by various means. The large size of the British Royal Navy in the Age of Sail meant
impressment was most commonly associated with Great Britain and Ireland. It was used by the
Royal Navy in wartime, beginning in 1664 and during the 18th and early 19th centuries as a means
of crewing warship. The act of coercing someone into government service. Impressment was used
from as early as Elizabethan times, and was last used during the Napoleonic wars 1803-1815.
The Star Knot,
treated in tar and
bitumen, would set
hard like concrete
making it a nasty,
formidable weapon
at the end of a rope cosh, to be cracked round the head of an
unsuspected innocent victim. (Examples seen here were made by myself)
The Infamous "Star Knot” tied and made at the end of a rope cosh,
used by the press gangs, was probably the last thing you saw before
waking up aboard ship after receiving a crack round the head from
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the cosh, hence the expression when you hit you head you “Saw Stars”, this is
where the phrase comes from. Many phrases we still use today come from
Maritime History.
Whatever the justification, the Press Gang forced conscription was against all
common law principles of the freeman, and like the monetary law, maritime Tax
is another of maritime forced oppression tools of deception, fooling the common
man to part with a percentage of what he himself has worked for and earned to
feed the greedy bankers, merchants and government, who lie, cheat and
deceive us under the cloak of… “Its all Legal”. British Justice was never just, it
is a corrupt and bent as it can get away with, but again it’s LEGAL
Consider…
• Banking using paper with no intrinsic value (Gold) is legal
• Charging interest on money that does not exist is legal
• Tax is legal
• War is Legal
BUT NEVER EVER IS IT…LAWFUL !
• Killing is legal
Above Right: The small 80 page book “Meet Your Strawman” by David E. Robinson from amazon.co.uk
is an amazing little book to give you a wealth of information on what we have covered here about the
fictitious entity created by the “Cestui Que Vie Act” of 1666
Things to remember.
The legalese term: “Estoppel by acquiescence” Definition: The common law doctrine of estoppel by
acquiescence is applied when one party gives legal notice to a second party of a fact or claim, and the
second party fails to challenge or refute that claim within a reasonable time. What this means if you ignore
any demand your be automatically guilty, So you can promptly return the reply “Acknowledge but NO
contract”. If a demand for payment is made, Accept it, tell them your happy to pay, BUT, what you need is
the documentation from them they have the right to demand it, asking UNDER WHAT LAW! You then throw
the ball back into their court! That is your right! Another method is with unwanted letters. Write across them,
“Acknowledged but no contract - Return to sender”.
The language of “Legalese”:
This is the language typical of lawyers, laws, legal forms, etc., characterized by archaic usage, prolixity
(Prolixity means about the same thing as long-windedness, using too many words, or too many long words
— when a few would get the job done.) Legalese also uses terms that apply the Maritime Law, to entrap
you into contract. If in doubt, when being questioned in a court, ask: “ Does your question contain any
words or terms known as legalese?” You can also say: If I am to be questioned I want the courts
assurance that no terms or words are used, that fall under what is legally known as the language of
“Legalese”. If they try to ignore, and proceed, ask to clarify on every single question: “Is this a common law
question or are you using the language of legalese?” This will probably drive the prosecution nuts trying
to entrap you, and will hurry to get you thrown out of court!
The Crown
Here is an example of a legalese term to entrap you. You are questioned: “Do you have any objection to
being tried by the crown?” When people hear "The Crown", they automatically think of the King and Queen
and also common Law. This is one crown, but there is another, "The City (London) /The Crown Corporation
is not subject to British Law (Common); it has its own courts, its own laws (Maritime), its own flag (Maritime
flag)”. The City of London is known for its invisible earnings, as a hub of financial services such as insurance,
commodities trading and investment. The crown then is known as the square mile of London or the financial
centre of London, which is maritime Law. If asked, you need to be very firm and demand clarity, what they
refer to as the crown, 1. Common Law, and the crown of our British sovereign, or, 2. The Financial centre
and square mile of central London which is maritime law? Ask: “What crown are you referring to?”
Finally, when entering a court, you can insist that before appearing before a judge, that you are recognised
as a “Beneficiary” under the law “Not a Trustee”, and that the judge will be serving under oath The clerk
will most likely go at this point into complete panic mode knowing the judge will not want to commit himself.
Stand by your rights, don't enter until you receive the answer and confirmation. The judge hearing this
request will most likely want to get rid of you as fast as possible, as a “Beneficiary” does not pay court fees!
…Again, Education is Power…. Use it!
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Chapter 11

BILL OF RIGHTS 1688 - The UK Daily Abuse Of The Law
The Government’s own website clearly displays the “Bill of Rights” of 1688 and the image below is
a screen shot photo from the Government’s own website…. clearly showing the “Bill of Rights of
1688” STILL IN FORCE as legislation in England. In this section, we include quotes from the “Bill
of Rights”, where it clearly states that, unless an individual has been prosecuted for an offence in
a court of law, then the levying of a fine or money disguised under the term as a Penalty Notice, is
UNLAWFUL, and thus …they would have committed the offence to demand it from you.
The “Bill of Rights” is for the protection of people living under common law, and a protection from
abuse of those in authority, particularly those scoundrels who think they can levy money from
vulnerable individuals, and then try to hide under the cloak of the law, which in fact is not common
law but Maritime or ADMIRALTY LAW, UNDER THE UCC - UNIFORM COMMERCIAL CODE
which we do not live under. Any such notice demanding a fine be paid is therefore not acceptable.
The “Bill of Right’s” states very clearly that as long as a (Sovereign) king or Queen sits on the
throne, in England this law is in force, and at this moment in time we do have a monarch sitting on
the throne of England.

The Bill of Rights of
1688 Still in Force…

To quote:
____________________________________________________________________________
“That it is the right of the subjects to petition the king (0r Queen) , and all commitments and
prosecutions for such petitioning are illegal;
(Our Comment: We have a right to seek justice from the monarch and parliament to stop unlawful
prosecution and abuse to uphold the Bill of Rights)
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“That excessive bail ought not to be required, nor excessive fines imposed, nor cruel and unusual
punishments inflicted;
“That all grants and promises of fines and forfeitures of particular persons before
conviction are illegal and void;
(Our Comment: Notice that the issuing of fine before conviction is both unlawful and illegal)

….then every such king or queen shall make, subscribe and audibly repeat the same
declaration at his or her coronation on the first day of the meeting of the first Parliament…
“All which their Majesties are contented and pleased shall be declared, enacted and established by
authority of this present Parliament, and shall stand, remain and be the law of this realm for
ever;
Bill of Rights 1688
____________________________________________________________________________
From the above, it is clearly shown on the government’s website, that to place a notice on any car
or send by mail a notice requesting a payment, is in fact a criminal act and breach of the Bill of
Rights. If this happens, you can therefore ask them to present to you evidence that you
have been convicted in a court of law, and for what crime, to justify trying to levy you with a
fine or penalty fee notice. For without such a conviction, according the the “Bill of Rights”, their
demand is not lawful and is therefore void.
They are, in fact, doing what is known as “Putting the cart before the horse”. If a person has
been convicted (UNDER COMMON LAW,) then and only then is he/she maybe obliged to pay such
a fine, BUT NOT BEFORE.
As far as the law (Common Law) is concerned, anyone demanding such a payment or fee is
abusing the law, which many local authorities do excessively, if you have committed no criminal
offence and have not been convicted of any crime or offence, then they're issuing a demand for
money from you is premature to say the least, and unlawful. Even if they drag you into a court,
and find you guilty to enforce it, if there is no law, it is still void, and they again, commit the crime.
As no crime has been committed, there is no victim. This is why they beheaded King James for his
abuse of the laws of England, demanding levies and fines, and why parliament stepped in to
protect the common man from such serious abuse.
If you find yourself in this situation, you can say you’re happy to pay their original demand,(NEVER
REFUSE), whatever the fee was, on condition they can supply you with the following information
and documentation.
1. That the “Bill of Rights” is no longer in force.
2. That a King or Queen No longer sits on the throne of England as a monarch, which guarantees the
enforcement of the “Bill of Rights”.
3. That they are exempt from the “Bill of Rights” in its entirety under parliament, and that they have the right
to levy money as the Bill of Rights is now obsolete (Which it is not).
4. That they have a lawful right to demand a fine or level money before a conviction, when the “Bill of
Rights” states contrary, and…
5. By what authority they think they have the right to do this. Who gave them this authority, and when?

My investigation to date confirms that any demand made by anyone, no matter who they are, is
void under the Bill of Rights which you are protected by, and from abuse of the law, which many
government authorities flaunt and repeat every day, by their appalling criminal un-lawful activity,
issuing fines and penalties for a whole number of things. If you ask for documentation for their
justification for the demand of payment of any sum of money, you can mention that any delay in
this matter will not involve any increase in payment, as the delay will be their failure to provide the
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documentation to support their demand, as you are happy to pay it on condition of receiving the
documentation. If they delay as not able to fulfil your wish you are not responsible.
I always offer to pay either, PayPal, Credit Card, Cash, Bank transfer, Cheque, then ask, where is
the documentation, to support their demand for payment, throwing it straight back in their court!
Now to enlarge on what are Laws and Acts..
GOVERNMENT ACTS and STATUTES are NOT LAWS
Local Government Acts and statutes are NOT laws, they are open to contract.
To further explain:
Corporations and Business create Acts and Statues for 3 types class of person.
1. People that make up the Corporation or business
2. People that work or are employed by the corporation or businesses
3. People willing to submit by contact to the corporation or business.

Therefore, Acts and Statutes are NOT laws, they are given the force or power of the law by those
willing to submit by contract, as such, for example: I am not part of the government or
corporation, I do not work for the government or corporations, I have made no contract with
the government, and neither will I. If I refuse to go into contract with them, this is my right.
Any form or notice sent to you, making a request which asks for your signatures and name, by
giving a signature, it is a submission to contract; This is why I never ever fill these in. In other
words, the notice is an invitation, whereby a signature is required to accept the invitation or accept
the offered contract. Once signed the receiver of the notice agrees to abide by the contract; no
signature means NO CONTRACT. Few people really understand this.
All local governments, police forces , court systems are registered Businesses and
Corporations and fall under the UCC - Uniform Commercial Code, (Formerly known as
Roman Catholic Cannon Law) as all are registered business and companies. But, the UCC is not
Common law, but Admiralty or Maritime Law. So, a court system trying to preside over cases when
dealing with money and fines, does in itself abuse the law, by trying to enforce Maritime Law when
sitting in a Common Law court hearing. Resulting in the unsuspecting person falling victim to it,
which is a grossly unjust cunning ruling. This is why, as we have mentioned, we have two flags in a
court of law; one of the union Jack and the other, a union jack with a gold fringe round the edge.
The latter identifying Maritime Law. Any judge sitting under oath cannot preside using Maritime
Law, in a Common Law Court; if he does then he is abusing his position and is committing treason,
trying to enforce Maritime law on Sovereigns of the land. This constant repeated abuse is
something which is now public knowledge. The same abuse is also prevalent of the Bill of Rights.
From the above, where fines and penalties are involved, the only person who may have committed
a serious offence is the person demanding a penalty payment which before any such conviction in
a court of Law was established would, therefore, be void under the Bill of Rights of 1688.
Therefore, they cannot take a person to court for failing to pay a penalty as the penalty was void in
the first place, in breach of the Bill of Rights 1688, which again I quote:
“That all grants and promises of fines and forfeitures of particular persons before conviction are
illegal and void;

If threatened with arrest if you don’t sign a ticket. Sign it with the letters V.C in upper case letters,
followed by your name with mixed upper and Lower case letters. V.C stands for “Vi Coactus”
meaning you signed “Under Duress”, and later cannot be processed. Same also goes for Police
statements. You usually cannot alter a police statement, but signing V.C before your name, you
can latter alter or add, any information you so please, or even demand to scrap the statement.
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Chapter 12

Missing Children And Demand For “Adrenochrome”
Hollywood superstar Mel Gibson gave this startling outspoken
statement in which he said the following:
“Hollywood is an institutionalised paedophile ring. It is a den of
parasites who feast of the blood of children. Every studio in
Hollywood is bought and paid for with the blood of innocent
children… Hollywood studios are drenched with the blood of
innocent children… Baby blood is so popular in Hollywood that it
basically operates as a currency of its own… Hollywood elites are an
enemy of mankind… breaking every God given taboo known to man,
including the sanctity of children…. It’s an open secret in Hollywood.
These people have their own religious and spiritual teachings and
their own social and moral framework. They have their secret texts they are sick, believe me - and they couldn’t be more at odds with
what America stands for. They harvest the blood of children. They
eat their flesh. If the child was suffering in body and psyche before it
died, they believe this gives them extra life force. These people thrive on pain, trauma, stress,
abuse, and suffering. There is a creative and loving force inside most of us that guides us through
life. These people don’t have this; for them it’s the opposite. They are using and abusing kids. They
churn through a huge amount of kids every year. Their spiritual beliefs, if you can call them that,
direct them to harvest the energy of the kids. They feast on this stuff and thrive on it. Babies are
the highest currency; their premium brand of high-grade caviar, cocaine, diamond steak. The
money involved … you have no idea. This isn’t anything new. If you do some research you will see
it’s a metaphysical, alchemical phenomenon, and you can find it behind the scenes in all dark eras
in history. It’s a dark, multidimensional occult art and practice, used by secret societies in the last
few hundred year’s, for social programming and mind control, and raised to the zenith by
Hollywood in America in our era”.
So what is it that is so precious that children are murdered and horrifically terrified
to obtain it? It is what is known as “Adrenochrome”, a chemical that is produced
when adrenaline (epinephrine) oxidises. This is a chemical that is produced in the
human body particularly when one is terrorised. A victim is terrorised, thus
increasing the amount of adrenaline that is flowing through the body; the victim is
then killed and the adrenochrome is collected with a needle and syringe from
the base of the back of the neck and spinal column. Once collected, the
chemical can be sold on the black market at exorbitant prices. It is an anti-ageing
product made from the blood of children. One child or victim will produce about
10cc so how many children would it take to fill a suitcase full? Former vice
president Al Gore, is said to have, at one time, been apprehended at an airport with a suitcase full
of packets of his own adrenochrome-laden blood. Now go and watch film “Monster, Inc” of 2001.
When we consider the value of money involved in just 10cc of adrenochome blood, the life of a
child is considered worthless, yet 10cc of his blood is extremely valuable. When this has now
become the new addiction drug for those whom are addicts, for the desire to stay youthful, get a
high, is it any wonder so many children go missing each and every day? It may also explain why
organs are removed from live victims as in the China Organ Harvesting Program.
It is now exposed by so many, that those we trusted are the very addicts behind such trafficking of
women and children, boys and girls, such as child protection agencies or services, and adoption
agencies run by paedophile sex offenders, that hide behind a screen of charities or institutions that
are supposed to protect children, when, in fact, it becomes very evident that these are a cover or
front, for satanic evil cannibalistic rituals by those who prey on children, to fulfil their grotesque lust
and cravings for youth and frills.
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If you think this is sickening, check out the Cannibal Club Restaurant Los Angeles USA, that
brags “We take considerable care that all our meat is produced legally and ethically, derived only
from young, healthy bodies”. How is it this can be accepted and run as a business. Well, who in
control, who is running the country? Insane psychopaths and blood thirsty paedophile predators
and cannibalistic sexual parasites and satanic perverts.

80 million children go missing every ten years. That’s 200 million in 25 years
How do you tell parents of
beautiful children, gone
missing, that he/she was
taken, terrorised and killed
most likely after being
severely and brutally sexually
assaulted and repeatably
sodomised to supply 10cc of
adrenochome, due to the
demand of the elite running
the planet, those in the
entertainment industry such
as Hollywood, and celebrities
who want to keep their
youthful looks, and for
satanic cannibalistic rituals
now rife in America and other
countries around the globe.
Looking at the situation in China, and its program of extracting organs from thousands of live
victims, and the horrific trauma these victims go through, being sliced open, and their organs
ripped out their body or their eyes removed, the adrenochrome effect of these live organs might be
the reason victims are not put out before organs are taken, whatever the case as I do not know, it’s
barbaric and no different from killing children extracting adrenochrome from them.
There is a world wide network or professional abductors who systematically go into every place,
town, village, city, no matter how out of the way remote location, anywhere where there are
children, looking for a way to snatch them. Disaster areas are prime targets to snatch children.
Many charities in disaster areas are fronts for child trafficking. If you find this hard to believe after
looking at the evidence, where do YOU think they go? Clue: Underground Bases! Start Digging!
Whistleblower Phil Schneider was a government geologist who had seventeen years of experience
involved with black ops on military bases like the famous Dulce NM underground base. On January
1996, Phil Schneider was found dead in his apartment, with a piano wire wrapped around his neck,
suffered torture, and all his presentation papers and researched vanished. The coroner results:
suicide. Really? He publicly admitted he was breaking the law, but he still went public, and he
spoke publicly about children being kept in underground bases. Check out for example
“Pizzagate”. Google states, “This is a debunked conspiracy theory that went viral during the
2016”. Is it? How is it everything as evidence exposing this has been removed from the net, also all
YouTube links taken down, immediately crushed, Why is the public are not allowed to see the
evidence to judge for themselves? Links to research teams “Q Anon” have had all their links
exposing anything to do with child trafficking and those behind it (charities and politicians)
removed. What can you do?
Speak up, speak out, expose to everyone what is going on. Demand your local MP, councillor or
local authority for justice to voice out loudly for the lives lost of these missing beautiful little
children. Expose abuse of Adrenochrome! The next time you think about going to Hollywood or
Disneyland, stop and think what is going on, and where your money is going, and what it supports,
and, if you want to uncover more…
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I mentioned I got myself a big spade with a huge head and long handle and starting digging, and if
you dig deep enough you’ll find and expose everything you need to know. A lot of people have died
using this spade, but if no one dug, we would not know what we know now. All I can say is the
awakening is well underway and there are plenty of people digging….
…Go get your big long handle spade, start digging…and do not give up, SPEAK OUT.
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Reference Sources For Further Information
There are hundreds of books, documentaries, documents and video footage which I have investigated over
the past 50 years, the selection below are some of the best sources of information to corroborate what I have
presented in this book. Even Hollywood is telling us information frequently shown in films, Close encounters
of the 3rd kind, is an example, based on real events. Some excellent books and DVDs are listed below.

Falun Gong by Master Li Hongzhi (Introduction to Falun Dafa or Falun Gong with illustrated
exercises)
Zhuan Falun by Master Li Hongzhi (Covers the information in his 9 lectures)
Falun Dafa 9 Day lecture (2) DVD in Guangzhou - China (Order in your language see page 120)
Falun Dafa Exercise (1) DVD (Full tutorial of all 5 Falun Dafa exercises - see page 120)
Children of the Matrix by David Icke (Evidence of an inter-dimensional race controlling humanity)
The Biggest Secret by David Icke (How a few bloodline families control the world)
Genesis 6 Giants by Stephen Quayle (Thousands of Giants tombs unearthed around the earth)
Alien Interview (Readers Edition) by Lawrence R. Spencer (Area 51 event eye witness)
The Day After Roswell - by Col Philip J. Corso (Area 51 event eye witness)
Unacknowledged - Book and DVD by Dr Steven Greer (Discloure Project)
Cosmic Voyage by Dr Courtney Brown (Remote Viewing - Farsight Institute)
Cosmic Explorers by Courtney Brown (Remote Viewing - Farsight Institute)
Space Weather Preparedness Strategy PDF Doc (Warning forthcoming Sun flare) www.gov.uk
The Kill Shot DVD - by Major Ed Dames (Military warning of forth coming sun flare - above)
The Act of Cestui Que Vie 1666 - www.gov.uk (The biggest UK Government Scam)
Meet Your Strawman by David E. Robinson (Common Law and the Act of Cestui Qui Vie - Scam)
The Bill of Rights - 1688 - www.gov.uk (All fines are unlawful before a conviction)
The Djinn Connection by Rosemary Ellen Guiley (Presentation of her 40 year research)
The Vengeful Djinn by Rosemary Ellen Guiley (As above)
The Secret (Book or DVD) by Rhonda Byrne (The Law of Attraction - documentary)
The Law of Attraction by Esther & Jerry Hicks (The law of attraction explained)
The Power of Awareness by Neville Lancelot Goddard (The subconscious mind how it works)
The Power of The Subconscious Mind by Joseph Murphy (How the mind works, how to use it)
Outwitting he Devil by Napoleon Hill (The subconscious mind - and your blueprints)
Change Your Thoughts Change Your Life by Dr Wayne W. Dyer (Lao-tzu writings, who lived in
ancient China wrote the 81 verses known as the Tao Te Ching or The Great Way)
Every Word Has Power by Yvonne Oswald (What comes out of you mouth will affect your body).
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The Healing Power of Water by Masaru Emoto (Water is an intelligent entity)
Messages From Water and The Universe by Masaru Emoto (More evidence and examples)
Divine Matrix - Bridging Time, Space, Miracles and Belief by Gregg Braden (Book or DVD
covers the new science - 2 discoveries of 2012 which changes everything - Excellent presentation)
The Slaughter by Ethan Gutmann (China’s horrific organ harvesting industry)
Bloody Harvest – The killing of Falun Gong for Their Organs by David Matas & David Kilgour
New Investigative 680 Page Report (Exposing China’s Organ Harvesting and Mass murder of
prisoners of conscience in China) FREE Download https://endtransplantabuse.org/an-update/
Medical Genocide (Hidden Mass Murder in China’s Organ Transplant Industry)
http://www.stoporganharvesting.org
Film - Doctors Against Forced Organ Harvesting - https://dafoh.org
Simon Parkes Connecting Consciousness https://www.simonparkes.org
(Groups awakening all over the planet)
Film - Close encounters of the fifth kind: Contact has begun - by Dr Steven Greer
FILMS WITH MESSAGES
The Knowing - DVD Film (Based on the ‘The Kill Shot’ prediction of forth coming sun flare event)
Truman Show - DVD Film (Reference to being imprisoned until awakened)
Cloud Atlas - DVD Film (Interesting film based on the reincarnation recycling trap)
Close encounters of the 3rd kind - DVD Film (Based on the Roswell incident 1947)
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Quotations
________________________________________

"The pen is mightier than the sword"
English author Edward Bulwer-Lytton in 1839,

“A thought and idea is more powerful than any external force”
“…to reveal your infinite power, against which no earthly force is of the slightest
significance. It is to show you who you are, your purpose and your destiny.”
American mystic author - Neville Lancelot Goddard

“The love you withhold is the pain you carry lifetime after lifetime.”
Leader of the Andromedan’s

“you are not judged if you did wrong…
…your judged how many times you withheld love.”
Contactee - Alex Collier

“However advanced people’s means of exploring space and probing life may be,
the knowledge gained is limited to certain parts of this one dimension, where
human beings reside, at a low plane of the universe. Other planets were explored
before by humans during civilizations predating history. Yet for all the heights and
distances achieved, humankind has never managed to depart from the dimension
in which it exists. The true picture of the universe will forever elude humankind. If a
human being is to understand the mysteries of the universe, space-time, and the
human body, he must take up cultivation of a true Way and achieve true
enlightenment, raising his plane of being….”
Book: ZHUAN FALUN (LUNYU) by Master Li Hongzhi
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An After Thought!
SOMEBODY UP THERE LIKES ME
Escaping Death Numerous Times!
While chatting recently August 2020, somebody raised the question, “Do you think we have a
guardian angle?” So I have just added this information as an after thought. We all have from time
to time faced situations or circumstances that may threaten our life and we wonder how we
managed to escape and carry on with our life as normal. When I look back I found I have had more
than my share of strange incidents that could have ended my life abruptly, that for some reason I
recovered or was removed and put out of harms way. Here are a few of my experiences that I can
recall off the top of my head. One or two of these are mentioned early on in the book, and as to the
question: “Do we have a guardian angel?” I will let you answer that question yourself!
1.
To give you an example, at 6 years of age I suffered Polio which attacks the spine and legs,
I was in intensive care 3 weeks with fever and almost died. I then went through much illness for
several years, having electrical pads fastened to my legs to give electrical shock treatment to force
muscle contraction to restore and strengthen my legs. Over time after some years it allowed me to
walk again free from leg irons and straps to my legs, and today, I am now fully recovered.
____________________________
2.
When I was about 7 years old I had two back teeth removed at a dental hospital in London,
leaving a large hole. It was only the fact that my mother came into check on me in the night, that
she realised I was sleeping in bed haemorrhaging losing so much blood in my sleep and soaked
the bed in blood. My father rushed me to hospital in the middle of the night on foot pushing me in a
pram 1 1/2 miles through the streets in the early hours of the morning, to get to the emergency
unit, as their was very few cars in the 1950s. The hospital plugged the hole in my gums and I
recovered and later healed.
____________________________
3.
Another incident, When I was teenager. I was working on a
scaﬀolding at a school right up the top on the eaves of the roof, a big old
London school, about 6 floors high. Back in the 1960s they used to have
a pulley and platform sort of hoist outside like you see on the image right,
where they put bricks and materials on and you would pull the rope to
start and pull it again to stop. You would never ever get on this as it was
too dangerous. It was only for building material to take to each floor and
unload. I was walking along the scaﬀold and tripped and stumbled
forward, and one of the scaﬀold bars hit me in the chest knocking me
outward. I nearly went over the side and the only thing I saw was this
ROPE! I reached out for dear life grabbed it and then with both hands
swung out, but as I did I set oﬀ the hoist, and the floor just dropped away
going down, I hung on, swinging back with my heels back on the
scaﬀold, to get back in, It frightened the life out of me, I really thought I
had it! I was in shock for about a week!
____________________________
4.
When I was around 23 years old or so I worked at a laboratory at the hospital. I was the
lab assistant that prepared the room for doctors working on biopsy tests for patients waiting for
the go ahead, if they required surgery or not. Anyhow to get to the lab, I used to come through the
back entrance of the hospital and walk through a tunnel. This tunnel or passage was where any
patients that had died would be taken to the morgue. Our lab was above the morgue. One day I
went to work and for some unknown reason walked right pass the entrance where I usually went
in, and walked right round the block to the front of the hospital, quite a long way round in fact.
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I have no idea why I did this on this particular day. I had never done that before. As I came into
the hospital which was up about 7/8 stairs, a big old victorian building with huge arch doorways in
North London etc, see image below. I walked inside to hear screaming and saw a man rolling
down the stairs, head over heels, holding his face and their was the strong smell or ammonia in
the air. I had walked right in on a raid and the
hospital was being robbed, and the raiders had
broken into the cashers oﬃce preparing the staﬀ
salaries, and stolen everything immediately after the
security company had delivered money to pay all
the hospital staﬀ. The robbers had run down the
stairs seconds before I arrived spraying this man
who happened to be in there way, with ammonia in
his face, and they then went down through the
tunnel where I would have been walking. Now,
another man for some unknown reason, was
walking also through this tunnel and was attacked
at the exact same time I would have been there,
and had serious face and head injury being beaten
by a pickaxe handle and left unconscious in a pool
of blood on the floor. All the staﬀ of the lab knowing
this was my exact time to arrive and hearing
someone was laying bleeding with a serious head injury thought it was me and were very
concerned. They were really shocked to find it was not me, as no one else would use the tunnel
except the staﬀ like myself working at the lab. They were surprised to hear of this other man
laying on the ground. Above: The entrance I walked in seconds after a robbery.
As I appeared soon after, they wondered where I came from, and said: "you "NEVER" come in
that way". I explained I was sidetracked and went round the front entrance, and for some reason
they all seem to look at me with some suspicion! The police arrived and I was interviewed for
quite some time trying to explain I had nothing to do with the robbery and I could not explain on
this one particular day, why I was daydreaming and went a long way round to get into work.
Anyhow, After it was all settled the doctors and staﬀ all came up to me wishing me well that I had
escaped the incident and said I was one really lucky man! To this day I still feel someone divine
was watching over me to protect me from that fate, that was within just seconds of it happening!
____________________________
5.
Another job incident I had, I was asked to work with another man in a cradle outside a
tower block, I was terrified at the thought of this but that was the job, I was told "do it or no
money". I went up 9 floors outside the tower block and froze out of fear, it was windy and the
cradle was swinging in the wind, On top of this the pulley wheels jammed. We were both terrified
what to do. We banged on a window and people opened the window, so I decided I am going in
through the window, I was half way in and as I was trying to get in the window the hoist went
away from the building in the wind leaving me gripping the window seal with my arms and elbows
and my feet stuck on the railing of the cradle, The more I struggled the further the cradle went out
in the wind, the other guy in panic, said: “Just hang on the widow seal” and he pulled himself
closer bit by bit climbing along my legs. We managed to get oﬀ the cradle, we both quit the job
there and then, I was in such a state, I was physically ill, and oﬀ work for two weeks, I would
never ever go up in one of those again, it was a terrifying experience!
____________________________
6.
In 1987 I had a serious injury at work on a building site and damaged several lower back
disks, eventually I was admitted to hospital I was given a spinal dye injection and the reaction was
so severe it nearly killed me, as the hospital had caused me to receive chemical meningitis, and
had poisoned me via the injection. My head felt as if it was going to explode and the pain was so
bad I just wanted to die and it lasted for several years. I had to use a walking stick for a while or I
would fall over as could not balance, but in time…. I completely fully recovered.
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7.
In my early 40s around 1993/4, I was driving
around a bend on a housing estate where the edge
of the road had a meter high steel railing, to stop
people waking into the road as it was a dangerous
bend. I was half way around the bed when a truck
was approaching the bend to fast, he braked rapidly
and afterward the driver said “I forgot I had no load
on the back of the truck”. As the truck braked, the
back swung round and jack-knifed into the front of
my car. I was driving a small mini at the time, I leapt
over to the passenger side, as the truck crashed into
the bonnet and took out the front windscreen and
side bar of the screen wrecking the car as it was a
low car and the tail of the truck went over the top of
the car bonnet of the Mini. I escaped with just a
bruised arm and hand injury letting go of the
steering wheel when it hit.
Above right: The car after I got out of it. My
daughter Jessica around 7 years old, was in the rear
passenger side seat and got out completely
unharmed.
Bottom right: The bend where I had the
accident with a meter high rail on the left as
you approach on coming vehicles, there was just
no way to avoid the accident.

____________________________
8.
In 2003/4 I just turned 50 years of age, I had visited the store IKEA in London and had a car
roof rack loaded with boxes of flat pack furniture to assemble. On my way home, I was hit by a car
that was driven by a drunk driver trying to escape a chase, he smashed into my car and collided
into my car 3 times before finally knocking me off the road. All the furniture packages went across
the road halting traffic. I suffered 9 damaged disks in the spine, and fell out of the car almost
paralysed to move due to the pain. A Chinese doctor managed to put all the joints back in order
and again… I miraculously recovered.
It is only when I look back, I realise just how incredible it is, that I made it to today. Battered
bruised, scarred, a few bolts screws and plates in my right knee, but alive and still in one piece!

I Guess someone divine up there really does like me!
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Since 2012 two major discoveries have been made
changing everything we thought or knew about science,
now called the “New Science”, It changes everything!
The majority of the general public are still completely
unaware of this information.
Further to this in 2020, three other major discoveries
have also emerged with facts that are both undeniable,
irrefutable, and beyond conjecture, or conspiracy theory
that may be the most astonishing thing you have ever
been told in your entire life, whether you believe it or not,
having done the research I believe it is true.
“Many men have been killed to extinguish the
possibility of revealing the knowledge I have helped
to withhold from society, until now. ….not only do
intelligent extraterrestrial life forms exist, but that
they have and continue to aggressively monitor and invade the lives of everyone on
Earth every day.”
Matilda O’Donnell MacElroy
Army air force nurse at the Roswell Army Air Field Hospital Area 51
The earth is literally a prison planet and death offers no way of escape. ..until now!
At this crucial time in mans history, we have now been given the profound enlightened
knowledge based on universal laws of truthfulness, compassion and tolerance of divine
origin that is now sweeping across the planet so powerful that persecution, barbaric
torture, even the threat of violent death cannot stop it. It is now enlightening the minds and
hearts of humanity that were searching for it for so long, and now it is here!
This book reveals what that incredible knowledge is, so that we understand “Who or what
we are, Where we came from, Why we are here, and Where we are going”, and how it can
save humanity, freeing them from slavery imposed by both human and extraterrestrials
from a prison that to date, that the majority of humanity had no idea it even existed. It
involves not just our earth but our galaxy. The deep state Elite did not reveal this to
humanity, but now is the time for humanity to be told. Even with overwhelming
evidence, some will not be able to handle this truth!
2020 will be remembered as the year millions were compelled to finally wake up!

I want the truth
Jack Nicholson - Defendant: You can’t handle the truth…
Tom Cruise - Lawyer:

From The Film: A Few Good Men

Are You Ready To Wake Up And Face This Truth

Obtain your free copy download e-book from:

www.comabook.com

